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Section I : Basic information about the civil society organization 
01.1 Which of the 14 classifications listed below best describes your organization? [011] 
01.1 1.Agriculture and farmer related organization [011_1] 
01.1 2.Economic or business organization [0竹 2]
01.1 3.Labour Union or Federation [011_3] 
01.1 4.正ducationand research related organization [011_ 4] 
01.1 5.Cultural Organization [011_5] 
01.1 6.Government or administration related organization [011_6]' 
01.1 7.Social Welfare Organization [011_7] 
01.1 8.Professional Organization (medical， legal， education， engineers etc.) [011_8] 
01.1 9.Citizen's Group [011_9] 
01.1 10.NGO (including foreign or International Organization) [011_10] 
01.1 11.Hindu religious organization [011_11] 
01.1 12.Religious organization oher than Hindu Organization [011_12] 
?????????????
01.2 Indicate below which national and local policies are of interest or relevant to your 
organization's activities? Choose al that apply. 
01.21.Financial Policies [012_01] 
01.2 2.Fiscal Policies [012_02] 
01.2 3.Trade and international commerce policies [012_03] 
01.2 4.lndustrial promotional policies [012_04] 
01.2 5.Civic engineering， construction and public works policies [012_05] 
01.2 6.Transportation and traffic policies [012_06] 
01.2 7.Communication and information policies [012_07] 
01.2 8.Scientific technology and research policies [012_08] 
01.2 9.Local development policies/Rural Development [012_09] 
01.2 10.Foreign Policies [012_10] 
01.2 11.lnternational exchange， cooperation and aid policies [012_11] 
01.2 12.National defense and security policies [012_12] 
01.2 13.Law and order， Justice and Human Rights [012_13] 
01.2 14.Local government and administrative policies [012_14] 
01.2 15.Labor polices [012_15] 
01.2 16.Social welfare [012_16] 
01.2 17.Agriculture [012_17] 
01.2 18.Consumer protection policies [012_18] 
01.2 19.Environment， energy and natural resources policies [012_19] 
01.2 20.Healthcare policies [012_20] 
01.2 21.Education， academic， spo吋sand recreational policies [012一21]
01.2 22.PoveパyAlleviation [012_22] 
01.2 23.Culture and religion [012_23] 
01.2 24.0thers [012_24] 
? ? ? ? ? ?
01.3 What are the main purpose of your organization and the primary goal of your organization's 
activities? 
01.3 1.Providing information to members [013_01] 
01.3 2.Pursuing economic profit for members [013_02] 
01.3 3.Protecting the standard of living and rights of the members/clients [013_03] 
01.3 4.Providing education and training opportunities for members/clients [013_04] 
01.3 5.Advocating on behalf of the members in order to gain subsidies [013__05] 
a 
Q1.3 6.Assisting members in licensing and accreditation procedures [Q13_06] 8 
Q1.3 7.Providing policy recommendations for public policy making [Q13_07] 8 
Q1.3 8.Providing education and information for the good of the general public 
[Q13_08] 9 
Q1.3 9.Providing service to the general public [Q13_09] 9 
Q1.3 1 O.Providing funds to other organizations [Q13_1 0] 9 
Q1.311.0thers [Q13_11] 9 
Q1.4.A Is your organization registered with any ministry or institution? [Q14A] 10 
Q1.5 When was the organization founded? [Q15] 10 
Q1.5 When was the organization founded? (Ten-year interval) [Q15] 11 
Q1.6 How may members does your organization have? 
Q1.6.1 Number of Individual members (categorical) [Q16_01] 12 
Q1.6.2 Number of Member organizations (Categorical) [Q16_02] 12 
Q1.7.A Financial assistance from outside sources [Q17A] 12 
Q 1.7.8 Financial assistances accompanied by condition [Q 178] 12 
Q1.8 How many employees does your organization have? 
Q1.8.1 Number of employees (ful time) (Categorical) [Q18_01] 13 
Q1.8.2 Number of employees (part time) (Categorical) [Q18_02] 13 
Q1.8.3 Number of employees (volunteers) (Categorical) [Q18_03] 13 
Q1.8.1.1 Number of employees (ful time; total) (Categorical) [Q18_11] 13 
Q1.8.1.2 Number of employees (ful time; women) (Categorical) [Q18_12] 14 
Q1.8.1.3 Number of employees (ful time; socially backward castes) (Categorical) 
[Q18_13] 14 
Q1.8.2.1 Number of employees (part time; total) (Categorical) [Q18_21] 14 
Q1.8.2.2 Number of employees (part time; women) (Categorical) [Q18_22] 14 
Q1.8.2.3 Number of employees (pa吋time;socially backward castes) (Categorical) 
[Q18_23] 15 
Q1.8.3.1 Number of employees (volunteers; total) (Categorical) [Q18_31] 15 
Q1.8.3.2 Number of employees (volunteers; women) (Categorical) [Q18_32] 15 
Q1.8.3.3 Number of employees (volunteers; socially backward castes) (Categorical) 
[Q18_33] 15 
Q1.9 What was your organization's budget in INR in the year 2009 and 201 O? 
01.9.1 8udget in 2009 (Categorical) [019_01 J 16 
Q1.9.2 8udget in 2010 (Categorical) [Q19_02J 16 
Q1.10.A Geographic area of activities (Narrowest) [Q110A1] 17 
01.1 O.A Geographic area of activities (Widest) [011 OA2] 17 
01.10.8 Influence of your organization [01108] 17 
01.11 Which of the following categories best describe your organization? [0111] 17 
01.12 How would you describe your organization's opinions? (inclination) [0112] 17 
Section 1: Nature of Interaction with the state and political Parties 
02.1 Check the statement that describes the relationship your organization has with the 
qovernment or local qovernment. 
02.1 1.Accredited or approved [021_01] 18 
02.1 2.Licensed [021_02] 18 
02.1 3.Administrative guidance [021_03] 18 
02.1 4.Cooperating with and supporting policies and budget activities [021_04] 18 
02.1 5.Exchanging opinions [021_05] 18 
02.1 6.Sending representative [021_06] 18 
02.1 7.0ffering positions to government officials after retirement [021_07] 18 
02.1 8.Receiving government funds or grants [Q21_08] 19 
Q2.1 9.Receiving foreign fund through the government [Q21_09] 19 
Q2.1 1 O.Having joint projects or program [Q21_10] 19 
Q2.2 How often does your organization contact (by phone or diredly) people from the list below 
for lobbying (direct lobbying)? Specify the frequency today and 10 years ago. 
b 
02.2.1 Now/Direct Lobbying by contacting Ministers， public servants of higher ranks by 
phone [022_01] 20 
02.2.2 Now/Direct Lobbying by contacting public servants of central administration on 
managerial positions by phone [022_02] 20 
02.2.3 Now/Direct Lobbyingむycontacting Chief Ministers/Mayors， high ranking 
officers of Local Government phone [022_03] 20 
02.2.4 Now/Direct Lobbying by contacting Public Servants of Local Administration by 
phone [022_04] 20 
02.2.1.1 10yrs/Directしobbyingby contacting Ministers， public servants of higher ranks 
by phone [022_11] 21 
02.2.1.2 10yrs/Direct Lobbying by contacting public servants of central administration 
on managerial positions by phone [022_12] 21 
02.2.1.3 10yrs/Direct Lobbying by contacting Chief Ministers/Mayors， high ranking 
officers of Local Government phone [022_13] 21 
02.2.1.4 10yrs/Direct Lobbying by contacting Public Servants of Local Administration 
by phone [022_14] 21 
02.3 How often does your organization contact people from the list below to ask them to influence 
the politics of local or central governments (indirect lobbying)? Specify the frequency today and 10 
years ago. 
02.3.1 Nowllndirect Direct Lobbying by contacting MPs from your election district 
[023_01] 22 
02.3.2 Now/lndirect Lobbying by contacting MPs from other election district [023_02] 22 
02.3.3れlow/lndirectLobbying by contacting leaders of local government [023_03] 22 
02.3.4 Now/lndirectしobbyingby contacting public servants of local administration 
[023_04] 22 
02.3.5 Now/lndirect Lobbying by contacting local council members [023_05] 22 
02.3.1.1 10yrs/lndirect Directしobbyingby contacting MPs from your election district 
[023_11] 23 
02.3.1.2 1 Oyrs/lndirect Lobbying by contacting MPs from other election district 
[023_12] 23 
02.3.1.3 1 Oyrs/lndirect Lobbying by contacting leaders of local government [023_13] 23 
02.3.1.4 1 Oyrs/lndirect Lobbying by contacting public servants of local administration 
[023_14] 23 
02.3.1.5 1 Oyrs/lndirect Lobbying by contacting local council members [023_15] 23 
02.4 How often do the following persons or institutions contact your organization seeking your 
opinion on new policies related to the area of activity of your organization? 
02.4.1 Now/MPs contacting people of your organization [024_01] 24 
02.4.2 Now/Central administration officials contacting people of your organization 
[024_02] 24 
02.4.3 Now/Local Council members contacting people of your organization [024_03] 24 
02.4.4 Now/Local Government contacting people of your organization [024_04] 24 
02.4.1.1 10yrs/MPs contacting people of your organization [024_11] 25 
02.4.1.2 10yrs/Central administration officials contacting people of your organization 
[024_12] 25 
02.4.1.3 10yrslしocalCouncil members contacting people of your organization 
[024_13] 25 
02.4.1.4 10yrs/Local Government contacting people of your organization [024_14] 25 
02.5 What type of relationship and contact do you have with political partes? Choose the best 
statement which corresponds to your organization's actions today and ten years before. 
02.5.1 Now/Relationship with Bahujan Samaj Party [025_01] 26 
02.5.2 NowRelationship woth Bhartiya Janata Party [025_02] 26 
02.5.3 Now/Relationship with Communist Party of India [025_03] 26 
02.5.4 Now/Relationship with Communist Party of India (Marxist) [025_04] 26 
02.5.5 Now/Relationship with Indian National Congress [025_05] 26 
02.5.6 Now/Relationship with Nationalist Congress Party [025_06] 27 
C 
02.5.7 Now/Relationship with Others [025_07] 27 
02.5.1.1 1 Oyrs/Relationship with Bahujan Samaj Party [025_11] 28 
02.5.1.2 10yrs/Relationship with Bhartiya Janata Party [025_12] 28 
02.5.1.3 1 Oyrs/Relationship with Communist Party of India [025_13] 28 
02.5.1.4 10yrsl Relationship with Communist Party of India (Marxist) [025_14] 28 
02.5.1.5 1 OyrsRelationship with Indian National Congress [025_15] 28 
02.5.1.6 10 yrs/Relationship with Nationalist Congress Party [025_16] 29 
02.5.1.710 yrs/Relationship with Others [025_17] 29 
02.6.A During National Elections-did your organization take aηy of the following actions， and if so 
how frequently? Choose the statement which best corresponds to your organization's actions 
today and ten years before. 
02.6.A.1.Today/Played a role for nomination [026A_01] 30 
02.6.A.2 Today/Recommended a member/client of your organization [026A_02] 30 
02.6.A.3 Today/Launched campaign for free and fair election [026A_03] 30 
02.6.A.4 Today/Participated as independent observers [026A 04] 30 
02.6.A.5 Today/Others [026A_05] 30 
02.6.A.1.1 10y/Played a role for nomination [026A_11] 31 
02.6.A.1.2 10y/Recommended a member/client of your organization [026A_12] 31 
02.6.A.1.3 10y/Launched campaign for free and fair election [026A_13] 31 
02.6.A.1.4 10y/Participated as independent observers [026A_14] 31 
02.6.A.1.5 10y/Others [026A_15] 31 
02.6.B During local elections-did your organization take any of the following actions， and if so 
how frequently? Choose the statement which best corresponds to your organization's actions 
today and ten years ago. 
02.6.B.1 Today/Played a role for nomination [026B_01] 32 
02.6.B.2 Today/Recommended a member/client of your organization [0268_02] 32 
02.6.B.3 Today/Launched campaign for free and fair election [0268_03] 32 
02圃6.8.4Today/Participated as independent observers [0268_04] 32 
02.6.8.5 Today/Others [0268_05J 32 
02.6.8.1.1 10yrs/Played a role for nomination [0268_11] 33 
02.6.8.1.2 10yrs/Recommended a member/client of your organization [0268_12] 33 
02.6.8.1.3 10yrs/Launched campaign for free and fair election [026B _13] 33 
02.6.B.1.4 10yrs/Participated as independent observers [026B_14] 33 
02.6.B.1.5 10yrs/Others [026B_15] 33 
Q2.7 When your organization appeals to politcal decision making bodies like political parties or 
government administrations， how often do you take any of the measures listed below? 
02.7.1 Contacting politcal parties in the cabinet [027_01] 34 
02.7.2 Contacting the opposition parties [027 _02] 34 
02.7.3 Contacting governmental departments and agencies [027 _03] 34 
02.7.4 Contacting Local government personnel [027 _04] 34 
02.7.5 Helping to draft legislaive bils [027_05] 34 
02.7.6 Presenting reserch results of technical information [027_06] 35 
02.7.7 Sending representatives [027_07] 35 
02.7.8 Asking members to write letters or make phone calls [027_08] 35 
02.7.9 Engaging in mass protests or demonstrations [027_09] 35 
02.7.10 Organizing seminar， round table meeting， rally etc [027_10] 35 
02.7.11 Holding press conferences [027_11] 36 
02.7.12 Forming coalition with other organizations [027_12] 36 
02.7.13 Contacting corporate house executives [027 _13] 36 
02.7.14 Contacting United Nations organizations and agencies [027 _14] 36 
Q2.8 Does your organization or any member has personal relationship with any of the following 
persons? 
02.8 1.An elected parliament member [028_01] 37 
02.8 2.A leader of the ruling paはy[028_02] 37 
02.8 3.A leader of the opposition parties [028_03] 37 
02.8 4.A Mayor or Word Commissioner [028_04] 37 
d 
02.8 5.A journalist [028_05] 37 
02.8 6.A chief from a department of a government [028_06] 37 
02.8 7.A chief or a staff of an international organization [028_07] 37 
02.8 8.A judge or a magistrate of the court [028_08] 38 
02.8 9.Executive level contact with Corporate Groups [028_09] 38 
02.9.A Succeeded in having a policy being implemented [029A] 38 
02.9.B Succeeded in altering or blocking a policy [0298] 38 
02.10 Does your organization involve in politics by itself or is your organization 
approached by outside sources to become involved in politics? [0210] 38 
02.11 Which of the following instituitions would you consider most effective and contact them in 
order to lobby (for the protection of interest and rights， and representation of opinions of your 
organization)? Write numbers from 1 (most effective) to 3 (Ieast effective) in order of importance， 
separately for today and 10 years ago. 
02.11.1 Today/ considering Political parties or lower/upper houses as effective for 
lobbying [0211_01] 39 
02.11.2 Today/considering public administration as effective for lobbying [0211_02] 39 
02.11.3 Today/considering Courts as effective for lobbying [0211_03] 39 
02.11.1.1 10yrs/considering Political pa凶esor lower/upper houses as effective for 
lobbying [0211_ 11] 39 
02.11.1.2 10yrs/considering public administration as effective for lobbying [0211_12] 39 
02.11.1.3 10yrs/considering Courts as effective for lobbying [0211_13] 39 
Section 1 : Relationship among the civil society organizations 
03.1 What source does your organization use to get information for its activities? Rank in order of 
importance， three from the list below. 
03.1.1 1 stsource of information [031_01] 40 
03.1.2 2nd source of information [031_02] 40 
03.1.3 3rd source of information [031_03] 40 
03.2 Number of times mentioned in mass media (Categorical) [032] 41 
03.3丁owhat extent do you think the following groups influence politics in India? Rate each of the 
following groups on a scale from 1 to 7 interms of political influence. 
03.3 1.lnfluence in Politics/丁radeunions and federations [033_01] 41 
03.3 2.lnfluence in Politics/Agricultural Organizations [033_02] 41 
03.3 3.lnfluence in Politics/ Economic， business， and employers organizations 
[033_03] 41 
03.3 4.lnfluence in Politics/ National Bureaucrats [033_04] 42 
03.3 5.lnfluence in Politics/ Political Parties [033_05] 42 
03.3 6.lnfluence in Politics/了hemass media [033_06] 42 
03.3 7.lnfluence in Politics/ Large business/corporations [033_07] 42 
03.3 8.lnfluence in Politics/ Scholars and academicians [033_08] 42 
03.3 9.lnfluence in Politics/ Consumer Organizations [033_09] 43 
03.3 1 O.lnfluence in Politics/ Welfare Organizations [033_10] 43 
03.3 11.lnfluence in Politics/ Professional organizations [033_11] 43 
03.3 12.lnfluence in Politics/ Women movement organizations [033_12] 43 
03.3 13.lnfluence in Politics/ Local governments [033_13] 43 
03.3 14.lnfluence in Politics/ Foreign government and International organizations 
[033_14] 44 
03.3 15.lnfluence in Politics/ Hindu organizations [033_15] 44 
03.3 16.lnfluence in Politics/ Religious organization other than Hindu organization 
[033_16] 44 
03.4 What type of relation and cooperation does your organization have with the following 
groups? Rate the following groups on a scale from 1 to 7 in terms of cooperation with your 
organization. 
03.4 1.How cooperative/ Trade unions and federations [034_01] 45 
e 
03.4 2.How cooperative /Agricultural Organizations [034_02] 45 
03.4 3.How cooperative/Economic， business， and employers organizations [034_03] 45 
03.4 4.How cooperative/National Bureaucrats [034_04] 45 
Q3.4 5.How cooperative/Political Parties [034_05] 46 
03.4 6.How cooperative/ The mass media [034_06] 46 
03.4 7.How cooperative/ Large business/corporations [34_07] 46 
03.4 8.How cooperative/ Scholars and academicians [34_08] 46 
03.4 9.How cooperativel Consumer Organizations [34_09] 47 
03.4 10.How cooperative/ Welfare Organizations [034_10] 47 
03.4 11.How cooperative/ Professional organizations [034_11] 47 
03.4 12.How cooperative/ Women movement organizations [034_12] 47 
03.4 13.How cooperative/しocalgovernments [034_13] 47 
03.4 14.How cooperative/ Foreign government and International organizations 
[034_14] 48 
03.4 15.How cooperative/ Hindu organizations [034_15] 48 
03.4 16.How cooperative/ Religious organization other than Hindu organization 
[034_16] 48 
Section IV [Problems and Prospects in the context of Civil Society in India] 
04.1 Below are listed important political decisions and events that have taken place in the last 15 
years. Please check your organization's Participation， Position and Satisfaction to each of these 
decisions and events. (if the event took place before the establishment of your organization the 
vou are free to skip those events) 
04.1.1.1 Participation/ 73rd-74th amendment [0411_01] 49 
04.1.1.2 Position/ 73rd・.74thamendment [04什 02] 49 
04.1.1.3 Satisfaction/ 73rd-74th amendment [0411_03] 49 
04.1.2.1 Participation/ 86th Amendment [0412_01] 49 
04.1.2.2 Position/ 86th Amendment [0412_02] 49 
04.1.2.3 Satisfaction/ 86th Amendment [0412_03] 49 
04.1.3.1 Participation/93rd Amendment [0413_01] 50 
04.1.3.2 Position/93rd Amendment [0413_02] 50 
04.1.3.3 Satisfaction/93rd Amendment [0413_03] 50 
04.1.4.1 Participation/Women's Reservation Bil [0414_01] 50 
04.1.4.2 PositionlWomen's Reservation Bil [0414_02] 50 
04.1.4.3 SatisfactionJWomen's Reservation Bil [0414_03] 50 
04.1.5.1 Participation/ Anti-Corruption Movement and Jan Lokpal Bil [0415_01] 51 
04.1.5.2 Position/ Anti岬CorruptionMovement and Jan Lokpal Bil [0415_02] 51 
04.1.5.3 Satisfaction/ Anti-Corruption Movement and Jan Lokpal Bil [0415_03] 51 
04.1.6.1 Participation/ National NGO Partnership Program [0416_01] 51 
04.1.6.2 PositionJ National NGO Partnership Program 0416_02] 51 
04.1.6.3 SatifactionJ National NGO Partnership Program [0416_03] 51 
04.2 Is your organization involved in any of the following issues? Choose as many issues that 
correspond to your organization's actions. In which way are you involved in those issues-
advocacy (Negotiating and pressurizing the government in different ways and providing public 
education) or service provideing (materially helping citizens on those matters such as health clinic， 
financial aid， legal aid， school， skil training etc) ? You can check both if it applies to you 
organization. 
04.2.1.a By advocacy/ Political and Human Rights [042_01 a] 52 
04.2.1.b By service providing/ Political and Human Rights [042_01 b] 52 
04.2.2.a By advocacy/ Rural Development [042_02a] 52 
04.2.2.b By service providing/ Rural Development [042_02b] 52 
04.2.3.a By advocacy/ Law and order [042_03a] 52 
04.2.3.b By service providing Law and order[042_03b] 52 
04.2.4.a By advocacy/ Women's Rights [042_04a] 53 
04.2.4.b By service providing/ Women's Rights [042_04b] 53 
04.2.5.a By advocacy/ Education [042_05a] 53 
04.2.5.b By service providing/ Education [042_05b] 53 
04.2.6.a By advocacy/ Public health [042_06a] 53 
04.2.6.b By service providing/ Public Health [042_06b] 53 
04.2.7.a By advocacy/ Environment [042_07a] 54 
04.2.7.b By service providing/ Environment [042_07b] 54 
04.2.8.a By advocacy/ Labour rights and Unemployment [042_08a] 54 
04.2.8.b By service providing/ Labour rights and Unemployment [042_08b] 54 
04.2.9.a 8y advocacy/ Corruption [042_09a] 54 
04.2.9.b By service providing/ Corruption [042_09b] 54 
04.2.10.a By advocacy/ Street Politics and Hartal (strike) culture [042_10a] 55 
04.2.1 O.b By service providing/ Street Politics and Hartal (strike) culture [042_10b] 55 
04.2.11.a By advocacy/ Separation of Judiciary from the executive [042_11 a] 55 
04.2.11.b By service providing/ Separation of Judiciary from the executive [042_11 b] 55 
Section V [1nfluence of Foreign同fundedNGOs and Religious Civil Society in the context of state-
society relation in Indial 
05.1.A Is your organization involved in grass-roots level activities? [051A] 56 
05.1.B If yes， please specify your area of activity [051 B] 
05.1.B.1 GO-NGO cooperation for rural development [051 B_01] 56 
05.1.B 2 Oeveloping group network [051 B_02] 56 
05.1.B 3 Women empowerment [051 B_03] 56 
05.1.B 4 Local representation and ventilation of grievances [0518_04] 56 
05.1.8 5 Education and literacy [051 B_05] 56 
05.1.B 6 Health education and health service [051 B_06] 57 
05.1.B 7 Legal and human rights [051 B_07] 57 
05.1.8 8 Economic empowerment [0518_08] 57 
05.1. B 9 Social and political awareness and paはicipation[051 B_09] 57 
05.1.8 10 Others [051 B_1 0] 57 
05.2 How would you evaluate the role of foreign funded NGOs/ organizations in 
strengthening civil societies in India? [052] 57 
05.3 00 you think the issues (Iike good governance， civil society， women empowerment 
etc.) of foreign funded NGOs can affect at the community level? [053] 58 
05.4 As foreign嗣fundedNGOs are not based on membership so their effect is nominal. 
[054] 58 
05.5 As foreign funded NGOs have good connection with national elite so they can 
influence the national policy [055] 58 
05.6 00 you think the relation between foreign funded NGOs and religious civil society 
is confrontational? [056] 58 
05.7 How does your organization view the following groups? Rate the following groups 
on a scale from 1 to 7 in terms of articulating the demand of the people at the 
community level. 58 
05.7.A Rating of articulation of Religious civil society [057 A] 58 
05.7.B Rating of articulation of Foreign funded NGOs [057B] 58 
Survey Sheet 
Hindi version 61 
English version 75 
g 
。Outlineof Dαtα 
Combined Report for IN-JIGS 
The survey for collecting data about different types of registered Civil Society Organizations 
was carried out in three phases in lndia under the academic project funded by the University of 
Tsukuba， Japan. The survey was headed by Prof. Yutaka Tsujinaka and was carried out by 
Swasti Rao， University ofTsukuba. 
The survey started in December 2011 and concluded in February 2014. ln this span， three 
phases were carried out as follows: 
1. First Phase四 Delhi. Inthis phase the registered population of N on一
Govemmental Organizations was targeted. A total of 486 responses were 
collected in this phase that started 3.12.2011 and concluded 14.1.2012. 
2. Second Phase-Delhi. In this phase the registered population of Cooperative 
societies， Labour Unions and Business Organizations was targeted. A total of 
251 responses were collected in this phase that started 13.7.2012 and concluded 
on 29.8.2012 
3. Third Phase-Varanasi. In this phase we targeted different types ofregistered 
civil society organizations in the city of Varanasi. A total of 253 responses were 
collected in this phase that started 14.01.2014 and concluded on 24.02.2014 
Finally a total of 990 responses were collected from India. The data was inputted in 
excel sheets， cleaned and cross tabs were generated by SPSS programming. 
Outline of Survey Data 
IN-JIGSラDelhiラIndia
3 December 2011 ~ 14 January 2012 
Table 1: Summary 
Title : Cross N ational Survey on Civil Society Organizations and Interest Groups in 
India (1J'ふnGS)
Sample Area : Delhi， India 
Target Population : 3000 active CSOs 1 
Number of Respondents : 486 CSOs 
Turn-out Percentage: 486/3000 (16.2%) 
Interview Method : Fil1ing a Structured Questionnaire 
Period ofData Collection : 3.12.201ト14.l.2012
Project Leader : Professor Yutaka Tsujinaka 
Survey Conducted By : Swasti Rao 
Sponsored By : University ofTsukuba， Japan 
Objectives of the survey 
The objective of the survey is to understand the basic trend and characteristics of the 
civil society organizations (CSO) in India and their relationship to society， state and 
politics. It is also a pa口ofa larger academic project of the University of Tsukubaラ
“Cross-national Survey on Civil Society and Interest Groups" under which similar 
surveys have been conducted in thirteen other countries including J apanラKorea，U.S.A.ラ
Germanyう China，Turkey， RussiaラBrazil，PhilippinesラBangladeshラEstoniaetc. This 
survey in India (芯~-nGS) has attempted to synchronize the main theme of the project 
with explicit focus on Indian context. 
1 The total number of registered organizations in Delhi is 68423. But several organizations covered under 
this list have not submitted their details which make it difficult to follow. However， it does give an idea 
about the total population density of registered civil society organizations in Delhi. Hence， we followed 
the list of organizations listed with the National Planning Commission NGO Partnership System program， 
which is a government of India initiative for providing better networking amongst the civil society sector. 
Registering with the NPS program also reflects a certain 'active' inclination of the organization and thus 
makes it useful to study for our purpose. 
1 
Constructing the Appropriate Questionnaire for IN回JIGS
The survey was based on filling a closed structured questionnaire that was lTIodeled 
along the lines of a survey conducted in Bangladesh (BD-JIGS)， which in tum was 
modeled on surveys for civil society organizations in Japan (J-JIGS). A round of 
meetings ensured that a fitting questionnaire was constnlcted for the lndian context. 
Each question was delved upon one by one and its applicability to the case of lndia was 
assessed. 
The major 4 changes that were brought were as follows 
1. Changing lslamic Civil Society organizations to Hindu organizations (Q 1.1 and 
whenever references were made to Hindu religious organizations like in Q 3.3 ， 
Q 3.4) 
2. A separate question was added as Q 1.8 that asked about he composition of the 
employees the organization had in terms of women， socially and backward 
castes and from minorities.2 
3. The names ofthe political parties were changed according to the situation in 
India in Q2.5 
4. A new question about the role of civil society and important political and social 
events in the last fifteen years that have greatly changed the lndian socio-
political debate and reality was inserted. This became Q 4.1 
Target population/ sampling frame 
Non-profit organizations in Delhi can be registered/ incorporated under any one or 
more of the following statutes.3 
(i) The Societies Registration Act， 1860ヲ
(i) The lndian Trust Act， 1882， 
(ii) Section 25 ofthe lndian Companies Act， 1956， 
(iv) The Delhi Co-operative Societies Actラ1972，
(v) The Trade Union Act， 1926. 
2 This was done because the social composition in Indian society is greatly affected by the affirmative 
action polides since the time it gained independence in 1947 and this break up would give an insight 
into the working of the affirmative action and the real ground situation of the social structure. 
3 http://164.100.52.9/dept/industries/service1.asp 
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However， there is no yellow book or a proper directory of the non-profit organizations 
that would provide information for the puゅoseof a quantitative survey. For identifying 
a workable population， only the registered NPOs were shortlisted out of a far bigger 
cloud of non-registered civil society organizations. 
For the survey， the registered population of 69，748 organizations was procured from the 
Delhi Govemment. 4 
The Cooperatives and Trade unions (along with business organizations) were left out for 
the first phase as they were covered in the second phase survey.， 
Problems with the Iist-Though it was an important procurement but was grossly 
limited in its applicability for the following reasons 
Benefits of the Iist-
1. Despite the mandatory submission of their annual reports， 
many organizations don't do so that in effect makes them 
redundant 
2. Several organizations register once and fail to renew the 
registration that subsequently makes them nonfunctional 
3. The list was incomplete as the details like addresses， phone 
numbers or email ids of the organizations were missing in many 
instances. Several organizations do not follow the necessary 
method of intimating change in their address of registered office 
for communication. This deadlock makes them untraceable. 
Listing major areas of functions-Howeverラthelist was 
instrumental in helping us draw important conclusions about the 
civil society sector in India. For example the list helped us 
understand the ‘major areas of functions' into which the civil 
society organizations are engaged. Major 13 kinds of areas of 
functions were outlined (as given below in Table two) 
4 http://164.100.52.9/dept/industries/service1.aspfirstaccessedon18.11.2011 
IV 
Table 2: Major Areas of functions Registered 
Organizations on Delhi Gov. (Multiple) 
Category Freq. % 
Welfare Society 49559 72.40/0 
Educational Society/Trust 6344 9.3%) 
Social Welfare Society 4845 7.1% 
Residents Welfare Society 2107 3.10/0 
Religious Society 1928 2.8% 
Charitable Society 1017 1.5% 
Cultural Society 699 1.0% 
Natural Environment Pollution 476 0.7% 
Games/Sports Society 373 0.5% 
Medical Hospital Society 284 0.4% 
Fine Arts Society 269 0.4% 
Science/Health Research Society 209 0.3% 
Literature Society 26 0.0% 
員1isc. 1448 2.1% 
Total 68423 100.000/0 
Constructing the final List and Resolving the Problem司 Afterseveral email 
exchanges with Confederation ofNational Rural NGOs in India (CNRI)ラour
collaborator in Indiaラwereached the conclusion that following the Delhi Government 
list wil1 not be a feasible way to do the field survey. CNRI and our research associates 
team suggested following changes: 
1. Drawing the sample from The Planning Commission List as 
provided in the NPS system5 because the NGOs in Planning 
Commission list can be regarded as 'active' civil society 
organizations. This list had 2740 organizations from the Delhi 
government list with complete details of addressうemailsand 
telephone numbers.6 
5 NPS is the NGO partnership system started by the Planning Commission on India which has started by 
making a network of registered organizations in the region of Delhi. The list was procured from the 
website of Planning Commission and can be cross checked for reference at this link 
http://ngo.india.gov.in/authjdefault.php First accessed on 21..11.2011 
6 This method employed in this list was first come first serve basis which is an on going project of the 
National Planning Commission. The National Planning Commission invited registered non-profits to 
facilitate networking. The details of the National Planning Commission NGO Partnership system In India 
can be 101くedup in the following link http://ngo.india.gov.in/auth/default心hp
V 
Category 
2. About 300 organizations were also suggested by CNRI who were 
our collaborator in the first phase of the survey 7• Out of these 300ラ
about 40 were already mentioned in the Planning Commission list. 
The repeated organizations were omitted and extra 260 
organizations were included. 
3. Our research team telephoned each one of those organizations 
and asked them their main functions. 5 belonged to the category 
of Education and Literacうら 50 to Agriculture， 110 to Social 
Welfare and 95 to Religious. 
4. Combining the above-The research team shortlisted 3000 
organizations which became our target population for the field 
survey. 
Table 3: Target Population 
National Planning Commission List: 2740 
Suggested organizations by CNRI: 260 
( Breakdown of addition by CNRI 
Agricultural Organizations: 50 
Social Welfare Organizations: 110 
EducationalOrganizations 5 
Religious Organizations: 95 ) 
Total: 3000 
Table 4: Our target population broken down into types of sectors 
(NPC: National Planning Commission List， multiple; CNRIラsingle)
Freq. 




Education & Literacy 1912 69.8% 63.70/0 
一一一一一一一一 一一一一一一一一
(CNRI) Educational 5 1.9% 0.20/0 
--枠哨『陣骨骨相-酔骨骨句--帽申 …"一一一一一一一
HeaIth & Family Welfare 1500 54.7% 50.00/0 
ーーーーーーーーーーーーーーーー 一一一ー ーー 一一一一一一
(CNRI) Social Welfare 110 42.30/0 3.70/0 
ーー ーー ーー ーー ー一一一一一一 一一一一一ー 埴ー幅帽岬ーーー
Children 1428 52.1% 47.6% 
7 This was done because， being the collaborator， CNRI also wanted to actively participate in the making 
of lists and has considerable ground level exposure and experience in the said field. 
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Women's Development & Empowerment 1105 40.3% 36.80/0 
HIVIAIDS 1065 38.9% 35.5010 
Environment & Forests 1051 38.4% 35.00/0 
Art & Culture 1001 36.5% 33.40/0 
Vocational Training 965 35.2% 32.2% 
Human Rights 887 32.4% 29.6010 
Rural Development & Poverty Alleviation 861 31.4% 28.70/0 
Legal Awareness & Aid 850 31.0% 28.3% 
Labour & Employment 760 27.7% 25.3% 
Civic Issues 751 27.4% 25.00/0 
Drinking Water 675 24.6% 22.5% 
Aged/Elderly 673 24.6% 22.4% 
Dalit Upliftment 668 24.4% 22.30/0 
Micro Finance (SHGs) 658 24.0% 21.9% 
Information & Communication Technology 656 23.9% 21.9% 
Disaster Management 654 23.90/0 21.8% 
Agriculture 644 23.50/0 21.5010 
一ーー ーー -ー一ー ーー ーー ー ー一一一一一一--事早ー ーー ー ーー ーー 剖ーh岨岨一一ーーーーー一一 一一一一一一一一一一一 ー
(CNRI) Agricultural 50 19.2% 1.7% 
ーー ーー ーー ーー 』ー 司ー ーー ーー 一 一一一一一一一 ーー ーー ー骨早骨『岬ー ーー ーー ーー -ー-- 一ーーーーーーー一一一一 ーー
Youth Affairs 615 22.4% 20.5% 
Minority Issues 575 21.00/0 19.2% 
Food Processing 544 19.9% 18.1% 
Urban Development & Poverty Alleviation 525 19.2% 17.5% 
Differently Abled 499 18.2% 16.6% 
Nutrition 498 18.2% 16.6% 
Micro Small & Medium Enterprises 483 17.6% 16.1% 
Right to Information & Advocacy 428 15.6% 14.3010 
Housing 397 14.5% 13.20/0 
Panchayati Raj 395 14.40/0 13.2% 
Land Resources 359 13.10/0 12.0% 
Dairying & Fisheries 357 13.00/0 11.90/0 
Animal Husbandry 357 13.00/0 11.90/0 
Tribal Affairs 344 12.60/0 11.5% 
Sports 343 12.50/0 1.40/0 
Biotechnology 320 11. 70/0 10.70/0 
New & Renewable Energy 318 11.6% 10.60/0 
Science & Technology 290 10.60/0 9.70/0 
Water Resources 288 10.5% 9.6% 
Tourism 215 7.8% 7.2% 
Scientific & Industrial Research 182 6.6% 6.1% 
Prisoner's Issues 88 3.20/0 2.9% 
Aoy Other 314 11.5% 10.5% 
，ー・ー ーー ーー ーー ーー ーー 骨骨時 ーー ーー ーー ーー ーー 四ー申噛由ー ーー ーー ーー 骨ー骨ー 司帽ー ーー ー圃・ ーー ーー "骨ー ーー ーー ー
(CNRI) Religious 95 36.5% 3.2~ó 
Total 3000 100.0% 100.0% 100.00/0 
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Survey Method and Data Collection 
Table 5: Summary Flowchart 
Summary Flowchart: 
Orientations Lectures to Research Team 
Meetings with CNRI and prominent organizations 
Data Collection 
• Dividing Delhi into five sub regions 
• Telephoning al the 3000 organizations in the 
list 
• Sending emails to al the organizations in the 
list 
• Direct approach to organizations (randomly 
selected) in order to cover very low response 
rate 
1. The actual Field W ork details 
Duration・3.12ユ011-14.1.2012; One month and ten days 
Area-Delhi -divided into 5 sub regions for the convenience of 
allocating work to the researchers.8 
Section -A Mode of Working 
> Pre field-work preparation: 
0γientαtion thro時hfouγLectuγes-Demolj凶γαtionsto the reseαrch team 
One hour each (including feedback and questions). The details ofthese are as 
follows: 
First (8.12.11)ーGeneralintroduction about the project， 
University of Tsukuba， JIGS etc. 
Second (9.12.11)-About IN-JIGS， Civil Society Scenario in 
India， Section 25， Required Sample Size， Delhi Govt. List， 
NPS list from Planning Commission， CNRI 
Third( 1 O.12. 11 )ーLogistics(Salaries， AlIowances， Working 
Hours etc) 
8 The basis of this division was convenience of the research assistants to ensure speedy and timely 
procurement of responses. This clarified the exact break up of performance and helped in logistical 
planning. 
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Fourth(12.1 0.11)ーSpecificway of carrying out the research， 
introduction to the questionnaire， interview method， 
assigning area to each researcher 
>-General meeting with the research team every night for feedback and daily 
progress report 
>-Meeting with CNRI every week for discussing progress issues and problems 
encountered. 
Section田BCNRI and its role as a collaborator 
First formal meeting with the ChiefNodal OfficerうMr.Binod Anand was held on 
12.12.2011. He provided us with the fol1owing: 
>-Provided office space 
>-Logistical discussion 
>-Meeting with prominent organizations was fixed. 
Section田CActual Working on the ground 
>-Delhi Government List has to be discarded (addresses not complete， no emails， 
or phone numbers) 
>-NPS list from planning commission and CNRI' s list then merged into one giving 
a population of 3000 NGOs with ful addresses and emails (based on the data 
from Delhi Govemment) 
>- First Step-Telephoning and sending the questionnaire by email 
Ringing up each NGO， briefing them about IN-JIGS and sending 
the questionnaire by email.This went on for about one week-
(13th_20th December) 
>-Meetings with prominent organizations9: 
>-1. Vada na todo abhiyan (Ms. Radha Khan) 
2. Bachpan Bachao Andolan(Mr. Rakesh Sengar) 
3. United Nations Information Centre(Mr. Rajeev Chandran) 
4. CAPART(the chiefLibrarian) 
5. N ehru Y outh Organization (Mr. Chandrashekhar Pran) 
6. V ANI (Mr. Singh) 
7. All India Muslim WaqfBoard (Mr. Israil Khan) 
8. PRIA (Mr. Rai) 
9. Corporate NGOs (Mr. Punit; representative) 
9 The primary motive of meeting these organizations was their prominence in their respective fields and 
their reputation as dynamic members of the Indian Civil Society Sector. However， most of these 
organizations are not registered and remained unregistered for the sake of their autonomy in the public 
sphere. Most of these unregistered organizations have several registered organizations working with 
them and it was thought that they could facilitate cooperation from the registered organizations. 
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The agenda for the meetings: We had meetings with each of 
these organizations/persons. We briefed them about the Project 
and gave them detai1ed handouts. We gave them hard copies of 
questIolla1reS 
Each researcher was assigned to do the follow up (which included 
nnglng upラsendingmailsラcollectingtheir 1istラanswenng
questions) of one peak organization 10 
Section-D Adapting to changing circumstances 
1. Limitations of emailing: Extremely poor response rate through email 
3500-4000 emails were sent from three email ids while only about 150 
emails were received finally. 
2. Resorting to te1ephoning: Tumed out expensive as each organization had 
to be phoned at 1east three to four times and even this did not ensure 
time1y response. Several times， the person in charge did not answer the 
cal or did not respond well enough. 
3. Sending researcher assistants physically to the organizations: Finally， in
order to overcome the block， each researcher was assigned one area in 
Delhi and had to be sent to the organizations physically to the addresses 
glven. 
Extension in the period of field survey: 
10 
1. The week of Christmas and New Year was a low tumout of response period 
because ofh01idays setting in. The time 10st in this week had to be offset in 
the later week with the research team having to work doubly hard. 
2. Extension of stay in lndia: the low response rate and other intervening 
variables resu1ted in extending the fie1d work period diverting from the 
original schedule of completion. The filed work had to be extended until the 
14 of January 2012. 
This was more of a secondary task as the primary motive was facilitation of communication as the 
response rate to the emails sent by the research team was very poor. 
X 
Problem with the questionnaire and unfavorable NGO behavior: 
1. Several NGOs wanting money or SOlne compensation in exchange of filling up 
the questionnaire 
2. Several NGOs wanting lnore time complaining about the length of the 
questlonnaIre. 
3. Several NGOs wanted certificate ofparticipation from Japan (that we handed 
out after consulting with Prof. Tsujinaka) ; about 250 certificates 
4. Most importantlyラittumed out that several responses were required to be done 
again. It was realized that the respondent has not understood the question 
proper1y. About twenty responses had to be discarded on this basis as the 
organization could not be contacted 
Data input 
The data inputting for both the kind of responses， inhard copy as well as soft copy were 
done by the Inamoto Printing Ltd. in Tsukuba， J apan. The necessary tables were 
completed by the research team at the University of Tsukuba. 
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IN圃JIGS;Phase Two 
Title : Cross National Survey on Civi1 Society Organizationsラ1nterestGroupsラ
Cooperative Societies and Trade Unions in 1ndia (IN-JIGS) 
Sample Area : Delhi， 1ndia 
Target (Total) Population: 4968 Registered Cooperative Societies， Trade Unions and 
Business Organizations in Delhi 
Sampling Frame : 1559 CSOs 
Number of Respondents : 251 CSOs 
Turn-out Percentage : 16.1 % 
Sampling Method : Stratified Random Sampling 
1nterview Method : Filling a Structured Questionnaire 
Period ofData Collection : 13.7.2012-29.8.2012 
Project Leader : Professor Yutaka Tsujinaka 
Survey Conducted By : Swasti Rao 
Sponsored By : University of Tsukuba， Japan 
Objectives of the survey 
The objective of the survey is to understand the basic trend and characteristics of the 
registered Cooperative Societies， Trade Unions and Business Organizations in 1ndia and 
their relationship to society， state and politics. 1t is also a part of a larger academic 
pt吋ectof the University of Tsukuba，" Cross-national Survey on Civil Society and 
lnterest Groups" under which similar surveys have been conducted in thirteen other 
countries including Japan， Korea， U.S.A.， Germanyう China，Turkeyラ Russia，Brazil， 
Philippines， Bangladesh， Estonia etc. This survey in India has attempted to synchronize 
the main theme of the project with explicit focus on Indian context. 
Constructing the Appropriate Questionnaire for IN-JIGS 
The survey was based on filling a c10sed stnlctured questionnaire that was modeled 
along the lines of a survey conducted in Bangladesh (BD-JIGS)， which in tum was 
modeled on surveys for civil society organizations in Japan (J-JIGS). A round of 
meetings ensured that a fitting questionnaire was constructed for the 1ndian context. 




The major 5 changes that were brought were as follows 
1. In the title of the questionnaire， the term Cooperative Societies and 
Trade/Labour Unions was incorporated as several of these organizations refused 
a response pointing out that they had a clear status in the civil society sector and 
cannot just be clubbed in the larger population. 
2. Changing Islamic Civil Society organizations to Hindu organizations (Q 1.1 and 
whenever references were made to Hindu religious organizations like in Q 3.3ラ
Q 3.4) 
3. A separate question was added as Q1.8 that asked about the composition ofthe 
employees the 01・ganizationhad in terms of womenラsocially and backward 
castes and from minorities. 11 
4. The names of the political parties were changed according to the situation in 
India in Q2.5 
5. A new question about the role of civil society and I1nportant political and social 
events in the last fifteen years that have greatly changed the lndian socio-
political debate and reality was inserted. This became Q 4.1 
Target population/sampling frame 
Non四profitorganizations in Delhi can be registeredl incorporated under any one or 
more of the following s切れltes.
(i) The Societies Registration Actラ1860ヲ
(i) The Indian Trust Actラ1882ラ
(ii) Section 25 of the lndian Companies Actラ1956ラ
(iv) The Delhi Co-operative Societies Actラ1972ラ
(v) The Trade Union Actう1926.
In the second phase， the concentration was on the last two categories i.e. Cooperative 
Societies and Trade/Labor Unions. 12For gaining the exact number ofthe registered 
populationぅtheDelhi Govemment website was accessed.13 
11 This was done because the social composition in Indian society is greatly affected by the affirmative 
action policies since the time it gained independence in 1947 and this break up would give an insight 
into the working of the affirmative action and the real ground situation of the social structure. 
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1. For Cooperatives: Section 4 of the Indian Co時operativeSocieties Act， 1912 
defines a cooperative "as a society which has its objective the promotion of 
economic interest of its members in accordance with co-operative principles". 
The exact list was procured from the Office of the Registrar Cooperative 
Societies.14 
Number of Cooperative Societies四 5500
Number of active Cooperative Societies-3831 (This became the total population for this 
survey).15 
2. For Trade/Labour Unions: The Indian Trade Unions Bill， 1925 was introduced 
in the Central Legislative Assembly to provide for the registration ofTrade 
Unions and in certain respects to define the law relating to registered Trade 
Unions in Provinces of lndia. The lndian Trade Unions Bill， 1925 was passed by 
the Legislature received its assent on 25th March， 1926. It came into force on 1 st
Juneラ1927as the Indian Trade Unions Act， 1926 (16 of 1926). By section 3 of 
the Indian Trade Unions (Amendment) Act， 1964 (38 of 1964) the word 
"Indian" has been omitted and now itis known as THE TRADE UNIONS ACT， 
1926 (16 of 1926).16 
The Total Number ofregistered Trade/Labour unions: 1078. This became the total 
population for the survey. 
3. Business Organizationsl Chambers of Associations: 17 Because of the special 
case of these organizations as they are neither clear1y included in the civil 
society sector nor in the market sector， it was thought necessary that some 
sample of this category must be included in the survey. 
The website of Federation of lndian Chambers of Commerce and Industry 
(FICCI)ラwhichis the largest and oldest prominent business organization in India， 
was児島打edto procure the list. The total number was 59. 
12 The first three categories were covered in the first phase survey.. 
13 http://rcs.delhigovt.nic.in/zonebreak.asp?typ=INDL 
14 Office of the Registrar Cooperative Societies， Old Court Building，Parliament Street， New Delhi 110001. 
The details of the list can be procured from their website 
http://rcs.delh igovt.nic.in/zonebreak.asp ?typ=G H 
15 
The number of active societies was smaller than that of cooperative societies on the list because many 
societies fail to renew registration or other governmental provisions. 
16http://www.delhi.gov.in/wps/wcm/connect/doit_labour/Labour/Home!Acts+lmplemented/Details+of 
+the+Acts+lmplemented/The+丁目de+Unions+Act，+1926/
17 According to the FICCI website these organizations are also registered under the Section 25 of 
Companies Act but in due course have come to serve a slightly different role than non-profit companies. 
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Table 1: Target Population/Sampling frame 
Cooperative Societies 
Total population: 3831 
Targeted Population: 1000 
Labour Unions 
Total Population: 1078 
Targeted Populations: 500 
Chambersl Associations 
Total Populations: 59 
Targeted Population 59 
Table 2: Collective representation of Data 
Total population: 4968 
Total targeted population: 155918 
Response collected: 251 
18 We targeted roughly half ofthe cooperative societies (3831) and trade unions (1078) and targeted all 









This time the Research team comprised thus 
Research Conductor and overall In charge -Swasti Rao (Tsukuba University) 
Research Associate-Mr. Sajjan Kumar (on salary)(PhD， lawaharlal Nehru University) 
Research associate-Mr. Bipul Kumar (on salary) (Prof. Delhi University) 
Research Assistants-Mr. Prabhat kumar (on salary) (Freelancer) 
Ms. Lakshmi (on salary) (Research associate at CNRI) 
Mr. Srinivasan (on salary) (Research Associate at CN去り
Mr. Vishwakarma(on salary) (Research Associate at CNRI) 
Two rounds of Orientation Lectures were delivered by me. 
1. Introductory (13.07.2012)ーAsthe people joining from CNRI were new to our project 
the first orientation lecture was about introducing them to the survey，日rstPhase's 
outcome and experience. This lecture was also attended by Mr. SaptharshiヲChairperson
ofCNRI. 
2. Advanced (17.07.2012)ーthislecture focused on specific requirements of the second 
phaseラtargetingpopulation and collecting response. 
3. Apart from above -the team met every altemate day and as and when necessary to 
discuss the developments and problems on a daily basis 
Field Work 
The major problem that was the unavailability of email addresses of labour unions and 
cooperatives from their respective lists. Hence we had to send the researcher to their 
respective areas following the list from the govemment. 
-The area of Delhi was divided into 6 parts and each researcher was designated one 
part. 19 
ーTheLabour Unions and Cooperative societies were classified according to their area 
of location. 
-Each researcher was supposed to target and collect responses based on the statistical 
proportion mentioned in regard to the targeted population .
19 The primary reason behind dividing Delhi into 6 parts was to assign one part to each member from the 
research team. This ensured a better utilization of time and resources. 
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Howeverうforthe Business Organizationsラwhoselist could be procured from FICCI 
which contained details like email addresses and phone numbers， we resorted to the old 
method of telephoning and sending the questionnaire via emails. 
Meeting with prominent Organizations 
The pur予osewas to facilitate communication so that the collection of responses could 
become easier. 
Meeting with FICCI-Mr Sajjan Kumar had a round of meetings with FICCI 
Meeting with All India Student's Federation -We had a meeting with Mr. Alnneeq 
J amei who is a senior member of this organization. This organization works in 
collaboration with several trade Unions in Delhi. 
Meeting with Mr. Chandrashekhar Pran -He is the Director ofNehru Youth 
Organization and helped us getting across to Cooperative societies. 
Meeting with Mr. Rajeev Narayan-He is an experienced senior worker in the third 
sector and facilitated our response collection. 
Meeting with Mr. Vinod Kumar Tripathi-He heads the Forum for Positive Action (an 
apex organization) and helped us reach out to many trade unions. 
Mr二BipulKumar and Mr. S司jjanalso held respective meetings with prominent 
orgamzat1ons. 
Table 3: Number of responses obtained per week 
First Week 13.07.2012-20.07.2012 : 18 
Second week 20.07.2012-27.07.2012: 25 
Third Week 27.07.2012-03.08.2012:34 
Fourth Week 03.08.2012-10.08.2012: 17 
Fifth Week 10.08.2012-17.08.2012: 48 
Sixth Week 17.08.2012-24.08.2012: 69 
Seventh Week 24.08.2012目29.08.2012:40 
Data Inputting: 
Data inputting for the second phase was done by CNRI research associates in N ew 
Delhi and the hard copies of the questionnaires were sent by post to Tsukuba. 
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IN-JIGS; Phase Three 
Title : Cross National Survey on Civil Society OrganizationsラlnterestGroups， 
Cooperative Societies and Trade Unions in lndia (IN-JIGS) 
Sample Area : Varanasi， lndia 
Target (Total) Population: 16040 Registered Civil Society Organizationsラ103Trade 
Unions and 1000 Cooperatives in Varanasi 
Sampling Frame : 3315 CSOs 
Number ofRespondents : 253 CSOs 
Turn-out Percentage: 7.6% 
Sampling Method : Stratified Random Sampling/ Simple Random Sampling 
lnterview Method : Filling a Structured Questionnaire 
Period of Data Collection : 14.01.2014-24.02.2014 
Project Leader : Professor Yutaka Tsujinaka 
Survey Conducted By : Swasti Rao 
Sponsored By : University ofTsukuba， Japan 
Objectives of the survey 
The objective of the survey is to understand the basic trend and characteristics of the 
registered Civil Society Organizations particularly， registered Non-Governmental 
Organizations， Cooperative Societies and Trade Unions in the city of Varanasi which is 
an important city of the most populous prefecture of Uttar Pradesh in north lndia; and 
their relationship to society， state and politics. It is also a part of a larger academic 
project of the University of Tsukuba，" Cross-national Survey on Civil Society and 
lnterest Groups JJ under which similar surveys have been conducted in thirteen other 
countries including Japan， Korea， U.S.A.ラ Germany，China， Turkey， Russia， Brazil， 
Philippines， Bangladesh， Estonia etc. This survey in India has attempted to synchronize 
the main thelne of the project with explicit focus on lndian context. 
Constructing the Appropriate Questionnaire for IN田JIGS
The survey was based on filling a closed structured questionnaire that was modeled 
along the lines of a survey conducted in Bangladesh (BD-JIGS)， which in turn was 
modeled on surveys for civil society organizations in Japan (J-JIGS). A round of 
meetings ensured that a fitting questionnaire was constnlcted for the lndian context. 
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Each question was delved upon on by one and its applicability to the case of lndia was 
assessed. 
The major 6 changes that were brought were as fol1ows 
1. ln the opening page of the questionnaire， the new collaborator for this phaseう
NIPUN20ラwasmentioned instead of the old collaborator. 
2. The questionnaire was translated into Hindi as it was unrealistic to expect 
organiations based in the Hindi-heartland belt21 of lndia to be proficient in 
English (unlike in the case of Delhi) 
3. Changing Islamic Civil Society organizations to Hindu organizations (Q 1.1 and 
whenever references were made to Hindu religious organizations like in Q 3.3ラ
Q 3.4) 
4. A separate question was added as Q 1.8 that asked about the cOlnposition of the 
employees the organization had in ter立1Sof women， social1y and backward 
castes and from minorities.22 
5. The names ofthe political parties were changed according to the situation in 
lndia in Q2.5 
6. A new question about the role of civil society and important political and social 
events in the last fifteen years that have greatly changed the lndian socio-
political debate and reality was inserted. This became Q 4.1 
Target populationl sampling frame 
Non-profit organizations in Varanasi can be registered/ incorporated under any one or 
more of the following sta初旬s.
(i) The Societies Registration Actう1860う
(i) The Indian Trust Act， 1882， 
20 New Initiative for Political Understanding and Nurturing， A Delhi based NGO with its branch in 
Varanasi. 
21 It is the Hindi speaking belt of north India with a very high population density 
22 This was done because the social composition in Indian society is greatly affected by the affirmative 
action policies since the time it gained independence in 1947 and this break up would give an insight 
into the working of the affirmative action and the real ground situation of the social structure. 
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(ii) Section 25 of the lndian Companies Actラ1956，
(iv) The Trade Union Act， 1926. 
The important offices from where their data base can be collected are listed as follows: 
1. Office ofthe Chit Fund Registrar (based in Varanasi). 
2. Office ofthe Deputy Registrar for Cooperative societies (Based in Varanasi) 
3. Office of Additional Commissioner Labour (based in Varansi) 
In the third phaseラthemain task was to make a sample frame where al the three main 
types of civil society organizations may be covered well enough. Unlike in the first two 
phasesラwheretwo separate surveys were carried out， inthe case of Varanasiラalthe 
three types were covered under the same survey. 
The method of gaining the exact number of civil society organizations is elaborated as 
fol1ows: 
1. NGOs-The NGOs registered in the Varansi region are registered with the Office 
of the Chit Fund Registrar (based in Varanasi). This office has the details of the 
total number of registered NGOs in the Varanasi Mandal(Zone) that comprises 
not only of Varanasi but also of neighboring districts such as Chandauli， 
Mirzapur and Gazipur. Howeverヲthetotal number of registered NGOs in the 
district ofVaranasi was procured from this office. This was made possible from 
the direct orders of the head of this office. According to the official figures 
gained from the official concemed， the total number of registered NGOs in 
Varanasi Zone is 68，067. Out ofthis， 16040 organizations are registered in the 
district ofVaranasi. Given below is the break up ofthe status ofthe number of 
organizations registered in Varanasi: 23 
>-Total number ofNGOs-68067 
>-Total number for Varanasi-16040 
>-Total number of active organizations-9000 
>-Total number of inactive organizations-7040 
>-Out of the total number of organizations registered in Varanasi (16040)ラglven
below is the breakup of the category they are registered under. 
• Total number of organizations related with education-69% 
• Total nun1ber of organizations related with social welfare (social 
organizations)ー120/0
23 AI these figures are updated on December 2013. 
x 
• Total number of organizations related with religion-9% 
• Total number of organizations related with environment-50/0 
• Total number of or2:anizations related with culture -30/0 b 
• Others-2% 
The total number of active registered non-govemmental organizations in Varanasi国
9000 
2. Cooperative Societies-Section 4 of the lndian Co-operative Societies Actヲ 1912
defines a cooperative "as a society which has its objective the promotion of 
economic interest of its members in accordance with co-operative principles". 
This detail was procured fronl the Office of the Deputy Registrar for 
Cooperative societies (Based in Varanasi). There are different types of 
cooperative societies in Varanasi. The main types are handloom， agriculture， 
milk and housing. The number of each category was obtained from the 
respective office and the concemed officer. 24 
>-Agricultural Cooperatives-The number of agricultural cooperatives was 
found to be 448. 
>-Handlo01TI Cooperatives-The total number of HandloOlTI societies was 
procured from the office ofthe Director ofHandloom Societies based in 
Varanasi and the number was 350 for the district of Varanasi. 25 
>-Housing Cooperatives-The total number of Housing Cooperatives was 
procured from the registrar of Housing cooperative societies based in 
Varanasi Zone which was found to be 46 for the Varanasi district . 
>-Milk Cooperatives-The total number of milk cooperatives was procured 
from the office of the Assistant Director Milk Cooperatives in the same 
fashion and the total number for the district of Varanasi was found to be 
55. 
The total number of Cooperatives in Varanasi is 899. 
3. Labour Unions-The lndian Trade Unions Bill， 1925 was introduced in the 
Central Legislative Assembly to provide for the registration of Trade Unions and 
24 The numbers procured for al kinds of cooperatives indicate the number of active cooperatives. 
25 For most of the information， the total number was a difficulty to obtain as most of the official figures 
cover the entire Varanasi region which comprises not only of Varanasi but also adjoining three other 
districts. It was an added task to separate out the number of each of those organizationsj cooperatives 
for the city of Varanasi alone. However， with the help of al the concerned officers， itwas made possible. 
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in certain respects to define the law relating to registered Trade Unions in 
Provinces of India. The Indian Trade Unions Bill， 1925 was passed by the 
Legislature received its assent on 25th Marchう1926.It came into force on 1 st
Juneう1927as the Indian Trade Unions Act， 1926 (16 of 1926). By section 3 of 
the Indian Trade Unions (Amendment) Act， 1964 (38 of 1964) the word 
"Indian" has been omitted and now itis known as THE TRADE UNIONS ACT， 
1926 (16 of 1926).26 
The number of registered labour unions was procured from the Office of 
Additional Commissioner Labour. The total number of Labour Unions was 
procured from this office and the number was found to be 103 for the Varanasi 
Zone. Out of thisうonly85 were registered in the city ofVaranasi and out of 
these 85 only about 40-45 were functIonal according to the information obtained 
from the Additional Commissioner. Henceうthetotal number of active labour 
unions in Varanasi was 45 
Total target population-Adding the above three categories of 9000 NGOs， 899 
Cooperatives and 45 labour Unions; the total target population comes out to be 
9944. 
Table 1 shows the respective details. From each category， one third population 
was targeted for the pu中oseof the survey. 
おhttp://www.delhi.gov. in/wps/wcm/con nect/ doit_la bour /Labour /Home/ Acts+1 mplemented/Details+of 
+the+Acts+lmplemented/The+ Trade+Unions+Act， +1926/ 
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Table 1: Target Population/Sampling frame 
Non伺Govemn1entalOrganizations 
Total population: 9000 
Targeted Population-3000 
Cooperatives 
Total Population: 899 
Targeted Populations:300 
Labour Unions 
Total Populations: 45 
Targeted Population : 15
Total size of targeted population-3315 
Table 2: Collective representation of Data 
Sample Population-9944 
Total targeted population: 3315 




14 January -24 February 2014. 
Research Team 
For the third phaseラ theResearch team comprised thus 
• Research Conductor and overall In charge司 SwastiRao (Tsukuba University) 
);> Advisor and research facilitator (honorary)-Prof Shubha Rao. Professorラ
Department ofPolitical Science， Banaras Hindu University， Varanasi 
);> Advisor and research facilitator (honorary) -Pro王Manjeet Chaturvedi， 
ProfessorヲDepartmentof Sociology， Banaras Hindu University， Varanasi 
);> Advisor and research facilitator (honorary)-Prof. Sadanand Shahi， Professor， 
Department of Hindi， Banaras Hindu University and DirectorラLokayat
FoundationラVaranasi.
1. Research Associate-Dr. Kamal Kumar( on salary) (PhDラ BanarasHindu 
University， Varanasi) 
2. Research associate-Mr. Ravi Kumar Tripathi (on salary) (Junior Research 
Fellowship recipient in HindiうBanarasHindu University， Varanasi) 
3. Research Assistants-Mr. Keshwar Kumar Maurya (on salary) (Junior Research 
Fellowship recipient in Political Science ， Banaras Hindu UniversityラVaranasi)
4. Research Assistant-Mr.Nira勾anKumar Yadav (on salary) (Junior Research 
Fellowship recipientラBanarasHindu University， Varanasi) 
5. Research Assistant-Ms. Kanishka Tripathi (on salary) (Masters in Social Work ， 
Banaras Hindu University， Varanasi) 
6. Research Assistant回 Ms.Sonam (on salary) Computer expe口ラVaranasi
7. Research Assistant-Mr. Dileep Kumar Singh (on salary) Technical expert for 
data entryョVaranasi)
A. Four rounds of Orientation Lectures were delivered by Swasti Rao. 
1. Introductory-part 1 (10.01.2013)-As itwas the first time the JIGS survey was 
happening in Varansi， the introductory orientation was a must. All the members 
were new to our proj ect. The first orientation lecture was about introducing 
them to the survey and introducing the outcome and experience of the first two 
phases conducted in Delhi. This orientation lecture was attended by a1 the 
members of the research team. 
2. Introductory -Part 2 (14.01.2013) this lecture focused on specific requirements 
of the third phaseラtargetingpopulation and collecting response. Emphasis was 
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placed on the methodology and maintaining records of number of organizations 
taregtted on a day to day basis. 
3. Advanced Part 1 (20.01.2013)-This set oflectures was more as review ofthe 
work done and also emphasizing on problem tackling. 
4. Advanced Part 2 (05.02.2013)-This was the same as above because the main 
pr・oblelllencountered was the indifferent behavior of the targeted population. 
Basically this was more emphasizing on the problel11 solving methods and re-
contacting the organizations. 
B. Unofficial meetings every alternate day-Apart from above lecturesラ theteaIl 
met every alternate day and as and when necessary to discuss the developments 
and problems on a daily basis . Mr. Dileep was given the task of calling each 
researcher every day in the night and updating their work for the day. 
Field Work 
As we had found out in the preliminary research about the state ofNGOs in Varanasiラit
was not practical to expect them to have their addresses and email ids updated. The 
major problem that was the unavailability of email addresses ofNGOsぅlabourunions 
and cooperatives from their respective lists. Hence it was decided that one third 
numbers would be randomly selected from the lists and then researchers would be sent 
to their addresses directly without wasting time in the procurement of telephone 
numbers etc. 
-Because Varanasi is verγsmall compared to Delhiラtheresearchers found it easier to 
collect responses by physically contacting the organizations. 
-Each researcher was assigned to target 470 organizations from the combined list 
(N GOs+Cooperati ves+ Labour unions)一
自 Eachresearcher was told to go to them and give away hard copies of questionnaires 
and then follow up on their portions. 
-The response earlier was very luke wa口nbut slowly picked up on repeated follow up. 
Meeting with Prominent Organizations 
The purpose was to facilitate communication so that the collection of responses could 
become easier. The honorary Advisors were instrumental in making these meetings 
possible 
Meeting with Chit Fund Registrar， Mr Subhash Singh-Prof. Shubha Rao and Mr 
Keshwar Kumar Maurya had a round of meetings with the office of the Chit Fund 
Registrar 
Meeting with Deputy Director， Handloom Societies -We had a meeting with Mr. K P 
Varma who is a senior official there. This office made us reach out to several handloonl 
cooperatives in Varanasi. 
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Meeting with Additional CommissionerofLabour-We had a meeting with Mr. P. K 
Singh who holds the office right now and this meeting helped the research team reach 
out to the active labour unions in Varanasi. . 
Meeting Prof. Sadanand Shahi-He is a Professor and heads a famous non-profit 
organization in Varanasi. He not only helped with providing human resource but also 
facilitated meetings with several key persons active in the non-profit sector in Varanasi. 
日eeventually became our honorary advisor. 
Meeting with Registrar ofHousing Cooperatives-Mr. D. K Shukla helped us get more 
information and addresses of the active housing cooperatives 
Meeting with Mr. Shri Hari Pratap Shahi-He is a senior official in the govemment and 
helped us connect to the Milk cooperatives office which enabled us to get an exact 
number of active milk cooperatives in Varansi. 
Table 3: Number of responses obtained per week 
First Week 14.01.2013-21.01.2013 : 33 
Second week 22.01.2013-28.01.2013: 26 
Third Week 29.01.2013-04.02.2013:30 
Fourth Week 05.02.2013-12.02.20日:21 
Fifth Week 13.02.2013-19.02.2013: 65 
Sixth Week 20.02.2013-24.02.2013: 78 
Data Inputting: 
Data inputting for the second phase was done by Mr Dileep Kumar Singh who was our 
research assistant and also the technical expert. This was done in Varanasi and the hard 
copies were sent to J apan by post. The data entry was mailed to Tsukuba in an excel 
sheet. 
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Differences in the survey conducted in Japan (2006-2007) and lndia 
Japan lndia Di宜erences
Q1 ーー ・ー・ n/a 
Q2 Q1.5 ーーーー
Q3 Q1.11 ー---
J apan: Two more options are added. 
- The numbers ten years before 
Q4 Q1.6 . The total number of members who belong to the member 
organiza tions 
lndia: Three more options are added. 
-The numbers of women employees 
Q5 Q1.8 - The numbers of employees of socially backward castes 
. The numbers of employees from minorities 
Q6 ーー ・ー・ n1a 
Q7 Q1.1 See Table 1. 
Q8 Q1.2 See Table 2. 
Q9 Q1.3 See Table 3. 
Q10 Q1.4 ーーーー
Q11 Q1.10.A See Table 4. 
Q12 Q1.10.B 園田ーー
Q13 ーーーー n/a 
Q14 Q1.7 岨酬明'帽
Q15 Q3.1 See Table 5. 
Q16 Q2.8 See Table 6. 
See Table 7. 
Q17 Q2.1 Japan: Asks about relationships with the central and local 
governments separately. 
Q18 Q2.2 ーー ._ー
See Table 8. 




Q22 ーーーー n/a 
Q23 ーーーー n/a 
Q24 ー・・・ー n1a 
Q25 ーー ・ー・ n/a 
Q26 Q3.3 
See Table 9. 
Japan: Influences to interesting policies are also asked. 
Q27 Q3.4 See Table 9. 
Q28 Q3.2 ーーー回
Q29 ーーーー n1a 
Q30 ーーーー n/a 
Q31 -- n/a 
Q32 Q2.6 See Table 10. 
Q33 ーーーー n/a 
Q34 Q2.7 See Table 11. 
Q_~5 Q2.9A Japan: Asks about success in the central and local 
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Q2.9B government separately. 
Q36 同『岬国 n/a 
Q37 品目・・ー n/a 
Q38 ーー ・ーー n/a 
Q39 ーーーー n/a 
Q40 ーー田骨 n/a 
Q41 Q1.9 Japan: Asks a detail of the budget. 
Q42 ーーー圃 n/a 
Q43 ーー ・・ー n/a 




ー田両』 Q2.10 n/a 
国・・ー・剛 Q4.1 n/a 
ーー圃ー Q4.2 n/a 
ー同司ー Q5.1A n/a 
骨量ーー Q5.1B n/a 
ーーーー Q5.2 n/a 
ーーーー Q5.3 n1a 
ー園田恒 Q5.4 n/a 
ーーーー Q5.5 n/a 
ーーーー Q5.6 n/a 
圃ーーー Q5.7 n/a 
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Table 1: Types of Organizations (Q l.1) 
Japan lndia 
1.農林水産業団体 1. Ag1'icultu1'e and fa1'me1' related o1'ganization 
2.経済・業界団体 2. Economic 01' business o1'ganization 
3.労働団体 3. Labo1' union 01' federation 
4.教育団体 (Japan:Research 4. Education and resea1'ch related organization 
related organization is not 
included) 
10.学術・文化団体 (Jap佃: 5. Cultu1'al organization 
academic organization is also 
included) 
5.行政関係団体 6. Government 01' administration-1'elated 
organlZatlon 
6.福祉団体 7. Social Welfa1'e organiza tion 
7.専門家団体 8. Professional organization (medical， legal， 
educa tion， enginee1's etc.) 
9.市民団体 (Japan:It is 9. Citizen's group 
unce1'tain as to whether or not 10. NGO (including foreign or international 
NGO is included) organiza tion) 
12.宗教団体 !_1_._ Hindu Religious organization 
12. Religious organization other than Hindu 
organlzatlOn 
11.趣味・スポーツ団体 13. Recreational or sports related social 
organlzatlOn 
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Table 2: Policy Interests (Q 1.2) 
Japan India 
1.財政政策 1. Financial policies (management of govt. money) 
2.金融政策 2. Fiscal policies (government tax， debt...) 
3.通商政策 3. Trade and international commerce policies 
4.業界の産業振興政策 4. Industrial promotional policies 
5.土木・建設 ・公共事業政策 6. Civic engineering， construction and public works 
policies 
6.運輸・ 交通政策 6. Transportation and traffic policies 
7.通信・情報政策 7. Communication and information policies 
8.科学技術政策 8. Scientific technology and research policies 
9.地域開発政策 9. Local development policieslRural Development 
10.外交政策 10. Foreign policies 
22.国際交流・協力・援助政策 11. International exchange， cooperation and aid 
policies including foreign debt problem 
11平和 ・安全保障政策 12. National defense and security policies. 
12.治安政策 13. Criminal Judicial Administration policies (Law 
13.司法 ・人権政策 and order) Justice and human rights 
16.地方行政政策 14. Local government and administrative policies 
17.労働政策 15. Labor polices 
18.農業 ・林業・水産政策 17. Agricul ture 
19.消費者政策 18. Consumer protection policies 
20.環境政策 (Japan:Energy and 19. Environment， energy and natural resources 
resources policies are not policies 
included) 
14.教育政策 21. Education， academic， sports and recreational 
23.文教 ・学術・ スポーツ政策 policies 
ーーーー 23. Culture and religion 
21.厚生・ 福祉・医療政策 16. Social welfare 
20. Healthcare policies 




Table 3: Main Purpose (Q1.3) 
Japan lndia 
1.会員に情報を提供する 1. Providing inforlnation to members 
2.会員のために経済的利益を追求する 2. Pursuing econOlnic we_ll-being for members 
3.会員の生活や権利を防衛する 3. Protecting the standard of living and rights 
of the members/clients 
4会員に教育・訓練・研修を行う 4. Providing education and training 
opportunities for lnembers/clients 
5.会員に国や自治体からの補助金や奨 5. Advocating on behalf of the members in 
励金を斡旋する order to gain subsidies from local and national 
governments 
6.会員に許認可や契約などの行政上の 6. Assisting melnbers in licensing and 
便宜をはかる accreditation procedures 
9.専門知識に基づく政策案を行政や会 7. Providing policy recomlnendations based on 
員以外の組織・団体・個人に提言する technical knowledge for public policy making 
8.情報を収集し、会員以外の組織・回 8. Providing education and information fo1' the 
体・個人に提供する good of the gene1'al public 
10.公共利益を実現するために啓蒙活動
を行う (Japan:“啓蒙活動"is not 
education but enlightenment.) 
12.一般向けに有償でサービスを提供す 9. Providing se1'vice to the general public 
る (Japan: Sepa1'ates paid and unpaid se1'vices.) 
13.一般向けに無償でサービスを提供す
る
11.他の団体や個人に資金を助成する 10. Providing funds to othe1' o1'ganizations 
Table 4: Geographic Area of Activity (Q 1.1 OA) 
Japan I India 
1市町村レベノレ 1 1. Unior仰 a1'd
2都道府県レベル I 2.Subdist1'ictlMuni句 ality
3複数県にまたがる広域濁レベル 1 3. Dist1'ict 
4日本全国レベノレ I 4.National 
5.世界レベル I 5.Global 
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Table 5: Information Source (Q3.1) 
Japan lnd.ia 
1.仁!こ1央省庁 1. National government 
3.自治体 2. Local government 
2.政党 3. Political parties 
岡田-- 4. Parliament members 
5.学者・専門家 5. Scholars or professionals， think tank 
7.マスメディア関係者 6. The mass media 
8.専門紙・業界紙関係者 (Japan: This 7. Technical or trade papers 
is not papers themselves but the 
publishers. ) 
掴岨圃ーー 8. Foreign government 
世園ー・幽 9. Foreign NGOsラinternationalorganizations
etc. 
9.系列団体 10. Other domestic organization with similar 
10.協力団体 interests 
11.あなたの団体の会員 11. Members of your organization 
6.企業 12. Business companies 
4.地方議員 岨畠岨聞
12. NPO 由幽ーー・
Table 6: Personal Relationship (Q2.8) 
Japan lnd.ia 
1.国会議員 1. An elected parliament member 
骨骨ーー 2. A leader of the ruling party 
回開ーー 3. A leader of the opposition parties 
4.首長など自治体幹部 4. A Mayor or Word Commissioner 
6.来r閤記者 5. Ajournalist (Japan: Newspaper and TV are 
7.テレビ放送記者 separated.) 
2.中央省庁の課長以上 6. A chief or a section chief from a department 
of a government/local administration 
5.自治体の課長以上 (minister， D.C， S.P， UNO etc.) (Japan: 
Separates central and local governments.) 
ー岬闇唱 7. A chief or a staff of an international 
organization or international NGO 
ー・骨四ー 8. Ajudge or a magistrate of the national or 
local court 




Table 7: Relationship with the Central or Local Govemment (Q2.1) 
~ 
Japan India 
A.許認可を受ける関係にある 1. Accredited or approved by the government 
B.何らかの法的規制を受ける関係にあ 2. Licensed by the government 
る(Japan:“法的規制"is not licence 
but legal regulation.“Licence" might 
be included in “許認可".) 
C.何らかの行政指導を受ける関係にあ 3. Administrative guidance provided by the 
る。 government 
D.政策決定や予算活動に対して協力や 4. Cooperating with and supporting policies 
支持をしている。 and budget activities of the governlnent 
R政策執行に対して協力や援助をして
し1る。
E.団体や業界などの事情についての意 5. Exchanging opinions with the government 
見交換をしている。
G.審議会や諮問機関に委員を派遣して 6. Sending representative to council and /or 
いる。 advisory bodies of the national government 
1.行政機関の退職者にポストを提供し 7. Offering positions to government officials 
ている。 after retirement 
ー喧-- 8. Receiving government funds or grants 
ーー ・・- 9. Receiving foreign fund through the 
government 
ーー ーー 10. Having joint projects or programs with the 
government 
Table 8: Frequencies of Contacts (Q2.3) 
Japan India 
[National] A.地元の国会議員
1. Parliament members from your election 
[National] B.地元以外の国会議員 district 
2. Parliament members from other election 
[Local] A.国会議員 districts 
[National] C.首長など自治体幹部 3. City， town presidents， village chiefs or other 
leaders of local government 
4. Public servants of local administration on 
managerial positions 
[National] D.地方議員
[Local] B.地方議員 5. Local council members 
[Local] C.地域の有力者 岨幅四ー
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Table 9: Inf1uences and Relationship (Q3.3 & Q3.4) 
Japan lndia 
C.労{動団体 1.1旨ade(labor) unions and federations 
A.農林漁業団体 2. Agricultural organizations 
B.経済・業界団体 3. Economic， business， and employers 
organlza tlOns 
官僚 (additionalsurvey) 4. N ational bureaucrats 
o --'=守ー 特ノU 5. Political parties (Japan: Separates the 
P.野党 ruling party and opposition parties.) 
v.マスメディア 6. The mass media 
u.大企業 7. Large business /corporations 
J.学術・文化団体 (Japan:Includes 8. Scholars and academicians 
not scholars themselves but academic 
organizations. Besides， This also 
includes cultural organizations.) 
園"ー ・・ 9. Consumer organizations 
R福祉団体 10. Welfare organizations 
G.専門家団体 11. Professional organizations (doctor， 
engineer， lawyer etc.) 
圃・・・・ー 12. Women movement organizations 
Q.都道府県 13. Local governments (Japan: Separates 
R 市町村 prefectures and cities.) 
x.外国政府 14. Foreign government and International 
y.国際機関 organizations (Japan: Separates foreign 
governments and international organizations) 
L.宗教団体 15. Hindu Religious organizations 














Table 10: Actions during NationallLocal Election (Q2.6) 
Japan lndia 
A.会員への投票の呼びかけ 1. Played a role for nomination and election for a 




E会員を候補者として推薦 2. Recommended a melnber/client of your 
organization as a party/election candidate 
_ _ーー 3. Launched campaign for free and fair election 
_.噂ー 圃 4. Participated as independent observers at 
different polling stations during the election day 
xxxv 
Table 11: How to appeal to political parties or government administrations 
Japan India 
A.与党との接触(電話、会見など) (1) Contacting the parties in the cabinet (by 
personal interviews， phone calls etc.) 
B.野党との接触(電話、会見など) (2) Contacting the opposition parties (by 
personal interviews， phone calls etc.) 
C.中央省庁との接触(電話、会見など) (3) Contacting governmental department 
and agencies (by personal interviews， 
phone call etc.) 
D.自治体との接触(電話、会見など) (4) Contacting the local government 
personnel (by personal interviews， phone 
call etc.) 
E政党や行政の法案作成の支援 (5) Helping to draft legislative bills for 
political parties or governmental 
organization 
G.技術的、専門的情報や知識の提供 (6) Presenting research results or technical 
information to political parties andJor 
government ministries 
ーー圃- (7) Sending representatives to local or 
national councils and /or advisory bodies 
1.電話、手紙、電子メールなどで働きかけ (8) Asking general organizational members 
るよう会員に要請 to write letters or make phone calls to 
political parties or government 
administration 
L.直接的行動(デモ、ストライキなど) (9) Engaging in mass protests or 
demonstra tions 
回目骨四 (10) Organizing seminars， round table 
meeting， rally etc. 
N.記者会見による立場表明 (11) Holding press conferences in order to 
publicize ideas and let know organizations 
position on different issues and incidents 
p.他団体との連合の形成 (12) Forming coalition with other 
organizations or umbrella organizations 
圃圃幽国 (13) Contacting corporate house executives 
(by personal interviews， phone calls etc.) 
骨骨圃圃 (14) Contacting United Nations 
organizations and agencies (by personal 









Section I : Basic information about the civil society organization 
Q1.1 Which of the 14 classifications listed below best describes your organization? [Q11] 
Freq. Oelhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
agriculture and farmer related 8 2 10 agricu.ltur~ and farmer related 1.1 0.8 1.0 
oraanization orqanization 
Economic or business 61 2 63 Economic or business 8.3 0.8 6.4 
Labor Union or federation 95 3 98 Labor Union or federation 12.9 1.2 9.9 
Education and research related 74 38 112 Educ~tio n. and research related 10.0 15.0 11.3 
oraanization orqanization 
Cultural orCJanization 17 3 20 Cultural organization 2.3 1.2 2.0 
Government or administration 13 。 13 G~ver~ment ~r a?ministration 1.8 0.0 1.3 
related oraanization related orqanization 
Social welfare orqanization 210 63 273 Social welfare organization 28.5 24.9 27.6 
Professional organization 20 5 25 ~rof~.ssi?~al o.rg~nization 2.7 2.0 2.5 
!medical. leaal.education. (medical，leqal，education， 
Citizen's qroup 20 21 Citizen's group 2.7 0.4 2.1 
NGO (including foreign or 19 12 31 ~GO (in.cluding foreign or 2.6 4.7 3.1 
international oraanization) internationalorqanization) 
Hindu reliqious orqanization 2 。 2 Hindu religious organization 0.3 0.0 0.2 
Religious organization other than 8 。 8 ~eli.gious or~an.ization other than 1.1 0.0 0.8 
hindu oraanization hindu orqanization 
Recreational or spoパsrelated 4 。 4 Recre.atia.nal or sports related 0.5 0.0 0.4 
oraanization orqanization 
Others 76 25 101 Others 10.3 9.9 10.2 
EN 627 154 781 EN 85.1 60.9 78.9 
N-EN 110 99 209 N聞ξN 14.9 39.1 21.1 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Many CSOs answered multiple although 01.1 is a single answer question. It implies that CSOs in India take various roles or 
positions. We show the frequencies below on the supposition that 01.1 were a multiple answer question. 
Q1.1 1.Agriculture and farmer related organization [Q11_1] 
Freq. Oelhi Varanasi Total % Oelhi Varanasi Total 
No 685 241 926 No 92.9 95圃3 93.5 
Yes 47 12 59 Yes 6.4 4.7 6.0 
EN 732 253 985 EN 99.3 100.0 99.5 
N-EN 5 。 5 N-EN 0.7 0.0 0.5 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q1.1 2.Economic or business organization [Q11_2] 
Freq. Oelhi Varanasi丁otal % Oelhi Varanasi Total 
no 631 232 863 no 85.6 91.7 87.2 
yes 101 21 122 yes 13.7 8.3 12.3 
EN 732 253 985 EN 99.3 100.0 99.5 
N-EN 5 。 5 N-EN 0.7 0.0 0.5 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q1.1 3.Labour Union or Federation [Q11_3] 
Freq. Oelhi Varanasi Total % Oelhi Varanasi Total 
no 627 248 875 no 85.1 98.0 88.4 
yes 105 5 110 yes 14.2 2.0 11.1 
EN 732 253 985 EN 99.3 100.0 99.5 
N-EN 5 。 5 N-EN 0.7 0.0 0.5 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q1.1 4.Education and research related organization [Q11_ 4] 
Freq. Oelhi Varanasi Total % Oelhi Varanasi τotal 
nO 607 164 771 no 82.4 64.8 77.9 
yes 125 89 214 yes 17.0 35.2 21.6 
EN 732 253 985 EN 99.3 100.0 99.5 
N-EN 5 。 5N幽EN 0.7 0.0 0.5 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q1.1 5.Cultural Organization [Q11_5] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % 
Delhi Varanasi Total 
no 692 225 917 no 
93.9 88.9 92.6 
yes 40 28 68 yes 
5.4 11.1 6.9 
EN 732 253 985 EN 
99.3 100.0 99.5 
N-EN 5 。 5 N-EN 0.7 0.0 0.5 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 
100.0 100.0 
Q1.1 6.Government or administration related organization [Q11_6] 
Delhi Varanasi Total 
96.9 98.8 97.4 




Delhi Varanasi Total % 
714 250 964 no 














99.3 100.0 99.5 
0.7 0. 0.5 
100.0 100.0 100.0 
Delhi Varanasi Total 
61.5 49.4 58.4 




DeIhi Varanasi Total % 
453 125 578 no 













99.3 100.0 99.5 
0.7 0.0 0.5 
100.0 100.0 100.0 























??? 。???? Delhi Varanasi Total 93.9 91.7 93.3 














99.3 100.0 99.5 
0.7 0.0 0.5 




Delhi Varanasi Total % 
705 243 948 no 
27 10 37 yes 
Delhi Varanasi Total 
95.7 96.0 95.8 















99.3 100.0 99.5 
0.7 0.0 0.5 
100.0 100.0 100.0 




Delhi Varanasi Total % 
680 230 910 no 
52 23 75 yes 
DeIhi Varanasi Total 
92.3 90.9 91.9 














99.3 100.0 99.5 
0.7 0.0 0.5 





























DeIhi Varanasi Tota! 
98.6 96.4 98.1 




99.3 100.0 99.5 
0.7 0.0 0.5 
100.0 100.0 100.0 
2 
Q1.1 12.Religious organization oher than Hindu Organization [Q11_12] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
no 721 243 964 no 97.8 96.0 97.4 
yes 11 10 21 yes 1.5 4.0 2.1 
EN 732 253 985 EN 99.3 100.0 99.5 
N同EN 5 。 5 N-EN 0.7 0.0 0.5 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 




Delhi Varanasi Total % 
718 238 956 no 
































99.3 100.0 99.5 
0.7 0.0 0.5 





Delhi Varanasi Total % 
646 213 859 no 
86 40 126 yes 
Delhi Varanasi Total 
87.7 84.2 86.8 














99.3 100.0 99.5 
0.7 0.0 0.5 
100.0 100.0 100.0 
3 
01.2 Indicate below which national and local policies are of interest or relevant to your organization's activities? Choose 
al that apply. 
01.2 1.Financial Policies [Q12_01] 
Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Tota! 
546 217 763 no 74.1 85.8 77.1 
190 36 226 yes 25.8 14.2 22.8 
736 253 989 EN 99.9 100.0 99.9 。 1 N-EN 0.1 0.0 0.1 











DeIhi Varanasi Total % 
645 228 873 no 
91 25 116 yes 
Delhi Varanasi Total 
87.5 90.1 88.2 











99.9 100.0 99.9 
0.1 0.0 0.1 
100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q1.2 3.Trade and international commerce policies [012_03] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % 
no 678 244 922 no 
yes 58 9 67 yes 
EN 736 253 989 EN 
N目EN 。 1 N肩EN
N 737 253 990 N 
Delhi Varanasi Total 
92.0 96.4 93.1 
7.9 3.6 6.8 
99.9 100.0 99.9 
0.1 0.0 0.1 
100.0 100.0 100.0 




Delhi Varanasi Total % 
687 208 895 no 
49 45 94 yes 
DeIhi Varanasi Total 
93.2 82.2 90.4 















99.9 100.0 99.9 
0.1 0.0 0.1 
100.0 100.0 100.0 

























?? ?? DeIhi Varanasi Total 
95.5 96.4 95.8 












99.9 100.0 99.9 
0.1 0.0 0.1 
100.0 100.0 100.0 

























??? DeIhi Varanasi Total 
95.8 85.4 93.1 












99.9 100.0 99.9 
0.1 0.0 0.1 
100.0 100.0 100.0 
01.2 7.Communication and information policies [Q12_07] 
Delhi Varanasi Total % 
687 197 884 no 
49 56 105 yes 
DeIhi Varanasi Total 
93.2 77.9 89.3 














99.9 100.0 99.9 
0.1 0.0 0.1 
100.0 100.0 100.0 
4 
01.2 8.Scientific technology and research policies [Q12_08] 
Delhi Varanasi Total % 
689 207 896 no 
47 46 93 yes 
DeIhi Varanasi Total 
93.5 81.8 90.5 












99.9 100.0 99.9 
0.1 0.0 0.1 
100.0 100.0 100.0 




Delhi Varanasi Total % 
606 152 758 no 
130 101 231 yes 
DeIhi Varanasi Total 
82.2 60.1 76.6 












99.9 100.0 99.9 
0.1 0.0 0.1 
100.0 100.0 100.0 


























??? DeIhi Varanasi Total 
97.6 98.4 97.8 











99.9 100.0 99.9 
0.1 0.0 0.1 
100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q1.2 11.1nternational exchange， cooperation and aid policies [Q12_11] 
Freg. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
no 726 248 974 no 98.5 98.0 98.4 
yes 10 5 15 yes 1.4 2.0 1.5 
EN 736 253 989 EN 99.9 100.0 99.9 
N司EN 。 1 N-EN 0.1 0.0 0.1 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q1.2 12.National defense and security policies [Q12_12] 
Freg. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
no 723 244 967 no 98.1 96.4 97.7 
yes 13 9 22 yes 1.8 3.6 2.2 
EN 736 253 989 EN 99.9 100.0 99.9 
N-EN 。 1 N-EN 0.1 0.0 0.1 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q1.213.Law and order， Justice and Human Rights [Q12_13] 
Freg. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
no 713 202 915 no 96.7 79.8 92.4 
yes 23 51 74 yes 3.1 20.2 7.5 
EN 736 253 989 EN 99.9 100.0 99.9 
N-EN 。 1 N-EN 0.1 0.0 0.1 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q1.2 14.Local government and administrative policies [Q12_14] 
Freg. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
no 672 189 861 no 91.2 74.7 87.0 
yes 64 64 128 yes 8.7 25.3 12.9 
EN 736 253 989 EN 99.9 100.0 99.9 
N-EN 。 1 N-EN 0.1 0.0 0.1 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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Delhi Varanasi Total % 
595 179 774 no 
141 74 215 yes 
Delhi Varanasi Total 
80.7 70.8 78.2 












99.9 100.0 99.9 
0.1 0.0 0.1 
100.0 100.0 100.0 




Delhi Varanasi Total % 
320 117 437 no 
416 136 552 yes 
Delhi Varanasi Total 
43.4 46.2 44.1 












99.9 100.0 99.9 
0.1 0.0 0.1 
100.0 100.0 100.0 




Deltli Varanasi Total % 
645 229 874 no 
91 24 115 yes 
Delhi Varanasi Total 
87.5 90.5 88.3 











99.9 100.0 99.9 
0.1 0.0 0.1 
100.0 100.0 100.0 




Delhi Varanasi Tota! % 
641 241 882 no 


































99.9 100.0 99.9 
0.1 0.0 0.1 
100.0 100.0 100.0 




Delhi Varanasi Total % 
581 200 781 no 







































99.9 97.2 99.2 
0.1 2.8 0.8 
100.0 100.0 100.0 
01.2 20.Healthcare policies [012_20] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % 
no 510 185 695 no 
yes 226 68 294 yes 
EN 736 253 989 EN 
N自EN 。 1 N“EN 
N 737 253 990 N 
Delhi Varanasi Total 
69.2 73.1 70.2 
30.7 26.9 29.7 
99.9 100.0 99.9 
0.1 0.0 0.1 
100.0 100.0 100.0 
01.2 21.Education， academic， spo同sand recreational policies [012_21] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
no 413 126 539 no 56.0 49.8 54.4 
yes 323 127 450 yes 43.8 50.2 45.5 
EN 736 253 989 EN 99.9 100.0 99.9 
N-EN 。 1 N-EN 0.1 0.0 0.1 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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Q1.2 23.Culture and religion [Q12_23] 
736 
737 
Varanasi Total % 
167 621 no 





















605 221 826 no 









Delhi Varanasi Total % 
703 243 946 no 










DeIhi Varanasi Total 
61.6 66.0 62.7 
38.3 34.0 37.2 
99.9 100.0 99.9 
0.1 0.0 0.1 
100.0 100.0 100.0 
DeIhi Varanasi Total 
82.1 87.4 83.4 
17.8 12.6 16.5 
99.9 100.0 99.9 
0.1 0.0 0.1 
100.0 100.0 100.0 
Delhi Varanasi Total 
95.4 96.0 95.6 
4.5 4.0 4.3 
99.9 100.0 99.9 
0.1 0.0 0.1 
100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q1.3 What are the main purpose of your organization and the primary goal of your organization's activities? 
Q1.3 1.Providing information to members [Q13_01] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
no 296 165 461 no 40.2 65.2 46.6 
yes 323 88 411 yes 43.8 34.8 41.5 
EN 619 253 872 EN 84.0 100.0 88.1 
N-EN 118 。 118 N-EN 16.0 0.0 11.9 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q1.32.Purs凶ngeconomic profit for members [Q13_02] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
no 437 160 597 no 59.3 63.2 60.3 
yes 182 93 275 yes 24.7 36.8 27.8 
EN 619 253 872 EN 84.0 100.0 88.1 
N-EN 118 。 118 N-EN 16.0 0.0 11.9 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q1.3 3.Protecting the standard of living and rights of the members/clients [Q13_03] 
Freq Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
no 427 169 596 no 57.9 66.8 60.2 
yes 192 84 276 yes 26.1 33.2 27.9 
EN 619 253 872 EN 84.0 100.0 88.1 
N血EN 118 。 118 N-EN 16.0 。 11.9 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q1.3 4.Providing education and training opportunities for members/clients [Q13_04] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
no 484 164 648 no 65.7 64.8 65.5 
yes 135 89 224 yes 18.3 35.2 22.6 
EN 619 253 872 EN 84.0 100.0 88.1 
N-EN 118 。 118 N-EN 16.0 0.0 11.9 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q1.3 5.Advocating on behalf of the members in order to gain subsidies [Q13_05] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
no 559 249 808 no 75.8 98.4 81.6 
yes 60 4 64 yes 8.1 1.6 6.5 
EN 619 253 872 EN 84.0 100.0 88.1 
N-EN 118 。 118 N-EN 16.0 0.0 11.9 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q1.3 6.Assisting members in licensing and accreditation procedures [Q13_06] 
Freq Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
no 567 230 797 no 76.9 90.9 80.5 
yes 52 23 75 yes 7.1 9.1 7.6 
EN 619 253 872 EN 84.0 100.0 88.1 
N-EN 118 。 118 N-EN 16.0 0.0 11.9 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q1.3 7.Providing policy recommendations for public policy making [Q13_07] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
no 583 244 827 no 79.1 96.4 83.5 
yes 36 9 45 yes 4.9 3.6 4.5 
EN 619 253 872 EN 84.0 100.0 88.1 
N-EN 118 。 118 N-EN 16.0 0.0 11.9 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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Delhi Varanasi Total % 
471 109 580 no 



















DeIhi Varanasi Total 
63.9 43.1 58.6 
20.1 56.9 29.5 
84.0 100.0 88.1 
16.0 0.0 11.9 




Delhi Varanasi Total % 
411 123 534 no 





























84.0 100.0 88.1 
16.0 0.0 11.9 




Delhi Varanasi Total % 
600 252 852 no 













Delhi Varanasi Total 
81.4 99β86.1 
2.6 0.4 2.0 
84.0 100.0 88.1 
16.0 0.0 11.9 





Delhi Varanasi Total % 
578 246 824 no 















Delhi Varanasi Total 
78.4 97.2 83.2 
5.6 2.8 4.8 
84.0 100.0 88.1 
16.0 0.0 11.9 
100.0 100.0 100.0 




































































































































































































1998 13 10 23 1998 1.8 4.0 2.3 
1999 9 17 26 1999 1.2 6.7 2.6 
2000 9 16 25 2000 1.2 6.3 2.5 
2001 14 7 21 2001 1.9 2.8 2.1 
2002 15 8 23 2002 2.0 3.2 2.3 
2003 14 6 20 2003 1.9 2.4 2.0 
2004 18 5 23 2004 2.4 2.0 2.3 
2005 29 8 37 2005 3.9 3.2 3.7 
2006 30 7 37 2006 4.1 2.8 3.7 
2007 36 4 40 2007 4.9 1.6 4.0 
2008 33 9 42 2008 4.5 3.6 4.2 
2009 40 25 65 2009 5.4 9.9 6.6 
2010 38 14 52 2010 5.2 5.5 5.3 
2011 51 15 66 2011 6.9 5.9 6.7 
2012 。 1 1 2012 0.0 4.3 1.1 
2013 。 7 7 2013 0.0 2.8 0.7 
2014 。 1 2014 。 0.4 0.1 
ξN 581 243 824 EN 78.8 96.0 83.2 
N-EN 156 10 166 N-EN 21.2 4.0 16.8 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q1.5 When was the organization founded? (Ten圃yearinterval) [Q15] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
く=1899 2 <= 1899 0.1 0.4 0.2 
1900 -1909 2 3 1900 -1909 0.1 0.8 0.3 
1910 -1919 。 1 1910伺 1919 0.1 0.0 0.1 
1920 -1929 2 3 1920 -1929 0.3 0.4 0.3 
1930 -1939 4 5 1930田 1939 0.5 0.4 0.5 
1940 -1949 6 。 6 1940也 1949 0.8 0.0 0.6 
1950 -1959 18 。 18 1950 -1959 2.4 0.0 1.8 
1960 -1969 26 3 29 1960 -1969 3.5 1.2 2.9 
1970 -1979 57 13 70 1970 -1979 7.7 5.1 7.1 
1980 -1989 71 19 90 1980 -1989 9.6 7.5 9.1 
1990 -1999 67 60 127 1990岨 1999 9.1 23.7 12.8 
2000・2009 238 95 333 2000也 2009 32.3 37.5 33.6 
2010- 89 48 137 2010- 12.1 19.0 13.8 
EN 581 243 824 EN 78.8 96.0 83.2 
N-EN 156 10 166 N司EN 21.2 4.0 16.8 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
1 
01.6 How may members does your organization have? 





























463 1 -49 
59 50 -99 
160 100 -499 
31 500 -999 
35 1000 -4999 






01.6.2 Number of Member organizations (Categorical) [016_02] 
Freg. Oelhi Varanasi Total % 
くこ O 3 。 3 <= 0 
1 -9 205 36 241 1 -9 
10“ 19 97 55 152 10-19 
20 -29 20 10 30 20 -29 
30由 49 6 6 12 30 -49 
50 -99 8 2 10 50 -99 
100 -249 7 3 10 100同 249
250 -999 2 250 -999 
1000- 2 1 3 1000幅
EN 349 114 463 EN 
N-EN 388 139 527 N-EN 
N 737 253 990 N 
01.7.A Financial assistance from outside sources [017 A] 
Freg. Oelhi Varanasi Total % 
no 549 181 730 no 
yes 172 33 205 yes 
EN 721 214 935 EN 
N-EN 16 39 55 N巴EN
N 737 253 990 N 
01.7.8 Financial assistances accompanied by condition [0178] 
Freq. Oelhi Varanasi Total % 
No 418 93 511 No 
Yes 150 25 175 Yes 
EN 568 118 686 EN 
N-EN 169 135 304 N-EN 




















78.2 79.4 78.5 
21.8 20.6 21.5 
100.0 100.0 100.0 
Oelhi Varanasi Total 
0.4 0.0 0.3 
27.8 14.2 24.3 
13.2 21.7 15.4 
2.7 4.0 3.0 
0.8 2.4 1.2 
1.1 0.8 1.0 
0.9 1.2 1.0 
0.1 0.4 0.2 
0.3 0.4 0.3 
47.4 45.1 46.8 
52.6 54.9 53.2 
100.0 100.0 100.0 
Oelhi Varanasi Total 
74.5 71.5 73.7 
23.3 13.0 20.7 
97.8 84.6 94.4 
2.2 15.4 5.6 
100.0 100.0 100.0 
Oelhi Varanasi Total 
56.7 36.8 51.6 
20.4 9.9 17.7 
77.1 46.6 69.3 
22.9 53.4 30.7 
100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q1.8 How many employees does your organization have? 
Q1.8.1 Number of employees (ful time) (Categorical) [Q18_01] 
Freq Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
<= 0 。 1 <= 0 0.1 0.0 0.1 
1 -1 23 24 1 -1 3.1 0.4 2.4 
2-2 54 2 56 2 -2 7.3 0.8 5.7 
3-4 72 19 91 3 -4 9.8 7.5 9.2 
5-9 103 30 133 5 -9 14.0 11.9 13.4 
10 -29 114 35 149 10 -29 15.5 13.8 15.1 
30 -49 18 13 3130-49 2.4 5.1 3.1 
50 -99 24 5 29 50四 99 3.3 2.0 2.9 
100- 19 7 26 100聞 2.6 2.8 2.6 
EN 428 112 540 EN 58.1 44.3 54.5 
N-EN 309 141 450 N-EN 41.9 55.7 45.5 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q1.8.2 Number of employees (part time) (Categorical) [Q18_02] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
<= 0 3 。 3 <= 0 0.4 0.0 0.3 
1四 1 9 10 1 -1 1.2 0.4 1.0 
2-2 30 11 41 2罰 2 4.1 4.3 4.1 
3-4 64 7 71 3 -4 8.7 2.8 7.2 
5-9 106 15 121 5 -9 14.4 5.9 12.2 
10 -29 56 15 71 10幽 29 7.6 5.9 7.2 
30 -49 12 2 14 30幽 49 1.6 0.8 1.4 
50 -99 16 17 50田 99 2.2 0.4 1.7 
100- 7 8 100四 0.9 0.4 0.8 
EN 303 53 356 EN 41.1 20.9 36.0 
N-EN 434 200 634 N-EN 58.9 79.1 64.0 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q1.8.3 Number of employees (volunteers) (Categorical) [Q18_03] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
く=0 。 1く=0 0.1 0.0 0.1 
1 -1 3 4 1 -1 0.1 1.2 0.4 
2国 2 9 4 13 2 -2 1.2 1.6 1.3 
3-4 17 4 21 3 -4 2.3 1.6 2.1 
5-9 70 10 80 5 -9 9.5 4.0 8.1 
10 -29 143 27 170 10 -29 19.4 10.7 17.2 
30“ 49 23 24 30 -49 3.1 0.4 2.4 
50 -99 30 9 39 50 -99 4.1 3.6 3.9 
100- 70 6 76 100置 9.5 2.4 7.7 
EN 364 64 428 EN 49.4 25.3 43.2 
N-EN 373 189 562 N-EN 50.6 74.7 56.8 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q1.8.1.1 Number of employees (ful time; total) (Categorical) [Q18_11] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
く=0 3 。 3 <= 0 0.4 0.0 0.3 
1同 1 66 24 90 1 -1 9.0 9.5 9.1 
2-2 61 15 76 2 -2 8.3 5.9 7.7 
3-4 46 24 70 3 -4 6.2 9.5 7.1 
5-9 49 18 67 5 -9 6.6 7.1 6.8 
10 -29 35 16 51 10同 29 4.7 6.3 5.2 
30畑 49 6 4 10 30 -49 0.8 1.6 1.0 
50 -99 5 6 50幽 99 0.7 0.4 0.6 
100同 2 3 100- 0.3 0.4 0.3 
EN 273 103 376 EN 37.0 40.7 38.0 
N-EN 464 150 614 N-EN 63.0 59.3 62.0 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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01.8.1.2 Number of employees (ful time; women) (Categorical) [018_12] 
Freq. Oelhi Varanasi Total % Oelhi Varanasi Total 
く=0 4 209 213く=0 0.5 82.6 21.5 
1 -1 54 7 61 1 -1 7.3 2.8 6.2 
2-2 68 12 80 2 -2 9.2 4.7 8.1 
3町 4 36 12 48 3 -4 4.9 4.7 4.8 
5-9 24 7 31 5 -9 3.3 2.8 3幽1
10 -29 21 6 27 10 -29 2.8 2.4 2.7 
30四 49 6 。 6 30 -49 0.8 0.0 0.6 
50聞 99 2 。 2 50 -99 0.3 0.0 0.2 
100- 。 1 100- 0.1 0.0 0.1 
ξN 216 253 469 EN 29.3 100.0 47.4 
N“EN 521 。 521 N-正N 70.7 0.0 52.6 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
01.8.1.3 Number of employees (full time; socially backward castes) (Categorical) [018_13] 
Freq. Oelhi Varanasi Total % Oelhi Varanasi Total 
く=0 3 。 3 <コ O 0.4 0.0 0.3 
1 -1 24 3 27 1 -1 3.3 1.2 2.7 
2-2 43 8 51 2 -2 5.8 3.2 5.2 
3-4 28 9 37 3皿 4 3.8 3.6 3.7 
5-9 48 6 545-9 6.5 2.4 5.5 
10 -29 46 8 54 10 -29 6.2 3.2 5.5 
30 -49 12 2 1430-49 1.6 0.8 1.4 
50 -99 9 4 13 50 -99 1.2 1.6 1.3 
100- 19 2 21 100- 2.6 0.8 2.1 
EN 232 42 274 EN 31.5 16.6 27.7 
N-EN 505 211 716 N-EN 68.5 83.4 72.3 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q1.8.2.1 Number of employees (part time; total) (Categorical) [018_21] 
ド@9.: Oelhi Varanasi Total % Oelhi Varanasi Total 
く=0 3 。 3 <= 0 0.4 0.0 0.3 
1幽? 55 9 64 1 -1 7.5 3.6 6.5 
2幽2 37 13 50 2 -2 5.0 5.1 5.1 
3-4 37 10 47 3 -4 5.0 4.0 4.7 
5・9 30 13 43 5 -9 4.1 5.1 4.3 
10 -29 16 2 1810-29 2.2 0.8 1.8 
30 -49 3 2 5 30 -49 0.4 0.8 0.5 
50 -99 。 1 50“99 0.1 0.0 0.1 
100- 3 4 100- 0.4 0.4 0.4 
EN 185 50 235 EN 25.1 19.8 23.7 
N-EN 552 203 755 N-EN 74.9 80.2 76.3 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
01.8.2.2 Number of employees (part time; women) (Categorical) [018_22] 
Freq. Oelhi Varanasi Total % Oelhi Varanasi Tota! 
く=0 3 。 3 <= 0 0.4 0.0 0.3 
1 -1 37 11 48 1 -1 5.0 4.3 4.8 
2-2 45 5 50 2“2 6.1 2.0 5.1 
3-4 38 6 44 3 -4 5.2 2.4 4.4 
5幽9 17 4 21 5 -9 2.3 1.6 2.1 
10 -29 10 5 15 10 -29 1.4 2.0 1.5 
30 -49 。 1 30 -49 0.1 0.0 0.1 
50 -99 2 50闇 99 0.1 0.4 0.2 
100- 2 。 2 100- 0.3 0.0 0.2 
EN 154 32 186 EN 20.9 12.6 18.8 
N-EN 583 221 804 N-EN 79.1 87.4 81.2 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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Q1.8.2.3 Number of employees (part time; socially backward castes) (Categorical) [018_23] 
Freq， Oelhi Varanasi Total % Oelhi Varanasi Total 
<= 0 5 。 5 <= 0 0.7 。。 0.5 
1・T 15 2 17 1 -1 2.0 0.8 1.7 
2-2 28 4 32 2 -2 3.8 1.6 3.2 
3・4 24 11 35 3 -4 3.3 4.3 3.5 
5・9 37 7 44 5 -9 5.0 2.8 4.4 
10 -29 32 9 41 10 -29 4.3 3.6 4.1 
30・49 6 。 6 30 -49 0.8 0.0 0.6 
50 -99 6 2 8 50 -99 0.8 0.8 0.8 
100- 9 2 11 100- 1.2 0.8 1.1 
EN 162 37 199 EN 22.0 14.6 20.1 
N-EN 575 216 791 N-EN 78.0 85.4 79.9 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q1.8.3.1 Number of employees (volunteers; total) (Categorical) [018_31] 
Freg. Oelhi Varanasi Total % Oelhi Varanasi Total 
<= 0 2 <= 0 0.1 0.4 0.2 
1 -1 47 10 57 1喧 1 6.4 4.0 5.8 
2-2 26 11 37 2 -2 3.5 4.3 3.7 
3-4 18 4 22 3 -4 2.4 1.6 2.2 
5-9 22 23 5 -9 3.0 0.4 2.3 
10・ 29 17 18 10 -29 2.3 0.4 1.8 
30 -49 。 1 30 -49 0.1 0.0 0.1 
100- 2 。 2 100- 0.3 0.0 0.2 
EN 134 28 162 EN 18.2 11.1 16.4 
N-EN 603 225 828 N-EN 81.8 88.9 83.6 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q1.8.3.2 Number of employees (volunteers; women) (Categorical) [018_321 
Freg. Oelhi Varanasi Total % Oelhi Varanasi Total 
<= 0 4 5く=0 0.5 0.4 0.5 
1・1 30 14 44 1 -1 4.1 5.5 4.4 
2・2 23 4 27 2 -2 3.1 1.6 2.7 
3-4 9 10 3 -4 1.2 0.4 1.0 
5・9 7 3 10 5 -9 0.9 1.2 1.0 
10 -29 7 8 10 -29 0.9 0.4 0.8 
100- 。 1 100- 0.1 0.0 0.1 
EN 81 24 105 EN 11.0 9.5 10.6 
N-EN 656 229 885 N-EN 89.0 90.5 89.4 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q1.8.3.3 Number of employees (volunteers; socially backward castes) (Categorical) [Q18_33] 
Freg. Oelhi Varanasi Total % Oelhi Varanasi Total 
く=0 3 4く=0 0.4 0.4 0.4 
1 -1 6 6 12 1 -1 0.8 2.4 1.2 
2-2 24 8 32 2 -2 3.3 3.2 3.2 
3-4 14 6 20 3 -4 1.9 2.4 2.0 
5-9 21 6 27 5 -9 2.8 2.4 2.7 
10 -29 42 4 46 10 -29 5.7 1.6 4.6 
30 -49 9 。 9 30 -49 1.2 。。 0.9 
50 -99 6 。 6 50 -99 0.8 。。 0.6 
100- 15 16 100- 2.0 0.4 1.6 
EN 140 32 172 EN 19.0 12.6 17.4 
N-EN 597 221 818 N-EN 81.0 87.4 82.6 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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01.9 What was your organization's budget in INR in the year 2009 and 2010? 
01.9.1 Budget in 2009 (Categorical) [019_01] 
Freq. Oelhi Varanasi Total % Oelhi Varanasi Total 
く=9999 2 2 4く=9999 0.3 0.8 0.4 
1 0000 -29999 4 5 10000 -29999 0.5 0.4 0.5 
30000 -49999 3 。 3 30000 -49999 0.4 0.0 0.3 
50000 -99999 8 2 10 50000 -99999 1.1 0.8 1.0 
1 00000 -299999 38 24 62 100000 -299999 5.2 9.5 6.3 
300000 -999999 60 27 87 300000 -999999 8.1 10.7 8.8 
1000000 -1999999 61 9 70 1000000 -1999999 8.3 3.6 7.1 
2000000也 9999999 66 2 68 2000000 -9999999 9.0 0.8 6.9 
10000000幽 29999999 4 2 6 1 0000000 -29999999 0.5 0.8 0.6 
30000000田 99999999 6 。 6 30000000 -99999999 0.8 0.0 0.6 
100000000-199999999 2 100000000 -199999999 0.1 0.4 0.2 
200000000- 2 。 2 200000000- 0.3 0.0 0.2 
EN 255 70 325 EN 34.6 27.7 32.8 
N-EN 482 183 665 N-EN 65.4 72.3 67.2 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
01.9.2 Budget in 2010 (Categorical) [019_02] 
Freq. Oelhi Varanasi Total % Oelhi Varanasi Total 
くご 9999 2 3く=9999 0.3 0.4 0.3 
1 0000 -29999 6 4 10 10000 -29999 0.8 1.6 1.0 
30000幽 49999 3 。 3 30000 -49999 0.4 0.0 0.3 
50000 -99999 7 8 50000 -99999 0.9 0.4 0.8 
100000 -299999 30 16 46 100000 -299999 4.1 6.3 4.6 
300000 -999999 62 31 93 300000 -999999 8.4 12.3 9.4 
1000000 -1999999 63 12 75 1000000 -1999999 8.5 4.7 7.6 
2000000 -9999999 79 5 84 2000000闇 9999999 10.7 2.0 8.5 
10000000 -29999999 6 2 8 10000000国 29999999 0.8 0.8 0.8 
30000000幽 99999999 5 。 5 30000000 -99999999 0.7 0.0 0.5 
100000000 -199999999 2 3 100000000回 199999999 0.3 0.4 0.3 
200000000- 11 。 11 200000000- 1.5 0.0 1.1 
EN 276 73 349 EN 37.4 28.9 35.3 
N也EN 461 180 641 N-EN 62.6 71.1 64.7 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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01.1 O.A Geographic area of activities (Narrowest) [Q11 OA 1] 
FreQ.; Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
Union/Ward 92 83 175 UnionlWard 12.5 32.8 17.7 
SubdistricUMunicipalitv 103 18 121 SubdistrictJMunicipality 14.0 7.1 12.2 
District 279 107 386 District 37.9 42.3 39.0 
National 202 36 238 National 27.4 14.2 24.0 
Global 10 4 14 Global 1.4 1.6 1.4 
EN 686 248 934 EN 93.1 98.0 94.3 
N-EN 51 5 56 N-EN 6.9 2.0 5.7 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
01.10.A Geographic area of activities (Widest) [Q110A2] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
UnionlWard 69 78 147 UnionlWard 9.4 30.8 14.8 
SubdistricUMunicipalitv 72 16 88 SubdistrictJMunicipality 9.8 6.3 8.9 
District 307 108 415 District 41.7 42.7 41.9 
National 219 41 260 National 29.7 16.2 26.3 
Global 19 5 24 Global 2.6 2.0 2.4 
EN 686 248 934 EN 93.1 98.0 94.3 
N-EN 51 5 56 N-EN 6.9 2.0 5.7 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
01.10.8 Influence of your organization [Q11 08] 
Freq Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
Stronq Influence 95 23 118 Strong Influence 12.9 9.1 11.9 
Some Influence 278 97 375 Some Influence 37.7 38.3 37.9 
Litle Influence 145 37 182 Litle Influence 19.7 14.6 18.4 
ト-IardlvaれVinfluence 61 49 110 Hardly any influence 8.3 19.4 11.1 
No influence 88 28 116 No influence 11.9 11.1 11.7 
EN 667 234 901 EN 90.5 92.5 91.0 
N-EN 70 19 89 N-EN 9.5 7.5 9.0 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q1.竹 Whichof the following categories best describe your organization? [Q111] 
Freq Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
Headquarter with local branches 274 17 291 Headquarter with local branches 37.2 6.7 29.4 
Organization that is a member of a 45 6 51 Organization that is a member of a 6.1 2.4 5.2 larqer orqanization larqer orCJanization 
Local branch of an organization 53 16 69 ~oc~1 branch of an.orga~ization 7.2 6.3 7.0 
that is located in other place that is located in other place 
Organiation without local branches Organiation without local branches 
and not a member of other 177 155 332 and not a member of other 24.0 61.3 33.5 
orqanization orCJanization 
Division， representative office tec 16 7 23 D!vision， re~re~entative office tec 2.2 2.8 2.3 
of an oraanization of an orqanization 
Others 38 13 51 Others 5.2 5.1 5.2 
EN 603 214 817 EN 81.8 84.6 82.5 
N-EN 134 39 173 N-EN 18.2 15.4 17.5 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q1.12 How would you describe your organization's opinions? (inclination) [Q112] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
Left (Iiberal) 28 8 36 Left (Iiberal) 3.8 3.2 3.6 
2 31 6 37 2 4.2 2.4 3.7 
3 99 12 111 3 13.4 4.7 11.2 
Moderate 452 218 670 Moderate 61.3 86.2 67.7 
5 56 6 62 5 7.6 2.4 6.3 
6 22 。 22 6 3.0 0.0 2.2 
RiCJht (conservative) 11 12 Right (conservative) 1.5 0.4 1.2 
EN 699 251 950 EN 94.8 99.2 96.0 
N-正N 38 2 40 N-EN 5.2 0.8 4.0 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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Section 1: Nature of Interaction with the state and political Parties 
Q2.1 Check the statement that describes the relationship your organization has with the government or local government. 
Q2.11.Accredited or approved [Q21_01] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
no 273 103 376 no 37.0 40.7 38.0 
yes 462 150 612 yes 62.7 59.3 61.8 
EN 735 253 988 EN 99.7 100.0 99.8 
N聞EN 2 。 2 N-EN 0.3 0.0 0.2 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q2.1 2.Licensed [Q21_02] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
no 567 164 731 no 76.9 64.8 73.8 
γes 165 89 254 yes 22.4 35.2 25.7 
EN 732 253 985 EN 99.3 100.0 99.5 
N-EN 5 。 5 N-EN 0.7 0.0 0.5 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100β 
Q2.1 3.Administrative guidance [Q21_03] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
no 679 219 898 no 92.1 86.6 90.7 
yes 54 34 88 yes 7.3 13.4 8.9 
EN 733 253 986 EN 99.5 100.0 99.6 
N-EN 4 G 4 N句EN 0.5 。 0.4 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q2.1 4.Cooperating with and supporting policies and budget activities [Q21_04] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
no 688 246 934 no 93.4 97.2 94.3 
yes 47 7 54 yes 6.4 2.8 5.5 
EN 735 253 988をN 99.7 100.0 99.8 
N-EN 2 。 2 N-EN 0.3 0.0 0.2 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q2.1 5.Exchanging opinions [Q21_05] 
Freq Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
no 640 238 878 no 86.8 94.1 88.7 
yes 96 15 111 yes 13.0 5.9 11.2 
EN 736 253 989 EN 99.9 100.0 99.9 
N-EN 。 1 N-EN 0.1 0.0 0.1 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q2.1 6.Sending representative [Q21_06] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
no 699 245 944 no 94.8 96.8 95.4 
yes 37 8 45 yes 5.0 3.2 4.5 
EN 736 253 989 EN 99.9 100.0 99.9 
N-EN 。 1 N-EN 0.1 0.0 0.1 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q2.17.0符eringpositions to government officials after retirement [Q21_07] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
no 721 247 968 no 97.8 97.6 97.8 
γes 15 6 21 yes 2.0 2.4 2.1 
EN 736 253 989 EN 99.9 100.0 99.9 
N-EN 。 1 N-EN 0.1 0.0 0.1 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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02.1 8.Receiving government funds or grants [021_08] 
Freq. Oelhi Varanasi Total % Oelhi Varanasi Total 
no 680 234 914 no 92.3 92.5 92.3 
yes 56 19 75 yes 7.6 7.5 7.6 
EN 736 253 989 EN 99.9 100.0 99.9 
N-EN 。 1 N-EN 0.1 0.0 0.1 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
02.1 9.Receiving foreign fund through the government [021_09] 
Freq. Oelhi Varanasi Total % Oelhi Varanasi Total 
no 716 247 963 no 97.2 97.6 97.3 
yes 20 6 26 yes 2.7 2.4 2.6 
EN 736 253 989 EN 99.9 100.0 99.9 
N-EN 。 1 N-EN 0.1 0.0 0.1 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
02.1 10.Having joint projects or program [021_10] 
Freq. Oelhi Varanasi Total % Oelhi Varanasi Total 
no 684 237 921 no 92.8 93.7 93.0 
yes 52 16 68 yes 7.1 6.3 6.9 
EN 736 253 989 EN 99.9 100.0 99.9 
N-EN 。 1 N“EN 0.1 0.0 0.1 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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02.2 How often does your organization contact (by phone or directly) people from the list below for lobbying (direct 
lobbying)? Specify the frequency today and 10 years ago. 
02.2.1 NowlDirectしobbyingby contacting Ministers， public servants of higher ranks by phone [022_01] 
Freq. Oelhi Varanasi Total % Oelhi Varanasi 
Never 389 167 556 Never 52.8 66.0 
Seldom 158 54 212 Seldom 21.4 21.3 
Often 81 14 950ften 11.0 5.5 
Quite Often 26 4 30 Quite Often 3.5 1.6 
Very Often 17 7 24 Very Often 2.3 2.8 
EN 671 246 917 EN 91.0 97.2 
N-EN 66 7 73 N-EN 9.0 2.8 










02.2.2 Now/Direct Lobbying by contacting public servants of central administration on managerial positions by phone 
[022_02] 
Freq. Oelhi Varanasi Total % Oelhi Varanasi Total 
Never 337 173 510 Never 45.7 68.4 51.5 
Seldom 179 50 229 Seldom 24.3 19.8 23.1 
Often 85 14 99 Often 11.5 5.5 10.0 
Quite Often 43 6 49 Quite Often 5.8 2.4 4.9 
VeryO託en 29 3 32 Very Often 3.9 1.2 3.2 
EN 673 246 919 EN 91.3 97.2 92.8 
N-EN 64 7 71 N-EN 8.7 2.8 7.2 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
02.2.3 Now/Direct Lobbying by contacting Chief Ministers/Mayors， high ranking officers of Local Government phone 
[022_03] 
Freq. Oelhi Varanasi Total % Oelhi Varanasi Total 
Never 340 147 487 Never 46.1 58.1 49.2 
Seldom 177 76 253 Seldom 24.0 30.0 25.6 
Often 111 24 135 Often 15.1 9.5 13.6 
Quite Often 28 29 Quite Often 3.8 0.4 2.9 
Very Often 23 4 27 Very Often 3.1 1.6 2.7 
EN 679 252 931 EN 92.1 99.6 94.0 
N-EN 58 59 N-EN 7.9 0.4 6.0 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
02.2.4 Now/Direct Lobbying by contacting Public Servants of Local Administration by phone [022_04] 
Freq. Oelhi Varanasi Total % Oelhi Varanasi Total 
Never 306 143 449 Never 41.5 56.5 45.4 
Seldom 189 41 230 Seldom 25.6 16.2 23.2 
Often 114 52 166 Often 15.5 20.6 16.8 
Quite Often 39 11 50 Quite Often 5.3 4.3 5.1 
Very Often 31 4 35 Very Often 4.2 1.6 3.5 
EN 679 251 930 EN 92.1 99.2 93.9 
N-EN 58 2 60 N閉EN 7.9 0.8 6.1 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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Q2.2.1.1 10yrs/Direct Lobbying by contacting Ministers， public servants of higher ranks by phone [Q22_11] 
FreQ.; Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
Never 127 37 164 Never 17.2 14.6 16.6 
Seldom 83 21 104 Seldom 11.3 8.3 10.5 
Often 31 5 36 Often 4.2 2.0 3.6 
Quite Often 14 。 14 Quite Often 1.9 0.0 1.4 
Verv Often 5 4 9 Very Often 0.7 1.6 0.9 
EN 260 67 327 EN 35.3 26.5 33.0 
N-EN 477 186 663 N-EN 64.7 73.5 67.0 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q2.2.1.2 10yrs/Direct Lobbying by contacting public servants of central administration on managerial positions by phone 
[Q22_12] 
Freg. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
Never 130 38 168 Never 17.6 15.0 17.0 
Seldom 80 24 104 Seldom 10.9 9.5 10.5 
Often 29 。 29 Often 3.9 0.0 2.9 
Quite Often 13 14 Quite Often 1.8 0.4 1.4 
Verv Often 6 。 6 Very Often 0.8 0.0 0.6 
EN 258 63 321 EN 35.0 24.9 32.4 
N-EN 479 190 669 N“EN 65.0 75.1 67.6 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q2.2.1.310yrs/Direct Lobbying by contacting Chief Ministers/Mayors， high ranking 0仔icersof Local Government phone 
[Q22_13] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
Never 130 36 166 Never 17.6 14.2 16.8 
Seldom 72 22 94 Seldom 9.8 8.7 9.5 
Often 40 8 48 Often 5.4 3.2 4.8 
Quite Often 10 11 Quite Often 1.4 0.4 1.1 
Verv Often 6 2 8 Very Often 0.8 0.8 0.8 
EN 258 69 327 EN 35.0 27.3 33.0 
N-EN 479 184 663 N-EN 65.0 72.7 67.0 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q2.2.1.4 10yrs/Direct Lobbying by contacting Public Servants of Local Administration by phone [Q22_14] 
Freg. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
Never 121 35 156 Never 16.4 13.8 15.8 
Seldom 80 21 101 Seldom 10.9 8.3 10.2 
Often 43 12 55 Often 5.8 4.7 5.6 
Quite Often 10 11 Quite Often 1.4 0.4 1.1 
Verv Often 9 2 11 Very Often 1.2 0.8 1.1 
EN 263 71 334 EN 35.7 28.1 33.7 
N-EN 474 182 656 N-EN 64.3 71.9 66.3 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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02.3 How often does your organization contact people from the list below to ask them to influence the politics of local or 
central governments (indirect lobbying)? Specify the frequency today and 10 years ago. 
02.3.1 Now/'ndirect Direct Lobbying by contacting MPs from your election district [023_01] 
Freg. Oelhi Varanasi Total % 
Never 477 133 610 Never 
Seldom 109 100 209 Seldom 
Often 56 15 71 Often 
Quite Often 13 14 Quite Often 
Very Often 11 4 15 Very Often 
EN 666 253 919 EN 
N-EN 71 。 71 N-EN 
N 737 253 990 N 
02.3.2 Now/'ndirect Lobbying by contacting MPs from other election district [023_02] 
Freq Oelhi Varanasi Total % 
Never 495 198 693 Never 
Seldom 79 47 126 Seldom 
Often 44 45 Often 
Quite Often 28 。 28 Quite Often 
Very Often 21 2 23 Very Often 
EN 667 248 915 EN 
N-EN 70 5 75 N四EN
N 737 253 990 N 
02.3.3 Now/lndirect Lobbying by contacting leaders of local government [023_03] 
Freq. Oelhi Varanasi Total % 
Never 406 133 539 Never 
Seldom 140 82 222 Seldom 
Often 64 17 81 Often 
Quite Often 33 9 42 Quite Often 
Very Often 25 7 32 Verv Often 
EN 668 248 916 EN 
N-EN 69 5 74 N-EN 
N 737 253 990 N 
02.3.4 Now/lndirect Lobbying by contacting public servants of local administration [023_04] 
Freq Oelhi Varanasi Total % 
Never 342 133 475 Never 
Seldom 164 62 226 Seldom 
Often 94 44 138 Often 
Quite Often 36 7 43 Quite Often 
Very Often 26 3 29 Very Often 
EN 662 249 911 EN 
N-EN 75 4 79 N-EN 
N 737 253 990 N 
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90.5 96.0 91.9 
9.5 4.0 8.1 
100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q2.3.1.1 1 Oyrs/lndirect Direct Lobbying by contacting MPs from your election district [Q23_11] 
Fre_9_; Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
Never 178 37 215 Never 24.2 14.6 21.7 
Seldom 48 18 66 Seldom 6.5 7.1 6.7 
Often 30 3 33 Often 4.1 1.2 3.3 
Quite Often 3 4 Quite Often 0.4 0.4 0.4 
Verv Often 4 2 6 Very Often 0.5 0.8 0.6 
EN 263 61 324 EN 35.7 24.1 32.7 
N-EN 474 192 666 N-EN 64.3 75.9 67.3 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q2.3.1.2 1 Oyrs/lndirect Lobbying by contacting MPs from other election district [Q23_12] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
Never 206 42 248 Never 28.0 16.6 25.1 
Seldom 40 14 54 Seldom 5.4 5.5 5.5 
Often 16 2 18 Often 2.2 0.8 1.8 
Quite Often 。 1 Quite Often 0.1 0.0 0.1 
Verv Often 2 3 VerγOften 0.3 0.4 0.3 
EN 265 59 324 EN 36.0 23.3 32.7 
N-EN 472 194 666 N-EN 64.0 76.7 67.3 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q2.3.1.3 1 Oyrs/lndirect Lobbying by contacting leaders of local government [Q23_13] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
Never 182 31 213 Never 24.7 12.3 21.5 
Seldom 53 15 68 Seldom 7.2 5.9 6.9 
Often 18 11 29 Often 2.4 4.3 2.9 
Quite Often 7 8 Quite Often 0.9 0.4 0.8 
Verv Often 8 3 什 VeryOften 1.1 1.2 1.1 
EN 268 61 329 EN 36.4 24.1 33.2 
N-EN 469 192 661 N-EN 63.6 75.9 66.8 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
02.3.1.4 10yrs/lndirect Lobbying by contacting public servants of local administration [023_14] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
Never 155 34 189 Never 21.0 13.4 19.1 
Seldom 67 19 86 Seldom 9.1 7.5 8.7 
Often 30 7 37 Often 4.1 2.8 3.7 
Quite Often 7 。 7 Quite Often 0.9 0.0 0.7 
Verv Often 7 8 Very Often 0.9 0.4 0.8 
EN 266 61 327 EN 36.1 24.1 33.0 
N-EN 471 192 663 N-EN 63.9 75.9 67.0 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
02.3.1.5 1 Oyrs/lndirect Lobbying by contacting local council members [023_15] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
Never 172 31 203 Never 23.3 12.3 20.5 
Seldom 52 17 69 Seldom 7.1 6.7 7.0 
Often 23 3 26 Often 3.1 1.2 2.6 
Quite Often 6 7 13 Quite Often 0.8 2.8 1.3 
Very Often 10 11 Very Often 1.4 0.4 1.1 
EN 263 59 322 EN 35.7 23.3 32.5 
N-EN 474 194 668 N-EN 64.3 76.7 67.5 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
23 
Q2.4 How often do the following persons or institutions contact your organization seeking your opinion on new policies 
related to the area of activity of your organization? 
Q2.4.1 Now/MPs contacting people ofyourorganization [Q24_01] 
Freq Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
never 537 209 746 never 72.9 82.6 75.4 
seldom 58 27 85 seldom 7.9 10.7 8.6 
often 34 6 400ften 4.6 2.4 4.0 
quite often 6 6 12 quite often 0.8 2.4 1.2 
very often 5 。 5 very often 0.7 。。 0.5 
EN 640 248 888 EN 86.8 98.0 89.7 
N-EN 97 5 102 N-EN 13.2 2.0 10.3 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q2.4.2 Now/Central administration officials contacting people of your organization [Q24_02] 
Freq Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
never 489 196 685 never 66.4 77.5 69.2 
seldom 64 41 105 seldom 8.7 16.2 10.6 
often 58 10 68 often 7.9 4.0 6.9 
quite often 21 3 24 quite often 2.8 1.2 2.4 
ve町often 21 。 21 very often 2.8 0.0 2.1 
EN 653 250 903 EN 88.6 98.8 91.2 
N-EN 84 3 87 N-EN 11.4 1.2 8.8 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q2.4.3 Now/Local Council members contacting people of your organization [Q24_03] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
never 434 168 602 never 58.9 66.4 60.8 
seldom 83 60 143 seldom 11.3 23.7 14.4 
often 81 15 96 often 11.0 5.9 9.7 
quite often 31 6 37 quite often 4.2 2.4 3.7 
very often 21 。 21 very often 2.8 0.0 2.1 
EN 650 249 899 EN 88.2 98.4 90.8 
N幽EN 87 4 91 N-EN 11.8 1.6 9.2 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q2.4.4 Now/Local Government contacting people of your organization [Q24_04] 
Freq Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
never 425 159 584 never 57.7 62.8 59.0 
seldom 93 64 157 seldom 12.6 25.3 15.9 
often 76 16 92 often 10.3 6.3 9.3 
quite often 31 9 40 quite often 4.2 3.6 4.0 
very often 29 3 32 very often 3.9 1.2 3.2 
EN 654 251 905 EN 88.7 99.2 91.4 
N団EN 83 2 85 N-EN 11.3 0.8 8.6 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
24 
02.4.1.1 10yrs/MPs contacting people of your organization [024_11] 
Freg. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
never 222 41 263 never 30.1 16.2 26.6 
seldom 21 10 31 seldom 2.8 4.0 3.1 
often 14 2 16 often 1.9 0.8 1.6 
quite often 4 5 quite often 0.5 0.4 0.5 
very often 2 2 4 very often 0.3 0.8 0.4 
EN 263 56 319 EN 35.7 22.1 32.2 
N-EN 474 197 671 N-EN 64.3 77.9 67.8 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
02.4.1.2 10yrs/Central administration officials contacting people of your organization [024_12] 
Freg. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
never 222 41 263 never 30.1 16.2 26.6 
seldom 23 11 34 seldom 3.1 4.3 3.4 
often 10 C 10 often 1.4 0.0 1.0 
quite often 3 2 5 quite often 0.4 0.8 0.5 
ve町 often 4 2 6 very often 0.5 0.8 0.6 
EN 262 56 318 EN 35.5 22.1 32.1 
N-EN 475 197 672 N-EN 64.5 77.9 67.9 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
02.4.1.3 10yrs/Local Council members contacting people of your organization [024_13] 
Freg Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
never 216 31 247 never 29.3 12.3 24.9 
seldom 21 14 35 seldom 2.8 5.5 3.5 
often 13 8 21 often 1.8 3.2 2.1 
quite often 7 。 7 quite often 0.9 0.0 0.7 
very often 8 2 10 very often 1.1 0.8 1.0 
EN 265 55 320 EN 36.0 21.7 32.3 
N-EN 472 198 670 N-EN 64.0 78.3 67.7 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q2.4.1.4 10yrs/Local Government contacting people of your organization [024_14] 
Freg. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
never 210 33 243 never 28.5 13.0 24.5 
seldom 25 14 39 seldom 3.4 5.5 3.9 
often 16 3 19 often 2.2 1.2 1.9 
quite often 8 4 12 quite often 1.1 1.6 1.2 
very often 7 4 11 very often 0.9 1.6 1.1 
EN 266 58 324 EN 36.1 22.9 32.7 
N-EN 471 195 666 N-EN 63.9 77.1 67.3 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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Q2.5 What type of relationship and contact do you have with political pa社es?Choose the best statement which 
corresponds to your organization's actions today and ten years before. 
Q2.5.1 Now/Relationship with Bahujan Samaj Party [Q25_01] 
Freq Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
never 595 192 787 never 80.7 75.9 79.5 
seldom 26 41 67 seldom 3.5 16.2 6.8 
often 20 4 24 often 2.7 1.6 2.4 
quite often 7 2 9 quite often 0.9 0.8 0.9 
very often 8 2 10 ve円foften 1.1 0.8 1.0 
EN 656 241 897 EN 89.0 95.3 90.6 
N-EN 81 12 93 N-EN 11.0 4.7 9.4 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
02.5.2 NowRelationship woth Bhartiya Janata Pa吋Y[025_02] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
never 558 190 748 never 75.7 75.1 75.6 
seldom 34 34 68 seldom 4.6 13.4 6.9 
often 35 16 51 often 4.7 6.3 5.2 
quite often 14 5 19 quite often 1.9 2.0 1.9 
very often 18 2 20 very often 2.4 0.8 2.0 
EN 659 247 906 EN 89.4 97.6 91.5 
N-EN 78 6 84 N-EN 10.6 2.4 8.5 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q2.5.3 Now/Relationship with Communist Party of India [Q25_03] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
never 575 197 772 never 78.0 77.9 78.0 
seldom 27 26 53 seldom 3.7 10.3 5.4 
often 24 9 33 often 3.3 3.6 3.3 
quite often 13 3 16 quite often 1.8 1.2 1.6 
very often 12 13 ve印 often 1.6 0.4 1.3 
EN 651 236 887 EN 88.3 93.3 89.6 
N-EN 86 17 103 N-EN 11.7 6.7 10.4 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q2.5.4 Now/Relationship with Communist party of India (Marxist) [Q25_04] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
never 571 197 768 never 77.5 77.9 77.6 
seldom 28 26 54 seldom 3.8 10.3 5.5 
often 20 7 27 often 2.7 2.8 2.7 
quite often 10 4 14 quite often 1.4 1.6 1.4 
very often 9 10 very often 1.2 0.4 1.0 
EN 638 235 873 EN 86.6 92.9 88.2 
N-EN 99 18 117 N-EN 13.4 7.1 11.8 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q2.5.5 Now/Relationship with Indian National Congress [Q25_05] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
never 543 193 736 never 73.7 76.3 74.3 
seldom 33 28 61 seldom 4.5 11.1 6.2 
often 37 17 54 often 5.0 6.7 5.5 
quite often 24 2 26 quite often 3.3 0.8 2.6 
very often 19 3 22 very often 2.6 1.2 2.2 
EN 656 243 899 EN 89.0 96.0 90.8 
N-EN 81 10 91 N-EN 11.0 4.0 9.2 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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Q2.5.6 Now/Relationship with Nationalist Congress Party [Q25_06] 
Freq. Oelhi Varanasi Total % Oelhi Varanasi Total 
never 564 196 760 never 76.5 77.5 76.8 
seldom 34 16 50 seldom 4.6 6.3 5.1 
often 24 3 27 often 3.3 1.2 2.7 
quite often 14 3 17 quite often 1.9 1.2 1.7 
verv often 13 14 very often 1.8 0.4 1.4 
EN 649 219 868 EN 88.1 86.6 87.7 
N-EN 88 34 122 N-EN 11.9 13.4 12.3 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q2.5.7 Now/Relationship with Others [Q25_07] 
Freq. Oelhi Varanasi Total % Oelhi Varanasi Total 
never 303 190 493 never 41.1 75.1 49.8 
seldom 16 20 36 seldom 2.2 7.9 3.6 
often 24 4 28 often 3.3 1.6 2.8 
quite often 24 3 27 quite often 3.3 1.2 2.7 
verv often 14 2 16 very often 1.9 0.8 1.6 
EN 381 219 600 EN 51.7 86.6 60.6 
N幽EN 356 34 390 N-EN 48.3 13.4 39.4 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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02.5.1.1 1 Oyrs/Relationship with Bahujan Samaj Party [025_11] 
Freq. Oelhi Varanasi Tota! % Oelhi Varanasi Total 
never 247 40 287 never 33.5 15.8 29.0 
seldom 3 7 10 seldom 0.4 2.8 1.0 
often 4 5 often 0.5 0.4 0.5 
quite often 2 quite often 0.1 0.4 0.2 
very often 2 2 4 very often 0.3 0.8 0.4 
EN 257 51 308 EN 34.9 20.2 31.1 
N-EN 480 202 682 N-EN 65.1 79.8 68.9 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
02.5.1.210yrs/Relationship with Bhartiya Janata Party [025_12] 
Freq. Oelhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
never 238 40 278 never 32.3 15.8 28.1 
seldom 9 8 17 seldom 1.2 3.2 1.7 
often 7 5 12 often 0.9 2.0 1.2 
quite often 2 2 4 quite often 0.3 0.8 0.4 
very often 3 4 very often 0.4 0.4 0.4 
EN 259 56 315 EN 35.1 22.1 31.8 
N‘EN 478 197 675 N-EN 64.9 77.9 68.2 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q2.5.1.3 10yrs/Relationship with Communist Party of India [025_13] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
never 246 40 286 never 33.4 15.8 28.9 
seldom 5 6 11 seldom 0.7 2.4 1.1 
often 3 4 often 0.4 0.4 0.4 
quite often 。 1 quite often 0.0 0.4 0.1 
very often 2 3 very often 0.3 0.4 0.3 
EN 256 49 305 EN 34.7 19.4 30.8 
N-EN 481 204 685 N-EN 65.3 80.6 69.2 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
02.5.1.410yrsl Relationship with Communist PaはYof India (Marxist) [025_14] 
Freq Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
never 246 40 286 never 33.4 15.8 28.9 
seldom 5 6 什 seldom 0.7 2.4 1.1 
often 2 3 often 0.3 0.4 0.3 
quite often 。 1 quite often 。。 0.4 0.1 
very often 3 4 very often 0.4 0.4 0.4 
EN 256 49 305 EN 34.7 19.4 30.8 
N-EN 481 204 685 N-EN 65.3 80.6 69.2 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
02.5.1.5 1 OyrsRelationship with Indian National Congress [025_15] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
never 223 43 266 never 30.3 17.0 26.9 
seldom 8 4 12 seldom 1.1 1.6 1.2 
often 10 4 14 often 1.4 1.6 1.4 
quite often 9 3 12 quite often 1.2 1.2 1.2 
very often 9 10 very often 1.2 0.4 1.0 
EIリ 259 55 314 EN 35.1 21.7 31.7 
N-EN 478 198 676 N-EN 64.9 78.3 68.3 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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Q2.5.1.6 10 yrs/Relationship with Nationalist Congress Pa吋Y[Q25_16] 
Fre_g・ Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
never 244 41 285 never 33.1 16.2 28.8 
seldom 5 5 10seldom 0.7 2.0 1.0 
often 2 3 often 0.3 0.4 0.3 
quite often 2 3 quite often 0.3 0.4 0.3 
very often 2 3 very often 0.3 0.4 0.3 
EN 255 49 304 EN 34.6 19.4 30.7 
N-EN 482 204 686 N-EN 65.4 80.6 69.3 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q2.5.1.7 10 yrs/Relationship with Others [Q25_17] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi τ。tal % Delhi Varanasi Total 
never 92 42 134 never 12.5 16.6 13.5 
seldom 3 4 seldom 0.1 1.2 0.4 
often 。 1 often 0.0 0.4 0.1 
quite often 2 3 quite often 0.1 0.8 0.3 
very often 2 very often 0.1 0.4 0.2 
ξN 95 49 144 EN 12.9 19.4 14.5 
N-EN 642 204 846 N-EN 87.1 80.6 85.5 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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Q2.6.A During National Elections-did your organization take any of the following actions， and if so how frequently? 
Choose the statement which best corresponds to your organization's actions today and ten years before. 
Q2.6.A.1.Today/Played a role for nomination [Q26A_01] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi 
never 581 221 802 never 78.8 87.4 
seldom 29 24 53 seldom 3.9 9.5 
often 13 4 17 often 1.8 1.6 
quite often 8 。 8 quite often 1 .1 0.0 
very often 12 。 12 very often 1.6 0.0 
EN 643 249 892 EN 87.2 98.4 
N-EN 94 4 98 N-EN 12.8 1.6 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 
Q2.6.A.2 Today/Recommended a member/client of your organization [Q26A_02J 
Freq Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi 
never 559 228 787 never 75.8 90.1 
seldom 31 18 49 seldom 4.2 7.1 
often 24 2 26 often 3.3 0.8 
quite often 11 。 11 quite often 1.5 。
very often 14 15 very often 1.9 0.4 
EN 639 249 888 EN 86.7 98.4 
N-EN 98 4 102 N-EN 13.3 1.6 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 
Q2.6.A.3 TodayJLaunched campaign for free and fair election [Q26A_03] 
Freq Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi 
never 487 191 678 never 66.1 75.5 
seldom 62 40 102 seldom 8.4 15.8 
often 54 12 66 often 7.3 4.7 
quite often 23 6 29 quite often 3.1 2.4 
very often 25 3 28 very often 3.4 1.2 
EN 651 252 903 EN 88.3 99.6 
N-EN 86 87 N-EN 11.7 0.4 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 
Q2.6.A.4 Today/Participated as independent observers [Q26A_04] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi 
never 512 216 728 never 69.5 85.4 
seldom 45 20 65 seldom 6.1 7.9 
often 40 7 47 often 5.4 2.8 
quite often 33 3 36 quite often 4.5 1.2 
very often 16 3 19 very often 2.2 1.2 
EN 646 249 895 EN 87.7 98.4 
N-EN 91 4 95 N-EN 12.3 1.6 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 
Q2.6.A.5 Today/Others [Q26A_05] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi 
never 252 198 450 never 34.2 78.3 
seldom 28 7 35 seldom 3.8 2.8 
often 24 2 26 often 3.3 0.8 
quite often 21 22 quite often 2.8 0.4 
very often 14 2 16 very often 1.9 0.8 
EN 339 210 549 EN 46.0 83.0 
N-EN 398 43 441 N-EN 54.0 17.0 















































Q2.6.A.1.1 10y/Played a role for nomination [Q26A_11] 
FreQ.; Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
never 246 46 292 never 33.4 18.2 29.5 
seldom 8 8 16 seldom 1.1 3.2 1.6 
often 3 4 often 0.4 0.4 0.4 
quite often 2 。 2 quite often 0.3 0.0 0.2 
very often 3 。 3 very often 0.4 。 0.3 
EN 262 55 317 EN 35.5 21.7 32.0 
N-EN 475 198 673 N-EN 64.5 78.3 68.0 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q2.6.A.1.2 10y/Recommended a member/client of your organization [Q26A_12] 
Ea9 Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
never 248 44 292 never 33.6 17.4 29.5 
seldom 9 8 17 seldom 1.2 3.2 1.7 
often 5 2 7 0托en 0.7 0.8 0.7 
quite often 。 1 quite often 0.1 。 0.1 
very often 3 。 3 very often 0.4 0.0 0.3 
EN 266 54 320 EN 36.1 21.3 32.3 
N-EN 471 199 670 N-EN 63.9 78.7 67.7 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q2.6.A.1.3 10y/Launched campaign for free and fair election [Q26A_13] 
Freg Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
never 231 41 272 never 31.3 16.2 27.5 
seldom 14 6 20 seldom 1.9 2.4 2.0 
often 10 6 16 often 1.4 2.4 1.6 
quite often 5 2 7 quite often 0.7 0.8 0.7 
very often 4 5 very often 0.5 0.4 0.5 
EN 264 56 320 EN 35.8 22.1 32.3 
N-EN 473 197 670 N-EN 64.2 77.9 67.7 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q2.6.A.1.4 10y/Participated as independent observers [Q26A_14] 
Freg. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
never 237 43 280 never 32.2 17.0 28.3 
seldom 14 6 20 seldom 1.9 2.4 2.0 
often 8 4 12 often 1.1 1.6 1.2 
quite often 4 5 quite often 0.5 0.4 0.5 
very often 3 2 5 very often 0.4 0.8 0.5 
EN 266 56 322 EN 36.1 22.1 32.5 
N-EN 471 197 668 N-EN 63.9 77.9 67.5 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q2.6.A.1.5 10y/Others [Q26A_15] 
Freg Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
never 96 42 138 never 13.0 16.6 13.9 
seldom 2 3 seldom 0.3 0.4 0.3 
often 2 often 0.1 0.4 0.2 
quite often 2 3 quite often 0.3 0.4 0.3 
very often 2 3 very often 0.1 0.8 0.3 
EN 102 47 149 EN 13β 18.6 15.1 
N-EN 635 206 841 N-EN 86.2 81.4 84.9 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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Q2.6.B During local elections-did your organization take any of the following actions， and if so how frequently? Choose 
the statement which best corresponds to your organization's actions today and ten years ago. 
Q2.6.B.1 Today/Played a role for nomination [Q26B_01] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
never 575 217 792 never 78.0 85.8 80.0 
seldom 23 30 53 seldom 3.1 11.9 5.4 
often 19 3 22 often 2.6 1.2 2.2 
quite often 10 G 10 quite often 1.4 0.0 1.0 
very often 11 G 11 very often 1.5 0.0 1.1 
EN 638 250 888 EN 86.6 98.8 89.7 
N-EN 99 3 102 N-EN 13.4 1.2 10.3 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q2.6.B.2 Today/Recommended a member/client of your organization [Q26B_02] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
never 542 225 767 never 73.5 88.9 77.5 
seldom 28 23 51 seldom 3.8 9.1 5.2 
often 19 2 21 often 2.6 0.8 2.1 
quite often 20 。 20 quite often 2.7 。 2.0 
very often 21 。 21 very often 2.8 0.0 2.1 
EN 630 250 880 EN 85.5 98.8 88.9 
N-EN 107 3 110 N-EN 14.5 1.2 11.1 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q2.6.B.3 Today/Launched campaign for free and fair election [Q26B_03] 
Freq Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
never 472 189 661 never 64.0 74.7 66.8 
seldom 64 47 111 seldom 8.7 18.6 11.2 
often 53 10 63 often 7.2 4.0 6.4 
quite often 34 4 38 quite often 4.6 1.6 3.8 
very often 22 3 25 ve印 often 3.0 1.2 2.5 
εN 645 253 898 EN 87.5 100.0 90.7 
N-EN 92 。 92 N-EN 12.5 0.0 9.3 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q2.6.B.4 Today/Participated as independent observers [Q26B_04] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
never 503 218 721 never 68.2 86.2 72.8 
seldom 51 23 74 seldom 6.9 9.1 7.5 
often 25 4 29 often 3.4 1.6 2.9 
quite often 28 2 30 quite often 3.8 0.8 3.0 
very often 24 2 26 very often 3.3 0.8 2.6 
EN 631 249 880 EN 85.6 98.4 88.9 
N-EN 106 4 110 N“EN 14.4 1.6 11.1 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q2.6.B.5 Today/Others [Q26B_05] 
Freg. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
never 238 198 436 never 32.3 78.3 44.0 
seldom 27 14 41 seldom 3.7 5.5 4.1 
often 30 31 often 4.1 0.4 3.1 
quite often 22 23 quite often 3.0 0.4 2.3 
very often 9 2 11 very often 1.2 0.8 1.1 
EN 326 216 542 EN 44.2 85.4 54.7 
N-EN 411 37 448 N四EN 55.8 14.6 45.3 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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Q2.6.8.1.1 10yrsJPlayed a role for nomination [Q268_11] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
never 245 45 290 never 33.2 17.8 29.3 
seldom 7 8 15 seldom 0.9 3.2 1.5 
often 2 2 4 often 0.3 0.8 0.4 
quite often 3 。 3 quite often 0.4 0.0 0.3 
very often 3 。 3 very often 0.4 。 0.3 
EN 260 55 315 EN 35.3 21.7 31.8 
N-EN 477 198 675 N-EN 64.7 78.3 68.2 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q2.6.8.1.2 1 OyrsJRecommended a memberJclient of your organization [Q268 _12] 
Freq Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
never 243 46 289 never 33.0 18.2 29.2 
seldom 8 8 16 seldom 1.1 3.2 1.6 
often 3 1 4 often 0.4 0.4 0.4 
quite often 。 1 quite often 0.1 。 0.1 
ve町 often 3 。 3 very often 0.4 。 0.3 
EN 258 55 313 EN 35.0 21.7 31.6 
N-EN 479 198 677 N-EN 65.0 78.3 68.4 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q2.6.8.1.3 10yrsJLaunched campaign for free and fair election [Q268_13] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
never 234 42 276 never 31.8 16.6 27.9 
seldom 12 8 20 seldom 1.6 3.2 2.0 
often 4 3 7 often 0.5 1.2 0.7 
quite often 4 2 6 quite often 0.5 0.8 0.6 
very often 8 1 9 very often 1.1 0.4 0.9 
EN 262 56 318 EN 35.5 22.1 32.1 
N-EN 475 197 672 N-EN 64.5 77.9 67.9 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q2.6.8.1.4 10yrsJParticipated as independent observers [Q268 _14] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
never 235 45 280 never 31.9 17.8 28.3 
seldom 10 6 16 seldom 1.4 2.4 1.6 
often 4 3 7 often 0.5 1.2 0.7 
quite often 4 。 4 quite often 0.5 。 0.4 
ve町 often 3 4 very often 0.4 0.4 0.4 
EN 256 55 311 EN 34.7 21.7 31.4 
N-EN 481 198 679 N-EN 65.3 78.3 68.6 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q2.6.8.1.5 10yrsJOthers [Q268 _15] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
never 81 43 124 never 11.0 17.0 12.5 
seldom 3 2 5 seldom 0.4 0.8 0.5 
often 。 。 o often 0.0 0.0 。
quite often 2 3 quite often 0.3 0.4 0.3 
very often 2 3 very often 0.1 0.8 0.3 
EN 87 48 135 EN 11.8 19.0 13.6 
N-EN 650 205 855 N-EN 88.2 81.0 86.4 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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02.7 When your organization appeals to politcal decision making bodies like political parties or government 
administrations， how often do you take any of the measures listed below? 
(1) Contacting the pa同iesin the cabinet [027_01] 
Freq. Oelhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
never 501 169 670 never 68.0 66.8 67.7 
seldom 80 37 什 7seldom 10.9 14.6 11.8 
often 33 7 40 often 4.5 2.8 4.0 
quite often 6 。 6 quite often 0.8 0.0 0.6 
very often 8 9 very often 1.1 0.4 0.9 
EN 628 214 842 EN 85.2 84.6 85.1 
N-EN 109 39 148 N-EN 14.8 15.4 14.9 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
(2) Contacting the opposition paはies[027_02] 
Freq. Oelhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
never 480 170 650 never 65.1 67.2 65.7 
seldom 92 32 124 seldom 12.5 12.6 12.5 
often 31 3 340ften 4.2 1.2 3.4 
quite often 6 。 6 quite often 0.8 0.0 0.6 
very often 10 11 very often 1.4 0.4 1.1 
EN 619 206 825 EN 84.0 81.4 83.3 
N-EN 118 47 165 N-EN 16.0 18.6 16.7 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
(3) Contacting governmental department and agencies [027_031 
Freq. Oelhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
never 407 152 559 never 55.2 60.1 56.5 
seldom 129 39 168 seldom 17.5 15.4 17.0 
often 55 31 86 often 7.5 12.3 8.7 
quite often 13 2 15 quite often 1.8 0.8 1.5 
very often 19 20 very often 2.6 0.4 2.0 
EN 623 225 848 EN 84.5 88.9 85.7 
N-EN 114 28 142 N-EN 15.5 11.1 14.3 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
(4) Contacting Local overnment personnel [027_04] 
Freq. Oelhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
never 380 151 531 never 51.6 59.7 53.6 
seldom 158 49 207 seldom 21.4 19.4 20.9 
often 55 36 91 often 7.5 14.2 9.2 
quite often 19 20 quite often 2.6 0.4 2.0 
ve町 often 13 2 15 very often 1.8 0.8 1.5 
EN 625 239 864 EN 84.8 94.5 87.3 
N-EN 112 14 126 N-EN 15.2 5.5 12.7 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
(5) Helping to draft legislative bills [027_05] 
Freq. Oelhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
never 472 170 642 never 64.0 67.2 64.8 
seldom 83 26 109 seldom 11.3 10.3 11.0 
often 28 7 35 often 3.8 2.8 3.5 
quite often 12 4 16 quite often 1.6 1.6 1.6 
ve町 often 11 12 very often 1.5 0.4 1.2 
EN 606 208 814 EN 82.2 82.2 82.2 
N-EN 131 45 176 N-EN 17.8 17.8 17.8 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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(6) Presenting research results or technical information [Q27 _06] 
Freg_， Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
never 454 173 627 never 61.6 68.4 63.3 
seldom 94 25 119 seldom 12.8 9.9 12.0 
often 35 4 39 often 4.7 1.6 3.9 
quite often 13 3 16 quite often 1.8 1.2 1.6 
very often 10 11 ve印 often 1.4 0.4 1.1 
EN 606 206 812 EN 82.2 81.4 82.0 
N-EN 131 47 178 N-EN 17.8 18.6 18.0 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
(7) Sending representatives [Q27 _07] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
never 435 171 606 never 59.0 67.6 61.2 
seldom 95 23 118 seldom 12.9 9.1 11.9 
often 44 7 51 often 6.0 2.8 5.2 
quite often 15 2 17 quite often 2.0 0.8 1.7 
very often 13 。 13 very often 1.8 0.0 1.3 
EN 602 203 805 EN 81.7 80.2 81.3 
N回EN 135 50 185 N-EN 18.3 19.8 18.7 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
(8) Asking members to write letters or make phone calls [Q27 _08] 
Freq Oelhi Varanasi Total % Oelhi Varanasi Total 
never 404 159 563 never 54.8 62.8 56.9 
seldom 112 38 150 seldom 15.2 15.0 15.2 
often 37 15 52 often 5.0 5.9 5.3 
quite often 21 22 quite often 2.8 0.4 2.2 
very often 21 。 21 very often 2.8 0.0 2.1 
EN 595 213 808 EN 80.7 84.2 81.6 
N-EN 142 40 182 N-EN 19.3 15.8 18.4 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
(9) Engaging in mass protests or demonstrations [Q27 _09] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Oelhi Varanasi Total 
never 328 147 475 never 44.5 58.1 48.0 
seldom 132 55 187 seldom 17.9 21.7 18.9 
often 93 13 106 often 12.6 5.1 10.7 
quite often 61 2 63 quite often 8.3 0.8 6.4 
very often 21 22 very often 2.8 0.4 2.2 
EN 635 218 853 EN 86.2 86.2 86.2 
N-EN 102 35 137 N-EN 13.8 13.8 13.8 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
(10) Organizing seminars， round table meeting， rally etc [Q27 _10] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
never 213 151 364 never 28.9 59.7 36.8 
seldom 172 52 224 seldom 23.3 20.6 22.6 
often 146 38 184 often 19.8 15.0 18.6 
quite often 76 4 80 quite often 10.3 1.6 8.1 
very often 23 2 25 very often 3.1 0.8 2.5 
EN 630 247 877 EN 85.5 97.6 88.6 
N-EN 107 6 113 N-EN 14.5 2.4 11.4 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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(11) Holding press conferences [027_11] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
never 246 152 398 never 33.4 60.1 40.2 
seldom 171 67 238 seldom 23.2 26.5 24.0 
often 136 15 151 often 18.5 5.9 15.3 
quite often 60 2 62 quite often 8.1 0.8 6.3 
very often 15 16 very often 2.0 0.4 1.6 
EN 628 237 865 EN 85.2 93.7 87.4 
N-EN 109 16 125 N-EN 14.8 6.3 12.6 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
(12) Forming coalition with other organizations [027_12] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
never 267 155 422 never 36.2 61.3 42.6 
seldom 144 45 189 seldom 19.5 17.8 19.1 
often 130 22 152 often 17.6 8.7 15.4 
quite often 55 2 57 quite often 7.5 0.8 5.8 
very often 23 2 25 ve印 often 3.1 0.8 2.5 
EN 619 226 845 EN 84.0 89.3 85.4 
N“EN 118 27 145 N-EN 16.0 10.7 14.6 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
(13) Contacting corporate house executives (by persona interviews， phone callsetc.) [027_13] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
never 366 163 529 never 49.7 64.4 53.4 
seldom 141 33 174 seldom 19.1 13.0 17.6 
often 70 5 75 often 9.5 2.0 7.6 
quite often 19 。 19 quite often 2.6 0.0 1.9 
very often 13 。 13 very often 1.8 0.0 1.3 
EN 609 201 810 EN 82.6 79.4 81.8 
N-EN 128 52 180 N-EN 17.4 20.6 18.2 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
(14) Contacting United Nations organizations and agencies [027_14] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
never 388 174 562 never 52.6 68.8 56.8 
seldom 102 15 什7seldom 13.8 5.9 11.8 
often 84 5 89 often 11.4 2.0 9.0 
quite often 20 3 23 quite often 2.7 1.2 2.3 
very often 18 19 very often 2.4 0.4 1.9 
EN 612 198 810 EN 83.0 78.3 81.8 
N-EN 125 55 180 N-EN 17.0 21.7 18.2 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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02.8 Does your organization or any member has personal relationship with any of the following persons? 
02.8 1.An elected parliament member [Q28_01] 
Freg. Delhi Varanasi 
no 656 221 
yes 80 32 
EN 736 253 
N-EN 。
N 737 253 
02.8 2.A leader of the ruling paはY[028_02] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi 
no 658 224 
yes 77 29 
EN 735 253 
N-EN 2 。
N 737 253 
02.8 3.A leader of the opposition parties [Q28_03] 
Freg. Delhi Varanasi 
no 675 235 
yes 61 18 
EN 736 253 
N-EN 。
N 737 253 

































































02.8 6.A chief from a department of a government [028_06] 
Freq Delhi Varanasi Total % 
no 652 222 874 no 
yes 84 31 115 yes 
EN 736 253 989 EN 
N-EN 。 1 N-EN 
N 737 253 990 N 
02.8 7.A chief or a staff of an international organization [028_07] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % 
no 687 242 929 no 
yes 49 11 60 yes 
EN 736 253 989 EN 
N-EN 。 1 N-EN 






















































































Q2.8 8.A judge or a magistrate of the court [Q28_08] 
Freq. Oelhi Varanasi τotal % Oelhi Varanasi Total 
no 673 241 914 no 91.3 95.3 92.3 
yes 63 12 75 yes 8.5 4.7 7.6 
EN 736 253 989 EN 99.9 100.0 99.9 
N-EN 1 。 1 N“EN 0.1 0.0 0.1 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q2.8 9.Executive level contact with Corporate Groups [Q28_09] 
Freq. Oelhi Varanasi Total % Oelhi Varanasi Total 
no 653 235 888 no 88.6 92.9 89.7 
yes 83 18 101 yes 11.3 7.1 10.2 
EN 736 253 989 EN 99.9 100.0 99.9 
N回EN 。 1 N-EN 0.1 0.0 0.1 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q2.9.A Succeeded in having a policy being implemented [Q29A] 
Freq. Oelhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
no 615 179 794 no 83.4 70.8 80.2 
yes 78 42 120 yes 10.6 16.6 12.1 
E吋 693 221 914 EN 94.0 87.4 92.3 
N-EN 44 32 76 N同EN 6.0 12.6 7.7 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q2.9.B Succeeded in altering or blocking a policy [Q29B] 
Freq. Oelhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
no 605 193 798 no 82.1 76.3 80β 
yes 69 22 91 yes 9.4 8.7 9.2 
EN 674 215 889 EN 91.5 85.0 89.8 
N-EN 63 38 101 N-EN 8.5 15.0 10.2 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q2.10 Does your organization involve in politics by itself or is your organization approached by outside sources to 
become involved in politics? [Q210] 
Freq. Oelhi Varanasi Total % Oelhi Varanasi Total 
Most of the time approached by 101 9 11 0 Mos~?f the time approached by 13.7 3.6 11.1 
outside sources outside sources 
Balanec between internal and 178 122 300 Balane~ b~tween internal and 24.2 48.2 30.3 
extrenal drives extrenal drives 
GettinCj involved on our own 141 27 168 Getting involved on our own 19.1 10.7 17.0 
for existence no other way but to 27 5 32 for ex~st~nce .~o other way but to 3.7 2.0 3.2 
meddle in Dolitics meddle in politics 
EN 447 163 610 EN 60.7 64.4 61.6 
N-EN 290 90 380 N-EN 39.3 35.6 38.4 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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02.11 Which of the following instituitions would you consider most effective and contact them in order to lobby (for the 
protection of interest and rights， and representation of opinions of your organization)? Write numbers from 1 (most 
effective) to 3 (least effective) in order of importance， separately for today and 10 years ago. 
02.11.1 Todayl considering Political pa吋iesor lower/upper houses as effective for lobbying [Q211_01] 
Freq. Oelhi Varanasi Total % Oelhi Varanasi Total 
Political Parties， lower/upper 73 12 85 Political Parties， lower/upper 9.9 4.7 8.6 
Public administration 156 35 191 Public administration 21.2 13.8 19.3 
Courts 240 72 312 Courts 32.6 28.5 31.5 
EN 469 119 588 EN 63.6 47.0 59.4 
N-EN 268 134 402 N-EN 36.4 53.0 40.6 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
02.11.2 Today/considering public administration as effective for lobbying [0211_02] 
Freq Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
Political Parties， Lower/Upper 127 56 183 Political Parties， Lower/Upper 17.2 22.1 18.5 
Public Administration 217 45 262 Public Administration 29.4 17.8 26.5 
Courts 131 31 162 Courts 17.8 12.3 16.4 
EN 475 132 607 EN 64.5 52.2 61.3 
N姐EN 262 121 383 N-ξN 35.5 47.8 38.7 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
02.11.3 Today/considering Cou吋sas effective for lobbying [0211_03] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
Political Parties， Lower/Upper 169 81 250 Political Parties， Lower/Upper 22.9 32.0 25.3 
Public Administration 180 38 218 Public Administration 24.4 15.0 22.0 
Couパs 122 13 135 Courts 16.6 5.1 13.6 
EN 471 132 603 EN 63.9 52.2 60.9 
N-EN 266 121 387 N-EN 36.1 47.8 39.1 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q2.11.1.1 10yrs/considering Political parties or lower/upper houses as effective for lobbying [Q211_11] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Oelhi Varanasi Total 
Political Parties， Lower/Upper 51 18 69 Political Parties， Lower/Upper 6.9 7.1 7.0 
Public administration 72 13 85 Public administration 9.8 5.1 8.6 
Courts 94 10 104 Courts 12.8 4.0 10.5 
EN 217 41 258 EN 29.4 16.2 26.1 
N-EN 520 212 732 N-EN 70.6 83.8 73.9 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q2.11.1.210yrs/considering public administration as effective for lobbying [0211_12] 
E.@.9.; Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
Political Parties， Lower/Upper 65 24 89 Political Parties， Lower/Upper 8.8 9.5 9.0 
Public Administration 88 24 112 Public Administration 11.9 9.5 11.3 
Courts 73 12 85 Courts 9.9 4.7 8.6 
EN 226 60 286 EN 30.7 23.7 28.9 
N-EN 511 193 704 N-EN 69.3 76.3 71.1 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q2.11.1.3 10yrs/considering Cou同sas effective for lobbying [Q211_13] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
Political Parties， Lower/Upper 68 26 94 Political Parties， Lower/Upper 9.2 10.3 9.5 
Public Administration 85 10 95 Public Administration 11.5 4.0 9.6 
Courts 70 13 83 Courts 9.5 5.1 8.4 
EN 223 49 272 EN 30.3 19.4 27.5 
N-EN 514 204 718 N-EN 69.7 80.6 72.5 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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Section 1 : Relationship among the civil society organizations 
03.1 What source does your organization use to get information for its activities? Rank in order of importance， three from 
the list below. 
03.1.11st source of information [031_01] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
National Government 63 9 72 National Government 8.5 3.6 7.3 
Local Government 55 27 82 Local Government 7.5 10.7 8.3 
Political Parties 9 2 11 Political Parties 1.2 0.8 1.1 
Parliament Members 11 12 Parliament Members 1.5 0.4 1.2 
Schlars or professional think tanks 59 28 87 Schlars or professional think tanks 8.0 11.1 8.8 
Mass Media 156 100 256 Mass Media 21.2 39.5 25.9 
Technical or Trade Papers 21 2 23 Technical or Trade Papers 2.8 0.8 2.3 
Foreiqn Government 4 。 4 Foreign Government 0.5 0.0 0.4 
Foreiqn NGOs 4 。 4 Foreign NGOs 0.5 0.0 0.4 
Other domestic orqanizations 12 5 17 Other domestic organizations 1.6 2.0 1.7 
members of your orqanization 165 79 244 members of your organization 22.4 31.2 24.6 
Business companies 4 。 4 Business companies 0.5 0.0 0.4 
Others 55 。 55 Others 7.5 0.0 5.6 
EN 618 253 871 EN 83.9 100.0 88.0 
N-EN 119 。 119 N-EN 16.1 0.0 12.0 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 






Scholars， think tanks 
Mass media 
Technical or trade papers 
Foreiqn Government 
Foreiqn NGOs 
Other domestic orqanizations 
























27 National Government 
75 Local Government 
20 Political Parties 
12 Parliament members 
117 Scholars， think tanks 
178 Mass media 
50 Technical or trade papers 
6 Foreign Government 
6 Foreign NGOs 
104 Other domestic organizations 
135 Members of your organization 




























71.2 100.0 78.6 
28.8 0.0 21.4 
100.0 100.0 100.0 
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Mass media 
Technical or trade papers 
Foreiqn Government 
Foreiqn NGOs 
Other domestic orqanizations 
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Total % 
47 National Government 
41 Local Government 
15 Political Parties 
9 Parliament members 
81 Scholars， think tanks 
112 Mass media 
49 Technical or trade papers 
1 Foreign Government 
13 Foreign NGOs 
104 Other domestic organizations 
153 Members of your organization 




































59.7 100.0 70.0 
40.3 0.0 30.0 
100.0 100.0 100.0 
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Q3.2 Number of times mentioned in mass media (Categorical) [Q32] 
Fre_9.: Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
<= 0 5 124 129く=0 0.7 49.0 13.0 
1 -4 79 17 96 1 -4 10.7 6.7 9.7 
5-9 69 21 905-9 9.4 8.3 9.1 
10 -19 71 31 102 10-19 9.6 12.3 10.3 
20 -29 16 16 32 20 -29 2.2 6.3 3.2 
30 -49 8 14 22 30 -49 1.1 5.5 2.2 
50 -99 10 19 29 50 -99 1.4 7.5 2.9 
100 3 7 10 100 0.4 2.8 1.0 
101国 8 4 12 101- 1.1 1.6 1.2 
EN 269 253 522 EN 36.5 100.0 52.7 
N-EN 468 G 468 N-EN 63.5 0.0 47.3 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q3.3 To what extent do you think the following groups influence politics in India? Rate each of the following groups on a 
scale from 1 to 7 in terms of political influence. 
Q3.3 1.1nfluence in PoliticsJTrade unions and federations [Q33_01] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
very litle influence 131 17 148 very li仕leinfluence 17.8 6.7 14.9 
2 122 14 136 2 16.6 5.5 13.7 
3 93 9 102 3 12.6 3.6 10.3 
moderate point 131 57 188 moderate point 17.8 22.5 19.0 
5 98 30 128 5 13.3 11.9 12.9 
6 32 7 39 6 4.3 2.8 3.9 
lot of influence 25 13 38 lot of influence 3.4 5.1 3.8 
EN 632 147 779 EN 85.8 58.1 78.7 
N-EN 105 106 211 N-EN 14.2 41.9 21.3 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q3.3 2.1nfluence in Politics/Agricultural Organizations [Q33_02] 
Freq Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
very litle influence 90 24 114 very litle influence 12.2 9.5 11.5 
2 150 10 160 2 20.4 4.0 16.2 
3 140 19 159 3 19.0 7.5 16.1 
moderate point 134 51 185 moderate point 18.2 20.2 18.7 
5 48 31 79 5 6.5 12.3 8.0 
6 15 11 26 6 2.0 4.3 2.6 
lot of influence 16 5 21 lot of influence 2.2 2.0 2.1 
EN 593 151 744 EN 80.5 59.7 75.2 
N-EN 144 102 246 N-EN 19.5 40.3 24.8 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q3.3 3.lnfluence in Politicsl Economic， business， and employers organizations [Q33_03] 
Freg. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
very litle influence 52 19 71 very li伐leinfluence 7.1 7.5 7.2 
2 97 6 103 2 13.2 2.4 10.4 
3 108 9 117 3 14.7 3.6 11.8 
moderate point 147 51 198 moderate point 19.9 20.2 20.0 
5 123 31 154 5 16.7 12.3 15.6 
6 47 12 59 6 6.4 4.7 6.0 
lot of influence 23 7 30 lot of influence 3.1 2.8 3.0 
EN 597 135 732 EN 81.0 53.4 73.9 
N-EN 140 118 258 N-EN 19.0 46.6 26.1 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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03.3 4.1nfluence in Politicsl National Bureaucrats [Q33_04] 
Freq. Oelhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
very li社leinfluence 33 20 53 very litle influence 4.5 7.9 5.4 
2 54 8 62 2 7.3 3.2 6.3 
3 97 8 105 3 13.2 3.2 10.6 
moderate point 139 43 182 moderate point 18.9 17.0 18.4 
5 128 37 165 5 17.4 14.6 16.7 
6 96 26 122 6 13.0 10.3 12.3 
lot of influence 50 8 58 lot of influence 6.8 3.2 5.9 
EN 597 150 747 EN 81.0 59.3 75.5 
N-EN 140 103 243 N-EN 19.0 40.7 24.5 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q3.3 5.1nfluence in Politicsl Political Parties [033_05] 
Freq. Oelhi Varanasi 丁otal % Delhi Varanasi Total 
very litle influence 23 11 34 very litle influence 3.1 4.3 3.4 
2 24 10 34 2 3.3 4.0 3.4 
3 23 7 30 3 3.1 2.8 3.0 
moderate point 37 38 75 moderate point 5.0 15.0 7.6 
5 95 30 125 5 12.9 11.9 12.6 
6 217 35 252 6 29.4 13.8 25.5 
lot of influence 219 39 258 lot of influence 29.7 15.4 26.1 
EN 638 170 808 EN 86.6 67.2 81.6 
N-EN 99 83 182 N-EN 13.4 32.8 18.4 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
03.3 6.1nfluence in PoliticsJ The mass media [Q33_06] 
Freq. Oelhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
very litle influence 19 8 27 very litle influence 2.6 3.2 2.7 
2 18 10 28 2 2.4 4.0 2.8 
3 41 8 49 3 5.6 3.2 4.9 
moderate point 75 25 100 moderate point 10.2 9.9 10.1 
5 149 30 179 5 20.2 11.9 18.1 
6 221 69 290 6 30.0 27.3 29.3 
lot of influence 110 74 184 lot of influence 14.9 29.2 18.6 
EN 633 224 857 EN 85.9 88.5 86.6 
N-EN 104 29 133 N-EN 14.1 11.5 13.4 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
03.3 7.lnfluence in PoliticsJ Large business/corporations [033_07] 
Freq. Oelhi Varanasi Total % Oelhi Varanasi Total 
very litle influence 33 17 50 very 1出leinfluence 4.5 6.7 5.1 
2 35 8 43 2 4.7 3.2 4.3 
3 48 6 54 3 6.5 2.4 5.5 
moderate point 97 35 132 moderate point 13.2 13.8 13.3 
5 103 36 139 5 14.0 14.2 14.0 
6 151 27 178 6 20.5 10.7 18.0 
lot of influence 108 23 131 lot of influence 14.7 9.1 13.2 
EN 575 152 727 EN 78.0 60.1 73.4 
N-EN 162 101 263 N-EN 22.0 39.9 26.6 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
03.3 8.lnfluence in Politicsl Scholars and academicians [033_08] 
Freq. Oelhi Varanasi τotal % Oelhi Varanasi Total 
very litle influence 54 7 61 very li伐leinfluence 7.3 2.8 6.2 
2 71 3 74 2 9.6 1.2 7.5 
3 124 20 144 3 16.8 7.9 14.5 
moderate point 156 40 196 moderate point 21.2 15.8 19.8 
5 120 39 159 5 16.3 15.4 16.1 
6 25 46 71 6 3.4 18.2 7.2 
lot of influence 14 53 67 lot of influence 1.9 20.9 6.8 
EN 564 208 772 EN 76.5 82.2 78.0 
N-EN 173 45 218 N-EN 23.5 17.8 22.0 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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03.3 9.1nfluence in Politicsl Consumer Organizations [Q33_09] 
FreQ.; Oelhi Varanasi Total % Oelhi Varanasi Total 
verv litle influence 88 19 107 very litle influence 11.9 7.5 10.8 
2 101 12 113 2 13.7 4.7 11.4 
3 117 11 128 3 15.9 4.3 12.9 
moderate point 129 55 184 moderate point 17.5 21.7 18.6 
5 96 11 107 5 13.0 4.3 10.8 
6 10 3 13 6 1.4 1.2 1.3 
lot of influence 15 2 17 lot of influence 2.0 0.8 1.7 
EN 556 113 669 EN 75.4 44.7 67.6 
N-EN 181 140 321 N-EN 24.6 55.3 32.4 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
03.3 10.lnfluence in Politicsl Welfare Organizations [Q33_10] 
Freq Oelhi Varanasi Total % Oelhi Varanasi Total 
verv litle influence 84 8 92 very litle influence 11.4 3.2 9.3 
2 96 11 107 2 13.0 4.3 10.8 
3 117 18 135 3 15.9 7.1 13.6 
moderate point 167 44 211 moderate point 22.7 17.4 21.3 
5 52 39 91 5 7.1 15.4 9.2 
6 21 20 41 6 2.8 7.9 4.1 
lot of influence 21 21 42 lot of influence 2.8 8.3 4.2 
EN 558 161 719 EN 75.7 63.6 72.6 
N-EN 179 92 271 N-EN 24.3 36.4 27.4 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
03.3 11.lnfluence in Politicsl Professional organizations [Q33_11] 
Freq. Oelhi Varanasi Total % Oelhi Varanasi Total 
ve町 li口leinfluence 84 12 96 very litle influence 11.4 4.7 9.7 
2 102 7 109 2 13.8 2.8 11.0 
3 110 18 128 3 14.9 7.1 12.9 
moderate point 98 75 173 moderate point 13.3 29.6 17.5 
5 112 15 127 5 15.2 5.9 12.8 
6 28 7 35 6 3.8 2.8 3.5 
lot of influence 13 10 23 lot of influence 1.8 4.0 2.3 
EN 547 144 691 EN 74.2 56.9 69.8 
N-EN 190 109 299 N-EN 25.8 43.1 30.2 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
03.3 12.1nfluence in Politicsl Women movement organizations [Q33_12] 
Freq. Oelhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
very litle influence 41 10 51 very litle influence 5.6 4.0 5.2 
2 73 7 80 2 9.9 2.8 8.1 
3 113 21 134 3 15.3 8.3 13.5 
moderate point 225 44 269 moderate point 30.5 17.4 27.2 
5 82 36 118 5 11.1 14.2 11.9 
6 24 19 436 3.3 7.5 4.3 
lot of influence 17 32 49 lot of influence 2.3 12.6 4.9 
EN 575 169 744 EN 78.0 66.8 75.2 
N-EN 162 84 246 N-EN 22.0 33.2 24.8 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
03.3 13.lnfluence in Politicsl Local governments [Q33_13] 
Freq. Oelhi Varanasi Total % Oelhi Varanasi Total 
ve町 litleinfluence 35 13 48 very li抗leinfluence 4.7 5.1 4.8 
2 45 6 51 2 6.1 2.4 5.2 
3 93 13 106 3 12.6 5.1 10.7 
moderate point 203 40 243 moderate point 27.5 15.8 24.5 
5 151 24 1755 20.5 9.5 17.7 
6 26 35 61 6 3.5 13.8 6.2 
lot of influence 21 8 29 lot of influence 2.8 3.2 2.9 
EN 574 139 713 EN 77.9 54.9 72.0 
N-EN 163 114 277 N-EN 22.1 45.1 28.0 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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Q3.3 14.1nfluence in Politicsl Foreign government and International organizations [Q33_14] 
Freq. Oelhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
very litle influence 56 25 81 very litle influence 7.6 9.9 8.2 
2 52 4 56 2 7.1 1.6 5.7 
3 68 8 76 3 9.2 3.2 7.7 
moderate point 111 48 159 moderate point 15.1 19.0 16.1 
5 125 26 151 5 17.0 10.3 15.3 
6 127 11 138 6 17.2 4.3 13.9 
lot of influence 19 3 22 lot of influence 2.6 1.2 2.2 
EN 558 125 683 EN 75.7 49.4 69.0 
N凶EN 179 128 307 N-EN 24.3 50.6 31.0 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q3.3 15.1nfluence in Politicsl Hindu organizations [Q33_15] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % 。elhi Varanasi Total 
very liせleinfluence 71 16 87 very litle influence 9.6 6.3 8.8 
2 65 8 732 8β3.2 7.4 
3 69 10 79 3 9.4 4.0 8.0 
moderate point 107 50 157 moderate point 14.5 19.8 15.9 
5 157 17 174 5 21.3 6.7 17.6 
6 115 14 129 6 15.6 5.5 13.0 
lot of influence 24 9 33 lot of influence 3.3 3.6 3.3 
EN 608 124 732 EN 82.5 49.0 73.9 
N凶EN 129 129 258 N-EN 17.5 51.0 26.1 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q3.3 16.1nfluence in Politicsl Religious organization other than Hindu organization [Q33_16] 
Freq・ Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
very litle influence 85 19 104 very li社leinfluence 11.5 7.5 10.5 
2 59 5 64 2 8.0 2.0 6.5 
3 59 17 76 3 8.0 6.7 7.7 
moderate point 125 42 167 moderate point 17.0 16.6 16.9 
5 163 19 182 5 22.1 7.5 18.4 
6 80 11 91 6 10.9 4.3 9.2 
lot of influence 32 3 35 lot of influence 4.3 1.2 3.5 
EN 603 116 719 EN 81.8 45.8 72.6 
N国EN 134 137 271 N-EN 18之 54.2 27.4 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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Q3.4 What type of relation and cooperation does your organization have with the following groups? Rate the following 
groupS on a scale from 1 to 7 in terms of cooperation with your organization. 
Q3.4 1.How cooperativel Trade unions and federations [034_01] 
Freg_， Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
very litle influence 220 22 242 very litle influence 29.9 8.7 24.4 
2 49 28 77 2 6.6 11.1 7.8 
3 24 7 31 3 3.3 2.8 3.1 
moderate point 193 67 260 moderats point 26.2 26.5 26.3 
5 44 10 54 5 6.0 4.0 5.5 
6 33 2 35 6 4.5 0.8 3.5 
lot of influence 15 4 19 lot of influence 2.0 1.6 1.9 
EN 578 140 718 EN 78.4 55.3 72.5 
N-EN 159 113 272 N-EN 21.6 44.7 27.5 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q3.4 2.How cooperative IAgricultural Organ怯ations[034_02] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
very litle influence 187 23 210 very litle influence 25.4 9.1 21.2 
2 90 21 111 2 12.2 8.3 11.2 
3 44 14 58 3 6.0 5.5 5.9 
moderate point 180 64 244 moderate point 24.4 25.3 24.6 
5 21 11 32 5 2.8 4.3 3.2 
6 9 1 10 6 1.2 0.4 1.0 
lot of influence 11 12 lot of influence 1.5 0.4 1.2 
EN 542 135 677 EN 73.5 53.4 68.4 
N-EN 195 118 313 N-EN 26.5 46.6 31.6 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q3.4 3.How cooperative/Economic， business， and employers organizations [034_03] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
very liばleinfluence 162 20 182 very litle influence 22.0 7.9 18.4 
2 86 16 102 2 11.7 6.3 10.3 
3 55 11 66 3 7.5 4.3 6.7 
moderate point 169 62 231 moderate point 22.9 24.5 23.3 
5 41 5 46 5 5.6 2.0 4.6 
6 13 2 15 6 1.8 0.8 1.5 
lot of influence 9 む 9 lot of influence 1.2 0.0 0.9 
EN 535 116 651 EN 72.6 45.8 65.8 
N-EN 202 137 339 N-EN 27.4 54.2 34.2 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100β 100.0 
Q3.4 4.How cooperative/National Bureaucrats [034_04] 
E!:.1dl Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
very litle influence 155 19 174 very litle influence 21.0 7.5 17.6 
2 99 15 114 2 13.4 5.9 11.5 
3 48 13 61 3 6.5 5.1 6.2 
moderate point 180 67 247 moderate point 24.4 26.5 24.9 
5 20 12 32 5 2.7 4.7 3.2 
6 12 13 6 1.6 0.4 1.3 
lot of influence 13 14 lot of influence 1.8 0.4 1.4 
EN 527 128 655 EN 71.5 50.6 66.2 
N-EN 210 125 335 N-EN 28.5 49.4 33.8 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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Q3.4 5.How cooperative/Political Parties [Q34_05] 
Freq. Oelhi Varanasi Total % Oelhi Varanasi Total 。 。 102 102 0 。。 40.3 10.3 
very litle influence 178 22 200 very litle influence 24.2 8.7 20.2 
2 86 17 103 2 11.7 6.7 10.4 
3 34 16 50 3 4.6 6.3 5.1 
moderate point 161 70 231 moderate point 21.8 27.7 23.3 
5 32 23 55 5 4.3 9.1 5.6 
6 22 23 6 3.0 0.4 2.3 
lot of influence 15 2 17 lot of influence 2.0 0.8 1.7 
EN 528 151 679 EN 71.6 59.7 68.6 
N同EN 209 102 311 N-EN 28.4 40.3 31.4 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q3.4 6.How cooperativel The mass media [Q34_06] 
Freq圃 Oelhi Varanasi Total % Oelhi Varanasi Total 
very Iほleinfluence 114 14 128 very li於leinfluence 15.5 5.5 12.9 
2 84 56 140 2 11.4 22.1 14.1 
3 64 18 82 3 8.7 7.1 8.3 
moderate point 136 62 198 moderate point 18.5 24.5 20.0 
5 105 35 140 5 14.2 13.8 14.1 
6 34 20 546 4.6 7.9 5.5 
lot of influence 24 2 26 lot of influence 3.3 0.8 2.6 
EN 561 207 768 EN 76.1 81.8 77.6 
N-EN 176 46 222 N-EN 23.9 18.2 22.4 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q3.4 7.How cooperativel Large business/corporations [34_07] 
Freq. Oelhi Varanasi Total % Oelhi Varanasi Total 
very litle influence 165 23 188 very litle influence 22.4 9.1 19.0 
2 65 12 77 2 8.8 4.7 7.8 
3 42 15 57 3 5.7 5.9 5.8 
moderate point 159 54 213 moderate point 21.6 21.3 21.5 
5 58 4 62 5 7.9 1.6 6.3 
6 16 17 6 2.2 0.4 1.7 
lot of influence 13 3 16 lot of influence 1.8 1.2 1.6 
EN 518 112 630 EN 70.3 44.3 63.6 
N-EN 219 141 360 N-EN 29.7 55.7 36.4 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q3.4 8.How cooperativel Scholars and academicians [34_08] 
Freq. Oelhi Varanasi Total % Oelhi Varanasi Total 
very liせleinfluence 127 6 133 very litle influence 17.2 2.4 13.4 
2 57 83 140 2 7.7 32.8 14.1 
3 63 8 71 3 8.5 3.2 7.2 
moderate point 133 34 167 moderate point 18.0 13.4 16.9 
5 102 20 122 5 13.8 7.9 12.3 
6 31 18 49 6 4.2 7.1 4.9 
lot of influence 27 10 37 lot of influence 3.7 4.0 3.7 
EN 540 179 719 EN 73.3 70.8 72.6 
N明EN 197 74 271 N-EN 26.7 29.2 27.4 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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Q3.4 9.How cooperativel Consumer Organizations [34_09] 
FreQ.; Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
verv litle influence 143 15 158 very litle influence 19.4 5.9 16.0 
2 81 12 932 11.0 4.7 9.4 
3 55 13 68 3 7.5 5.1 6.9 
moderate point 147 68 215 moderate point 19.9 26.9 21.7 
5 68 5 73 5 9.2 2.0 7.4 
6 20 2 22 6 2.7 0.8 2.2 
lot of influence 13 14 lot of influence 1.8 0.4 1.4 
EN 527 116 643 EN 71.5 45.8 64.9 
N-EN 210 137 347 N-EN 28.5 54.2 35.1 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q3.4 1 O.How cooperativel Welfare Organizations [034_10] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
verv litle influence 142 5 147 very litle influence 19.3 2.0 14.8 
2 57 46 103 2 7.7 18.2 10.4 
3 45 13 58 3 6.1 5.1 5.9 
moderate point 69 49 118 moderate point 9.4 19.4 11.9 
5 92 21 113 5 12.5 8.3 11.4 
6 87 17 104 6 11.8 6.7 10.5 
lot of influence 35 6 41 lot of influence 4.7 2.4 4.1 
EN 527 157 684 EN 71.5 62.1 69.1 
N-EN 210 96 306 N-EN 28.5 37.9 30.9 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q3.4 11.How cooperativel Professional organizations [034_11] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
verv litle influence 126 8 134 very litle influence 17.1 3.2 13.5 
2 65 32 97 2 8.8 12.6 9.8 
3 70 13 83 3 9.5 5.1 8.4 
moderate point 120 58 178 moderate point 16.3 22.9 18.0 
5 83 27 110 5 11.3 10.7 11.1 
6 42 10 52 6 5.7 4.0 5.3 
lot of influence 19 20 lot of influence 2.6 0.4 2.0 
EN 525 149 674 EN 71.2 58.9 68.1 
N四EN 212 104 316 N-EN 28.8 41.1 31.9 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q3.412.How cooperativel Women movement organizations [034_12] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Oelhi Varanasi Total 
very litle influence 149 7 156 very litle influence 20.2 2.8 15.8 
2 65 57 122 2 8.8 22.5 12.3 
3 51 11 62 3 6.9 4.3 6.3 
moderate point 165 51 216 moderate point 22.4 20.2 21.8 
5 66 22 88 5 9.0 8.7 8.9 
6 28 6 346 3.8 2.4 3.4 
lot of influence 22 5 27 lot of influence 3.0 2.0 2.7 
EN 546 159 705 EN 74.1 62.8 71.2 
N-EN 191 94 285 N-EN 25.9 37.2 28.8 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q3.4 13.How cooperativel Local governments [034_13] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Oelhi Varanasi Total 
very litle influence 120 16 136 very litle influence 16.3 6.3 13.7 
2 81 24 105 2 11.0 9.5 10.6 
3 71 20 91 3 9.6 7.9 9.2 
moderate point 137 60 197 moderate point 18.6 23.7 19.9 
5 76 20 96 5 10.3 7.9 9.7 
6 25 8 336 3.4 3.2 3.3 
lot of influence 22 23 lot of influence 3.0 0.4 2.3 
EN 532 149 681 EN 72.2 58.9 68.8 
N-EN 205 104 309 N明EN 27.8 41.1 31.2 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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Q3.4 14.How cooperativel Foreign government and International organizations [Q34_14] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
very litle influence 205 34 239 very litle influence 27.8 13.4 24.1 
2 51 9 60 2 6.9 3.6 6.1 
3 30 6 36 3 4.1 2.4 3.6 
moderate point 176 43 219 moderate point 23.9 17.0 22.1 
5 34 2 36 5 4.6 0.8 3.6 
6 12 13 6 1.6 0.4 1.3 
lot of influence 11 2 13 lot of influence 1.5 0.8 1.3 
EN 519 97 616 EN 70.4 38.3 62.2 
N-EN 218 156 374 N-EN 29.6 61.7 37.8 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q3.4 15.How cooperativel Hindu organizations [Q34_15] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
very litle influence 228 17 245 very litle influence 30.9 6.7 24.7 
2 47 15 62 2 6.4 5.9 6.3 
3 27 11 38 3 3.7 4.3 3.8 
moderate point 183 56 239 moderate point 24.8 22.1 24.1 
5 17 18 5 2.3 0.4 1.8 
6 11 。 11 6 1.5 0.0 1.1 
lot of influence 12 3 15 lot of influence 1.6 1.2 1.5 
EN 525 103 628 EN 71.2 40.7 63.4 
N-EN 212 150 362 N-EN 28.8 59.3 36.6 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q3.4 16.How cooperativel Religious organization other than Hindu organization [Q34_16] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
very litle influence 231 16 247 very li投leinfluence 31.3 6.3 24.9 
2 48 6 54 2 6.5 2.4 5.5 
3 19 8 27 3 2.6 3.2 2.7 
moderate point 148 55 203 moderate point 20.1 21.7 20.5 
5 33 2 35 5 4.5 0.8 3.5 
6 30 31 6 4.1 0.4 3.1 
lot of influence 19 5 24 lot of influence 2.6 2.0 2.4 
EN 528 93 621 EN 71.6 36.8 62.7 
N-EN 209 160 369 N-EN 28.4 63.2 37.3 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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Section IV [Problems and Prospects in the context of Civil Society in India] 
Q4.1 Below are listed important political decisions and events that have taken place in the last 15 years. Please check your 
organization's Partic伊ation，Position and Satis白ctionto each of these decisions and events. (if the event took place 
before the establishment of your organization the you are free to skip those events) 
Q4.1.1.1 Participationl 73rd・74thamendment [0411_01] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
No Participation 456 233 689 No Participation 61.9 92.1 69.6 
Participation 50 6 56 Participation 6.8 2.4 5.7 
Stronq Participation 13 14 Strong Participation 1.8 0.4 1.4 
EN 519 240 759 EN 70.4 94.9 76.7 
N-EN 218 13 231 N-EN 29.6 5.1 23.3 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q4.1.1.2 Position/73rd-74th amendment [0411_02] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
Aqainst 10 。 10 Against 1.4 。。 1.0 
neutral 131 33 164 neutral 17.8 13.0 16.6 
favor 104 156 260 favor 14.1 61.7 26.3 
EN 245 189 434ξN 33.2 74.7 43.8 
N-EN 492 64 556 N-EN 66.8 25.3 56.2 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q4.1.1.3 Satisfactionl 73rd・74thamendment [0411_03] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
Dissatisfied 30 11 41 Dissatisfied 4.1 4.3 4.1 
satisfied 125 165 290 satisfied 17.0 65.2 29.3 
Very satisfied 22 11 33 Very satisfied 3.0 4.3 3.3 
EN 177 187 364 EN 24.0 73.9 36.8 
N-EN 560 66 626 N-EN 76.0 26.1 63.2 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q4.1.2.1 Participation/86th Amendment [0412_01] 
Freq. Oelhi Varanasi Total % Oelhi Varanasi Total 
No Participation 439 203 642 No Participation 59.6 80.2 64.8 
Participation 61 24 85 Participation 8.3 9.5 8.6 
Stronq Participation 27 6 33 Strong Participation 3.7 2.4 3.3 
EN 527 233 760 EN 71.5 92.1 76.8 
N-EN 210 20 230 N-EN 28.5 7.9 23.2 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q4.1.2.2 Position/86th Amendment [0412_02] 
Freq. Oelhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
Aqainst 11 12 Against 1.5 0.4 1.2 
neutral 120 29 149 neutral 16.3 11.5 15.1 
favor 221 195 416 favor 30.0 77.1 42.0 
EN 352 225 577 EN 47.8 88.9 58.3 
N-EN 385 28 413 N-EN 52.2 11.1 41.7 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q4.1.2.3 Satisfactionl 86th Amendment [0412_03] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
Dissatisfied 31 26 57 Dissatisfied 4.2 10.3 5.8 
satisfied 192 164 356 satisfied 26.1 64.8 36.0 
Very satisfied 57 31 88 Very satisfied 7.7 12.3 8.9 
EN 280 221 501 EN 38.0 87.4 50.6 
N-EN 457 32 489 N-EN 62.0 12.6 49.4 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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71.2 90.5 76.2 
28.8 9.5 23.8 
100.0 100.0 100.0 
04.1.3.2 Position/93rd Amendment [0413_02] 
Freg. Oelhi Varanasi Total % Oelhi Varanasi Total 
Aqainst 44 12 56 Against 6.0 4.7 5.7 
neutral 170 61 231 neutral 23.1 24.1 23.3 
favor 93 146 239 favor 12.6 57.7 24.1 
EN 307 219 526 EN 41.7 86.6 53.1 
N-EN 430 34 464 N-EN 58.3 13.4 46.9 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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76.3 90.9 80.0 
23.7 9.1 20.0 
100.0 100.0 100.0 
04.1.4.2 Position/Women's Reservation Bill [0414_02] 
Freg. Oelhi Varanasi Total % Oelhi Varanasi Total 
Aqainst 20 3 23 Against 2.7 1.2 2.3 
neutral 174 43 217 neutral 23.6 17.0 21.9 
favor 239 185 424 favor 32.4 73.1 42.8 
EN 433 231 664 EN 58.8 91.3 67.1 
N-EN 304 22 326 N-EN 41.2 8.7 32.9 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
04.1.4.3 Satisfaction/Women's Reservation Bill [0414_03] 
Freg Oelhi Varanasi Total % 
Oissatisfied 128 24 152 Oissatisfied 
satisfied 181 198 379 satisfied 
Very satisfied 35 6 41 Very satisfied 
EN 344 228 572 EN 
N-EN 393 25 418 N-EN 
N 737 253 990 N 
Delhi Varanasi Total 
17.4 9.5 15.4 
24.6 78.3 38.3 
4.7 2.4 4.1 
46.7 90.1 57.8 
53.3 9.9 42.2 
100.0 100.0 100.0 
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04.1.5.1 Participationf Anti-Corruption Movement and Jan Lokpal Bill [0415_01] 
FreQ.; Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
No Participation 296 157 453 No Participation 40.2 62.1 45.8 
Participation 214 69 283 Participation 29.0 27.3 28.6 
Stronq Participation 70 6 76 Strong Participation 9.5 2.4 7.7 
EN 580 232 812 EN 78.7 91.7 82.0 
N-EN 157 21 178 N-EN 21.3 8.3 18.0 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
04.1.5.2 Positionl Anti-Corruption Movement and Jan Lokpal Bill [Q415_02] 
Freg. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
Aqainst 35 3 38 Against 4.7 1.2 3.8 
neutral 130 24 154 neutral 17.6 9.5 15.6 
favor 360 202 562 favor 48.8 79.8 56.8 
EN 525 229 754 EN 71.2 90.5 76.2 
N-EN 212 24 236 N-EN 28.8 9.5 23.8 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
04.1.5.3 Satisfactionf Anti-Corruption Movement and Jan Lokpal Bill [0415_03] 
Freg. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
Dissatisfied 166 16 182 Dissatisfied 22.5 6.3 18.4 
satisfied 223 169 392 satisfied 30.3 66.8 39.6 
Very satisfied 57 42 99 Very satisfied 7.7 16.6 10.0 
EN 446 227 673 EN 60.5 89.7 68.0 
N-EN 291 26 317 N-EN 39.5 10.3 32.0 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
04.1.6.1 Participationl National NGO Pa吋nershipProgram [0416_01] 
Freq Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
No Participation 298 221 519 No Participation 40.4 87.4 52.4 
Participation 182 6 188 Participation 24.7 2.4 19.0 
Stronq Participation 33 。 33 Strong Participation 4.5 0.0 3.3 
EN 513 227 740 EN 69.6 89.7 74.7 
N-EN 224 26 250 N-EN 30.4 10.3 25.3 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q4.1.6.2 Position/ National NGO Partnership Program 0416_02] 
Freq Delhi Varanasi Total % Oelhi Varanasi Total 
Aqainst 15 7 22 Against 2.0 2.8 2.2 
neutral 168 97 265 neutral 22.8 38.3 26.8 
favor 177 78 255 favor 24.0 30.8 25.8 
王N 360 182 542 EN 48.8 71.9 54.7 
N-EN 377 71 448 N-EN 51.2 28.1 45.3 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
04.1.6.3 Satifactionl National NGO Partnership Program [Q416_03] 
Freq. Oelhi Varanasi Total % Oelhi Varanasi Total 
Dissatisfied 45 44 89 Oissatisfied 6.1 17.4 9.0 
satisfied 185 120 305 satisfied 25.1 47.4 30.8 
Very satisfied 45 46 Very satisfied 6.1 0.4 4.6 
EN 275 165 440 EN 37.3 65.2 44.4 
N-EN 462 88 550 N-EN 62.7 34.8 55.6 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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04.2 Is your organization involved in any of the following issues? Choose as many issues that correspond to your 
organization's actions. In which way are you involved in those issues-advocacy (Negotiating and pressurizing the 
government in different ways and providing public education) or service provideing (materially helping citizens on those 
matters such as health clinic， financial aid， legal aid， school， skill training etc) ? You can check both if it applies to you 
organization. 
04.2.1.a By advocacyl Political and Human Rights [042_01a] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
no 555 212 767 no 75.3 83.8 77.5 
yes 181 41 222 yes 24.6 16.2 22.4 
EN 736 253 989 EN 99.9 100.0 99.9 
N-EN 。 1 N-EN 0.1 0.0 0.1 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
04.2.1.b By service providingl Political and Human Rights [042_01 b] 
Freq Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
no 639 209 848 no 86.7 82.6 85.7 
yes 97 44 141 yes 13.2 17.4 14.2 
EN 736 253 989 EN 99.9 100.0 99.9 
N-EN 。 1 N-EN 0.1 0.0 0.1 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
04.2.2.a By advocacyf Rural Development [042_02a] 
Freg. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
no 572 173 745 no 77.6 68.4 75.3 
yes 164 80 244 yes 22.3 31.6 24.6 
EN 736 253 989 EN 99.9 100.0 99.9 
N-EN 。 1 N-EN 0.1 0.0 0.1 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
04.2.2.b By service providingl Rural Development [042_02b] 
Freg. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
no 613 161 774 no 83.2 63.6 78.2 
yes 123 92 215 yes 16.7 36.4 21.7 
EN 736 253 989 EN 99.9 100.0 99.9 
N-EN 。 1 N-EN 0.1 0.0 0.1 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
04.2.3.a By advocacyl Law and order [042_03a] 
Freg Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
no 519 215 734 no 70.4 85.0 74.1 
yes 217 38 255 yes 29.4 15.0 25.8 
EN 736 253 989 EN 99.9 100.0 99.9 
N-EN 。 1 N-EN 0.1 0.0 0.1 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
04.2.3.b By service providing Law and order[042_03b] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
no 647 215 862 no 87.8 85.0 87.1 
yes 89 38 127 yes 12.1 15.0 12.8 
EN 736 253 989 EN 99.9 100.0 99.9 
N-EN 。 1 N-EN 0.1 0.0 0.1 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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Q4.2.4.a By advocacyl Women's Rights [Q42_04a] 
Freg Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
no 522 150 672 no 70.8 59.3 67.9 
yes 214 103 317 yes 29.0 40.7 32.0 
EN 736 253 989 EN 99.9 100.0 99.9 
N-EN 。 1 N-EN 0.1 0.0 0.1 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q4.2.4.b By service providingl Women's Rights [Q42_04b] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
no 586 158 744 no 79.5 62.5 75.2 
yes 150 95 245 yes 20.4 37.5 24.7 
EN 736 253 989 EN 99.9 100.0 99.9 
N-EN 。 1 N-EN 0.1 0.0 0.1 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q4.2.5.a By advocacyl Education [Q42_05a] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Tota! % Delhi Varanasi Total 
no 442 112 554 no 60.0 44.3 56.0 
yes 294 141 435 yes 39.9 55.7 43.9 
EN 736 253 989 EN 99.9 100.0 99.9 
N-EN 。 1 N-EN 0.1 。 0.1 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q4.2.5.b By service providingl Education [Q42_05b] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
no 477 112 589 no 64.7 44.3 59.5 
yes 259 141 400 yes 35.1 55.7 40.4 
EN 736 253 989 EN 99.9 100.0 99.9 
N-EN 。 1 N-EN 0.1 0.0 0.1 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q4.2.6.a By advocacyf Public health [Q42_06a] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
no 530 152 682 no 71.9 60.1 68.9 
yes 206 101 307 yes 28.0 39.9 31.0 
EN 736 253 989 EN 99.9 100.0 99.9 
N-EN 1 。 1 N-EN 0.1 0.0 0.1 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q4.2.6.b By service providingl Public Health [Q42_06b] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
no 535 145 680 no 72.6 57.3 68.7 
yes 201 108 309 yes 27.3 42.7 31.2 
EN 736 253 989 EN 99.9 100.0 99.9 
N-EN 。 1 N-EN 0.1 0.0 0.1 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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Q4.2.7.a By advocacyl Environment [Q42_07a] 
Freg Delhi Varanasi Total % 
no 557 167 724 no 
yes 179 86 265 yes 
EN 736 253 989 EN 
N-EN 。 1 N-EN 
N 737 253 990 N 
Delhi Varanasi Total 
75.6 66.0 73.1 
24.3 34.0 26.8 
99.9 100.0 99.9 
0.1 0.0 0.1 
100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q4.2.7.b By service providingl Environment [Q42_07b] 
Freg. Delhi Varanasi Total % 
no 580 175 755 no 
yes 156 78 234 yes 
EN 736 253 989 EN 
N四EN 。 1 N-EN 

















99.9 100.0 99.9 
0.1 0.0 0.1 
100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q4.2.8.a By advocacyl Labour rights and Unemployment [Q42_08a] 
Freg. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
no 558 169 727 no 75.7 66.8 73.4 
yes 178 84 262 yes 24.2 33.2 26.5 
EN 736 253 989 EN 99.9 100.0 99.9 
N-EN 。 1 N-EN 0.1 0.0 0.1 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q4.2.8.b By service providingl Labour rights and Unemployment [Q42_08b] 
Freg. Delhi Varanasi Total % 
no 601 163 764 no 
yes 135 90 225 yes 
EN 736 253 989 EN 
N-EN 。 1 N-EN 
N 737 253 990 N 
Delhi Varanasi Total 
81.5 64.4 77.2 
18.3 35.6 22.7 
99.9 100.0 99.9 
0.1 0.0 0.1 
100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q4.2.9.a By advocacyl Corruption [Q42_09a] 
Freg. Delhi Varanasi Total % 
no 561 196 757 no 
yes 175 57 232 yes 
EN 736 253 989 EN 
N-EN 。 1 N-EN 
N 737 253 990 N 
Delhi Varanasi Total 
76.1 77.5 76.5 
23.7 22.5 23.4 
99.9 100.0 99.9 
0.1 0.0 0.1 
100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q4.2.9.b By service providingl Corruption [Q42_09b] 
Freg. Delhi Varanasi Total % 
no 665 214 879 no 
yes 71 39 110 yes 
EN 736 253 989 EN 
N-EN 。 1 N-EN 
N 737 253 990 N 
Delhi Varanasi Total 
90.2 84.6 88.8 
9.6 15.4 11.1 
99.9 100.0 99.9 
0.1 0.0 0.1 
100.0 100.0 100.0 
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Q4.2.10.a By advocacyJ Street Politics and Hartal (strike) culture [Q42_10a] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
no 666 224 890 no 90.4 88.5 89.9 
yes 70 29 99 yes 9.5 11.5 10.0 
EN 736 253 989 EN 99.9 100.0 99.9 
N-EN 。 1 N-EN 0.1 0.0 0.1 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
04.2.10.b By service providingJ Street Politics and Hartal (strike) culture [Q42_10b] 
Freq Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
れ0 697 241 938 no 94.6 95.3 94.7 
yes 39 12 51 yes 5.3 4.7 5.2 
EN 736 253 989 EN 99.9 100.0 99.9 
N-EN 。 1 N-EN 0.1 0.0 0.1 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
04.2.11.a By advocacyl Separation of J udiciary from the executive [Q42_11 a] 
Freq. Delわi Varanasi 丁otal % Delhi Varanasi Total 
no 677 227 904 no 91.9 89.7 91.3 
yes 59 26 85 yes 8.0 10.3 8.6 
EN 736 253 989 EN 99.9 100.0 99.9 
N-正N 1 。 1 N-EN 0.1 0.0 0.1 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q4.2.11.b By service providing/ Separation of Judiciary from the executive [Q42_11 b] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
れ0 706 238 944 no 95咽8 94.1 95.4 
yes 30 15 45 yes 4.1 5.9 4.5 
EN 736 253 989 EN 99.9 100.0 99.9 
N-EN 。 1 N-EN 0.1 0.0 0.1 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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Section V [Influence of Foreign幅.fundedNGOs and Religious Civil Society in the context of state-
society relation in India] 
Q5.1.A Is your organization involved in grass-roots level activities? [Q51 A] 
Freq. Oelhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
no 314 82 396 no 42.6 32.4 40.0 
yes 356 136 492 yes 48.3 53.8 49.7 
ξN 670 218 888 EN 90.9 86.2 89.7 
N-EN 67 35 102 N-EN 9.1 13.8 10.3 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q5.1.B If yes， please specify your area of activity [Q51 B] 
Q5.1.B.1 GO・NGOcooperation for rural development [Q51 B_01] 
Freq Oelhi Varanasi Total % De~hi Varanasi Total 
れ0 311 196 507 no 42.2 77.5 51.2 
yes 45 57 102 yes 6.1 22.5 10.3 
EN 356 253 609 EN 48.3 100.0 61.5 
N-EN 381 。 381 N-EN 51.7 0.0 38.5 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q5.1.B 2 Developing group network [Q51B_02] 
Freq. Oelhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
no 299 204 503 no 40.6 80.6 50.8 
yes 64 49 113 yes 8.7 19.4 11.4 
EN 363 253 616 EN 49.3 100.0 62.2 
N-EN 374 。 374 N-EN 50.7 0.0 37.8 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q5.1.B 3 Women empowerment [Q51B_03] 
Freq. Oelhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
no 249 178 427 no 33.8 70.4 43.1 
yes 119 75 194 yes 16.1 29.6 19.6 
EN 368 253 621 EN 49.9 100.0 62.7 
N凶EN 369 。 369 N同EN 50.1 0.0 37.3 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q5.1.B 4しocalrepresentation and ventilation of grievances [Q51B_04] 
Freq. Oelhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
no 312 226 538 no 42.3 89.3 54.3 
yes 49 27 76 yes 6.6 10.7 7.7 
ξN 361 253 614 EN 49.0 100.0 62.0 
N-EN 376 。 376 N-EN 51.0 0.0 38.0 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q5.1.B 5 Education and literacy [Q51 B_05] 
Freq. Oelhi Varanasi 丁otal 9も Delhi Varanasi Total 
no 169 122 291 no 22.9 48.2 29.4 
yes 213 131 344 yes 28.9 51.8 34.7 
EN 382 253 635 EN 51.8 100.0 64.1 
N-EN 355 。 355 N同EN 48.2 0.0 35.9 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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Q5.1.B 6 Health education and health service [Q51 B_06] 
Freq. Oelhi Varanasi τotal % 
no 213 176 389 no 
yes 158 77 235 yes 
EN 371 253 624 EN 
N-EN 366 。 366 N-EN 
N 737 253 990 N 
Q5.1.B 7 Legal and human rights [Q51B_07] 
Freq. Oelhi Varanasi Total % 
no 258 229 487 no 
yes 114 24 138 yes 
EN 372 253 625 EN 
N回EN 365 。 365 N四EN
N 737 253 990 N 
Q5.1.B 8 Economic empowerment [Q51B_08] 
Freq. Oelhi Varanasi Total % 
no 274 186 460 no 
yes 90 67 157 yes 
EN 364 253 617 EN 
N-EN 373 。 373 N-EN 
N 737 253 990 N 


























Varanasi Total % 
204 415 no 
49 207 yes 
253 622 EN 。 368 N-EN 
253 990 N 
Varanasi Total % 
236 560 no 
17 56 yes 
253 616 EN 。 374 N-EN 
253 990 N 
Oelhi Varanasi Total 
28.9 69.6 39.3 
21.4 30.4 23.7 
50.3 100.0 63.0 
49.7 0.0 37.0 
100.0 100.0 100.0 
Oelhi Varanasi Total 
35.0 90酬5 49.2 
15.5 9.5 13.9 
50.5 100.0 63.1 
49.5 0.0 36.9 
100.0 100.0 100.0 
Delhi Varanasi Total 
37.2 73.5 46.5 
12.2 26.5 15.9 
49.4 100.0 62.3 
50.6 0.0 37.7 
100.0 100.0 100.0 
Delhi Varanasi Total 
28.6 80.6 41.9 
21.4 19.4 20.9 
50.1 100.0 62.8 
49.9 0.0 37.2 
100.0 100.0 100.0 
Delhi Varanasi Total 
44.0 93.3 56.6 
5.3 6.7 5.7 
49.3 100.0 62.2 
50.7 0.0 37.8 
100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q5.2 How would you evaluate the role of foreign funded NGOsl organizations in strengthening civil societies in India? 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
Neqliqent 30 10 40 Negligent 4.1 4.0 4.0 
2 41 10 51 2 5.6 4.0 5.2 
3 74 15 89 3 10.0 5.9 9.0 
medium 389 167 556 medium 52.8 66.0 56.2 
5 108 32 140 5 14.7 12.6 14.1 
6 31 6 37 6 4.2 2.4 3.7 
hiqhest 23 9 32 highest 3.1 3.6 3.2 
EN 696 249 945 EN 94.4 98.4 95.5 
!ヰEN 41 4 45 N-EN 5.6 1.6 4.5 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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05.3 00 you think the issues (Iike good governance， civil society， women empowerment etc.) of foreign funded NGOs can 
affect at the community level? [053] 
Freq. Oelhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
れ0 209 103 312 no 28.4 40.7 31.5 
yes 478 135 613 yes 64.9 53.4 61.9 
EN 687 238 925 EN 93.2 94.1 93.4 
N-EN 50 15 65 N-EN 6.8 5.9 6.6 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
05.4 As foreign岨fundedNGOs are not based on membership so their effect is nominal. [054] 
Freq・ Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
no 225 120 345 no 30.5 47.4 34.8 
yes 445 133 578 yes 60.4 52.6 58.4 
EN 670 253 923 EN 90.9 100.0 93.2 
N-EN 67 。 67 N-EN 9.1 0.0 6.8 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
05.5 As foreign funded NGOs have good connection with national elite so they can influence the national policy [055] 
Freq Oelhi Varanasi τotal % Delhi Varanasi Total 
no 164 131 295 no 22.3 51.8 29.8 
yes 512 122 634 yes 69.5 48.2 64.0 
EN 676 253 929 EN 91.7 100.0 93.8 
N-EN 61 。 61 N-EN 8.3 。 6.2 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
05.6 00 you think the relation between foreign funded NGOs and religious civil society is confrontational? [056] 
Freq. Delhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
no 338 226 564 no 45.9 89.3 57.0 
γes 329 27 356 yes 44.6 10.7 36.0 
EN 667 253 920 EN 90.5 100.0 92.9 
N-EN 70 。 70 N-EN 9.5 0.0 7.1 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
05.7 How does your organization view the following groups? Rate the following groups on a scale from 1 to 7 in terms of 
articulating the demand of the people at the community level. 
Q5.7.A Rating of articulation of Religious civil society [057A] 
Freq. Oelhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
weak articulation 72 23 95 weak articulation 9.8 9.1 9.6 
2 123 38 161 2 16.7 15.0 16.3 
3 142 32 174 3 19.3 12.6 17β 
moderate point 168 102 270 moderate point 22.8 40.3 27.3 
5 98 23 121 5 13.3 9.1 12.2 
6 44 8 52 6 6.0 3.2 5.3 
stronq articulation 23 3 26 strong articulation 3.1 1.2 2.6 
EN 670 229 899 EN 90.9 90.5 90.8 
N-EN 67 24 91 N-EN 9.1 9.5 9.2 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Q5.7.8 Rating of articulation of Foreign funded NGOs [0578] 
Freq. Oelhi Varanasi Total % Delhi Varanasi Total 
weak articulation 82 9 91 weak articulation 11.1 3.6 9.2 
2 77 14 91 2 10.4 5.5 9.2 
3 77 29 106 3 10.4 11.5 10.7 
moderate point 211 114 325 moderate point 28.6 45.1 32.8 
5 132 22 154 5 17.9 8.7 15.6 
6 74 8 82 6 10.0 3.2 8.3 
stronq articulation 28 33 61 strong articulation 3.8 13.0 6.2 
EN 681 229 910 EN 92.4 90.5 91.9 
N-EN 56 24 80 N-EN 7.6 9.5 8.1 
N 737 253 990 N 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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3 羽寸弓可お|寸弓|て宮司可命的合 ロ1 口2. 口3. 口4 口5. ロ1 口2. 口3. 口4. ロ5
加吋iic1寸悌司
4 宮司可訪問守司弓寸一羽e17TモlmLR 口1. 口2. 口3. 口4 口5. 口1 口2. 口3. 口4. ロ5.
守Cf)~討弓向ぞ↑邸主石命治可可可革問
防司TI





1 市司令司すf 2 市~-c石相マ 3. 3i雨夜 4 司豆町 5.市柏市ず↑一司司
耳'02.7. 稿欄市T 柄柄引d~ 切可rm帝時開明合金命てldlih 向雨前布石許可R制
合州事市町T き甘r~おtf沿口市吋可否倫司令烈布切さ?
1.市吋I可ぎf 2.市1{r-ef)'BTマ 3. 3干可明~ 4 可町 5.事前司対I一司補
1. 合雨前首相隔てl¥J8i街中町ぼ寸令桐ct(c止命PTe1~司口1 口2 口3 口4. 口5.
柏可ミミ可T弓，研民)
2. 肘ぜI明博司「令明CF(叫fCR=rrm~司ぜ何台可T守，何伶) 口T 口2 口3 口4 口5
3 明布ぱI舟町TfT苛f刊nt-r<:rr合守司話料缶1~ Iけ択可〈ず何台口1 口2. 口3. 口4 口5
可T守，何f7;)
4 明柄引布Tマ合計fx守明話料品m~司村守可I守，口 1 口2. 口3. 口4. 口5.
司fさ)
5 市ポ「明向守T (らねて~前) f印刷村守市台寺町 口2 口3 口4 口5
てf¥JAI向申可祐司?羽布m対寸志すポI用可
6. ~叶;Tl向φ 守神苛I 事可市問I 刊対fC1[1Ì命的~~明宅f cお司合す可T 口1. 口2 口3. 口4 口5
けの寸|申r~守T \3'開画布引T
7. 取材同可T 引で阿仁~司明治州 1!:5の|対仏~命的合口1. 口2 口3. 口4 口5.
ロ命科荷台守守I
8 司可討す可明でお羽河内明吋ずIて1¥J1心[子|φ ず I可rm市向口1 口2. 口3 口4 口5
照阿可ずf明白羽守命的台市相T
9 叶|什rRSiφ ヨ愉合可可?照計司寺町向モ司前司 口1. 巳2. 口3. 口4. 口5
10令向司可，引ザeとき付命陀可，を許I釘fさ市"FIT 口1 口2. 口3. 口4. 口5.
11 . 倫向司事前3tR司~3ñlR尚司守合同R 司事セ神田寸柏町 口2 口3. 口4 口5
叶l利引でお納言明市吋明古河可
12. ~ミぜ開市耳T \j.ltお明<Trrfìi 布市市モお守r~ 明~~市羽「 口1. 口2. 口3 口4 口5.
13 ぬイRc'ER吋合~寸qf2q合刑訴市明T (叫fCR=rrm~司f ロ 1 口2 口3 口4 口5.
補守合可T守，布石さ)











口 7 倫ぜI 剖吋1て~叫神間司可T 剖寸て~~O命03IT0 市「巧宮司ず~市相甫
口 8 羽ず同可T 可司市可ぺ~I <-l l桝市T ず!言司守司行~
口 9cdidikwポ合~ef¥J1" ef{R: cj ~照明司ポ
耳02.9.31.澗材叩柿T 神間吋同線開利時可唱~合調村T 刊さ，輸，材耳I 桝可
司王市羽I今考明石T羽T舎，向羽市T四有明取f可倫耳7ぜt?








口 3 叫 I c:t ldて相羽可ぎf "i(l叶~住i 首相向モヰ合すき





て1¥1寸1C1申可否T 命布煎関守 ぺ~1 <-I 1 (1<-1
付f向苛百T/志可合唱明)
司Tて可 ( ) ( ) 























珂03.3 叩坊句相マ伶吋GrfM 明ボf/対朝ぱf 事T~布検てl叫ふぬ可可倫明T 谷駅前沼市守Tき?
前村 ~tn 杭 1 合 7 モお吋夜明剖可今向布壱可可可知府税(澗f市 1 可可叩令市合明事/ぜ明
市7明司合研伊南台すTホ百可可ヲ 7明何台布研T司事/ぜ岡市TW干I可制倫司ヲ前可Tホ百可市 4
市T問問明耳ポr)
司開マ(羽角モ石)布団守誠可申~ぜi 寸 口1 ロ2. 口3. 口4. 口5 口6. 口7.
2. 市内ぜ可芯司 口1 口2. 口3. 口4. 口5. 口6. 口7.
3 何樹事叫i斗rRφぬマ[ミイ|村iぜ可3可 ロT ロ2. 口3. 口4. ロ5. 口6. 口7.
4 明ぜ向司マ~司さ s倫明守「 口1 口2. 口3. 口4. 口5 口6. ロ7.
5. て|吋[hφ 刊 口? 口2. 口3. 口4. 口5. 口6 口7.
6. 命捻可T 口1 口2 口3. 口4. ロ5. 口6 口7.
7. 奇てき3Tirirriφ 耳マ今 口1 口2. ロ3. 口4. 口5. ロ6. 口7
8. 3[詰~:論可剖申|弓(hφ 討問 口1 口2 口3 口4. 口5. 口6. 口7
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9. す判明T栴明 口i 口2 口3 口4. 口5. ロ6. ロ7.
10.中州IUI申|心ぜ可芯可 口i 口2. 口3. 口4. 口5. ロ6. 口7
11. 古前可，可ポ同，ミリlì[川て叩f誌は~寸什討阿 口1 ロ2 口3 口4. 口5. 口6. 口7齢
12可待相ぜ明司 口1 口2. 口3. ロ4. 口5. 口6. 口7.
13.可羽丙同制EtコR- ロ1 口2. 口3 口4. 口5 口6. 口7.
14向お骨折てのiミ可 3けてiば|叫ぜ可す司 口1 口2. 口3. 口4. 口5 口6. 口7.
15常ミー 町向モ石神田可 口1 口2. 口3. 口4. 口5. 口6. 口7.
16.1R-伶弓町南芝府や市守 口1 口2. 口3. 口4. 口5 口6. 口7.
立03.4 叩坊や同可市TQ吋おrf刻現ポf合論布明司可き?
1-7合対モ有明阿「ぜ 11-~嗣げ1-1 I 2-~問中ij一叫ふ
1. 司開マ(呪向市)寸府守3fR~ぜi寸 口1 口2. 口3. 口4. 口5. 口6. 口7.
2. 市f旨ぜ可吉司 口1 ロ2. 口3. ロ4. ロ5. 口6. ロ7.
3 研倒市叫|吋rftφ 諭可[~村|ぜ可吉守 口1 口2. 口3. ロ4. 口5. 口6. 口7.
4. ~ず同司守合対 a恰CPTfr 口1 口2. 口3. ロ4. 口5. 口6. 口7.
5. 引叶守口町中町命説 ロ1 ロ2. ロ3 口4. 口5 口6. ロ7.
6. ~[る斗| ロ1 ロ2. ロ3 口4. ロ5. ロ6. 口7.
7. 誌な前可"ERT守 ロ1 ロ2. 巳3. ロ4. 口5. 口6. ロ7.
8. ョ[ミ~3fR剖申I~Jhφ 討IすT 口1 口2. 口3 ロ4. ロ5. 口6. ロ7.
9 否判明7ぜ明司 口1 口2. 口3 ロ4. 口5. 口6. ロ7.
10 φ刊 IUIφRiぜ可吉司 ロ1 口2. 口3. 口4. 口5 口6. 口7.
11.説夜マ，ミリliihて，可ポ同部fき山中ぞl寸寸討何 口1 口2. 口3. 口4. 口5. 口6. ロ7.
12材I柄引 口1. 口2. 口3. 口4. 口5. 口6. 口7.
13.言問モ可制Eわlて 口i 口2. 口3. 口4. 口5. 口6. 口7.
14角お行引のm可向お守ぜ明司 口i 口2. 口3. 口4. 口5. 口6. 口7.
15常弓町向E石神応可 ロナ 口2. 口3. 口4. 口5. 口6. 口7.
16前-m弓叩間市布団司 口i 口2. 口3. 口4. 口5. 口6. 口7.
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習時一4: ・雨情石1~刊号εi モお明司寸苛命寺司合計付判rq 可可可命事司町可
耳0.4.1. 執事情何~'tI1~1お1φ，てi叫論φ 可珂城市7 可吋習さ i 駅前市ぜf 命討対寺領有
布団可可針'+11J ft G: I'fl， ~寸ホ匂防相可布駅 I ~卸R 弔電c;;:rr部可市神間守苦言明今合鴨合宣言
さ討ta:r照明奇可均
1. 73きI 74計検町向市相訪~ (1993)可司有可和明守合的で
2. 86討ぜ村明や002):伶駅前命的市 d言明可司司可T6-14刊引合可討tcお倫で
3. 93き柑m や005): 3IT0布市命的で3ffia:ruT
4. 2010苛可伶弓T3T尺釘可 3街角苛可雫ぜ明可考雨明
5. 2011 CJ?T q;rで向T可向台官説可Tぎ司セ叩可同可神マ苛可。よi刺 l肘向司
6 羽ぜ同合守司?研治可市Tで守0司f03ITO吋rbiて日l吋治初耳
支04.2.利部-qcpf~梢魚台京市首合待ぜI 照明釈布き 3河村柑京市ずt~
布市さき討f 叩可合神汚可司許可信倫裕司f 合物羽台前 l 明京説明布可弓針明ゐ叫ffi~四守:命府Iマ
諭ぜI京市合さ-~~イ1φ~ (R事前壱合唱柿R 合~ふrGlt布明，羽雨明T可司司可ratrそ苛鴨T 諭
偽財布明司T 相照同開T 伺博司吋rt~，信補可明ól -LIC1 1，市TT令明用語，可~， 偽京支開可
割問合明言司そ R同市神寸~司令制61 -L1C1 1 市明) I 
可f言相荷Tぜ明可命司f耳布令苦飴可きぜI剖可令市 qJlq3qJi前街角苛釈明市古き:




























10. ~耐守山守山ホ ð\$ ClI (YIぜ可fc1
口31~イiふfr . . 口可合司町内市対………・
什羽XëPR討ぺ~I斗斗i印刷前中|山内φ|合羽可事柄
口 31.~のふfr ............ 口可令市府内市持












口 6. "fëITI~伶TEffi 3IT可~明治可?
口 7 明ポr3itマ司明司雨明可
口 8 何絹布引開9i制UI
口 9. 州什!fu中一て|叶~[己申叶 I ，q'<M中¥113許可耳筒q向守T
己 10.31可
耳05.2. ~羽寺侍向石1~刊誌εi 諭可司司戸市柏苛向前計明i叫C1 1 ・如司明O可fioaf同制可T ぜ明司f 論
争市TずI叩可合金d材ぎ?
可司市可 可時可 司倫市南










日前 .・・・・・・・ … 口可ぎf. ...…・
苛05.5.争5倫柿柄引判明可明0命oalrO合前T合研 cflf令羽モ命綱明前き，剥備を
可功可命倫ずI府知釈明市さきi
ロポ ••••••••• •••••••• •• • 口可ずr.... . 









口1. 口2. 口3. 口4 口5. 口6. 口7
口1. 口2. 口3. 口4. 口5. 口6. 口7
叩可命制m 命術省領令市マT:匂司布可





1 市m司君 2 市m-c石可尺 3. 3干苛明マ 4 可言町 5市付I司対[-司ポI
剖可 明司呼鳴で討
1 倫ぜ[~弓斗|て命叶l1ìfφ寸可T 口 1 . 口2. 口3. 口4. 口5. 口1. 口2. 口3. 口4. 口5
司市可首刑判q;rf駒市T向明言




3. 司耳r~ 羽可河T可合ヨ可守宮司可 口1. 口2. 口3. 口4. 口5. 口1. 口2. 口3. 口4. 口5
でお倫で司向司守苛布司
4 宮司可合前苅守伶向司命館守口1. 口2. 口3 口4 口5 口1. 口2. 口3 口4 口5
吋柄可可羽市州市命事可首
叩可伶苛I
5. 剖可……………… 口1 口2. 口3. 口4. ロ5. 口1. 口2. 口3 口4. 口5.
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珂0.4.1. 命合奄B 吋制~'f1 I Ji I fGt叩，て 1 \J1~fa<f)可制1城市T可討習さ|葛可可明ぱfモおぜ村苛羽可キ
ホ同可検句14n G: I~，ふi:ft寄付1 ホゼ宮内吉司可布駅 I ~叩R 司壱可c;:rr叩坊や同守主お柄守合鴨合咲
き甘r3lT可明苛可さ〉
1. 73首I 74'討対前商布ぜ諭柄。993)朝内可明羽可命倫q
司市司ぞ!一 口 1 ずI言司市司ぞI 可ぎ{口2 . 可riKRì口3 . 剖司倫市町~
f守司f討(position)一口1角相当 口2.判山口3.明前守
内向照一 口1 桐 F 口2 可~口3. 3ifcìて~二
2. 86首ぜ吋m 争002): f柏町諭命倫市羽倫明烹司司可T6-14布石1eお司吋f命的マ
司市司合一 口1.ず!ぜq柏市計ぜf口2 叫riKRi口3.剖司両市明治司ぞI
f初f許(position)一口1禽合司討 口2.¥3引てti寸 口3.明耳寸可寺




司待相一 口1 綱吉町 口2 ミ司でと 口3 剖品計rgに
4. 2010苛檎珂叩潤可寄街角可可取柄可苛砲明
町市材一 口 1 ず同州司fì ぜI 口2 叫~~口3. 3i司柄拘riKRi
f初f討(position)一日制百台 口2 判 m叶口3明射台
可Rど照一 口1 桐豆町 口2司で口3 柿吋叱
5. 2011市T府隔制可柄T壱ボ匂lイi刷ホ朝刊判例知
町市司守r- 口 1. ず!言 q市司ぞ!可ぎj 口2. 州~引ぞ|口3. 3i司両市司令市命
保冷(position)一口1倫相討 口2 廿弓|イ|寸口3 明釘訂
司 Rと朝一 口1.3i司でと 口2内可口3州制ICJ:C













Cross嗣nationalSurvey on Civil Society 
Organizations and Interest Groups 
国 Surveyon Non田GovernmentalOrganizations in Delhi， India回
Name of the Organization: .... . 
Address: 
N ame of the respondent: ...•.•..•. •• 
RespondentラsOfficial designation in the organization: . 
Seal or Monogram of the office: .. 
Code (you don't need to fil up): .. 
Any additional comments or opinions are welcome here. 
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[Section 1: sasic information about the civil society organization] 
Q1.1. Which of the 14 classifications listed below best describes your organization? (Please circle 
only one) 
1. Agriculture and farmer related organization 
2. Economic or business organization 
3. Labor union or federation 
4. Education and research related organization 
5. Cultural organization 
6. Govemn1ent or administration-related organization 
7. Social Welfare organization 
8. Professional organization (medical， legal， education， engineers etc.) 
9. Citizen' s group 
10. NGO (including foreign or intemational organization) 
1l.狂induReligious organization 
12. Religious organization other than Hindu organization 
13. Recreational or sports related social organization 
14. Others .... 
Q1.2. Indicate below which national and local policies are of interest or relevant to your 
organization's activities? Choose al that applV. 
1. Financial policies (management of govt. money) 
2. Fiscal policies (govemment tax， debt..) 
3. Trade and intemational C01nmerce policies 
4. Industrial promotional policies 
5. Civic engineering， construction and public works policies 
6. Transportation and traffic policies 
7. Communication and information policies 
8. Scientific technology and research policies 
9. Local development policies/Rural Development 
10. Foreign policies 
11. International exchangeラcooperationand aid policies including foreign debt problem 
12. National defense and security policies. 
13. Criminal ludicial Administration policies (Law and order) lustice and hUlnan rights 
14. Local govemment and administrative policies 
15. Labor polices 
16. Social welfare 
17. Agriculture 
18. Consumer protection policies 
19. Environmentラenergyand natural resources policies 
20. Healthcare policies 
21. Educationうacademic，sports and recreational policies 
22. Poverty Alleviation 
23. Culture and religion 
24. Othersラ
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Q1.3. what are the main purpose of your organization and the primary goal of your 
organization's activities? choose al that applV. 
1. Providing infonnation to members 
2. Pursuing economic wel1-being for members 
3. Protecting the standard of living and rights of the members/clients 
4. Providing education and training oppo討unitiesfor members/clients 
5. Advocating on behalf of the members in order to gain subsidies fron1 local and national 
govemments 
6. Assisting lnembers in licensing and accreditation procedures 
7. Providing policy recommendations based on technical knowledge for public policy making 
8. Providing education and information for the good ofthe general public 
9. Providing service to the general public 
10. Providing funds to other organizations 
11. Others 
Q1.4.A Is your organization registered with any ministry or institution? 
Yes .......... No ..... . 
Q1.4.B If yes， Name the ministry or institution 
Q1.5. When was your organization founded? 
Q1.6. How many members does your organization have? (If you don't know the exact number 
then please round off the figure) 
lndividual members Member onmnization 
Q1.7.A. Does your organization receive funds or any other type of financial assistance from 
outside sources besides membership fee? If yes， inthe space below， please write the names of the 
organizations or government agencies that have provided financial assistance to your 
organization. 
Yes ......... No .，
If yes， Name of the organization or agency 
Q1.7.B. Are the financial assistances accompanied by condition? 
Yes .. ..... . No .. . 
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Q1.8. How many employees does your organization have? 
Total 明lomen
Socially Backward 
Ful time employees 
Castes From Minorities 
Part time employees 
Volounteeries 
Q1.9. What was your organization's budget in INR in the year 2009 and 2010 
1) In 2009 2) In 2010 (a round figure is Ok) 
Ql.10.A. What geographic area does your organization mainly encompass in conducting its 
activities? 
1. UnionlWard 2.Subdistrict瓜1unicipality 3. District 4. National 5. Global. 
Q1.10.B. When a policy related problem or incident occurs in the geographical area indicated in 
Q1.10.A. how much influence does your organization have on these problems? Please Identify. 












2. Some Influence 
5. No influence. 
3. Little influence 
Q1.11. Which of the following categories best describe your organization? Circle one answer. 
1. Headquarter with local branches in other places. 
2. Organization that is a member of a larger organization (federation， union， etc.) with local 
branches in other places. 
3. Local branch of an organization that is located in other place. 
4. Organization without local branches and not a member of other organizations. 
5. Division， representative officeラetc.of an organization. 
6. Other.…… 
Q1.12. How would you describe your organization's opinions on the scale below? Circle the 
appropriate number. 
Left (liberal) Moderate Right (conservative) 
2 3 4 5 6 7 
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[Section 1 Nature of Interaction with the State and Political Parties] 
Q2.1. Circle the statement that describes the relationship your organization has with the 
government or local government. Choose al that applV. 
1. Accredited or approved by the government 
2. Licensed by the govemment 
3. Administrative guidance provided by the government 
4. Cooperating with and supporting policies and budget activities of the gover百ment
5. Exchanging opinions with the govemment 
6. Sending representative to council and /or advisory bodies ofthe national govemment 
7. Offering positions to govemment officials after retirement 
8. Receiving government funds or grants 
9. Receiving foreign fund through the govemment 
10. Having joint projects or programs with the govemment 
Q2.2. How often does your organization contact (by phone or directly) people from the list below 
for lobbying (direct lobbying)? Specify the frequency today and 10 years ago. 
l=Neverラ2=Seldom，3二 Often，4=Quite often， 5=Very often 
Now Ten years before 
1. Ministers， public servants ofhigher ranks 2. 3. 4. 5. 2. 3. 4. 5. 
2. Public servants of central administration 
2. 3. 4. 5. 2. 3. 4. 5. 
on managerial positions 
3. Chief Ministers/Mayors， public servants 
2. 3. 4. 5. 2. 3. 4. 5. 
of higher ranks of local govemment 
4. Public servants of local administration on 
2. 3. 4. 5. 2. 3. 4. 5. 
managerial positions 
Q2.3. How often does your organization contact people from the list below to ask them to 
influence the policies of local or central governments (indirect lobbying)? Specify the仕equency
today and 10 years ago. 
I=Neverヲ2=Seldomヲ3=Oftenラ4=Quiteoften， 5=Very often 
Now Ten years before 
1. Parliament members from your election 
2. 3. 4. 5. 2. 3. 4. 5. 
district 
2. Parliament members from other election 
2. 3. 4. 5. 2. 3. 4. 5. 
districts 
3. City， town presidents， village chiefs or 
2. 3. 4. 5. 2. 3. 4. 5. 
other leaders of local govemment 
4. Public servants of local administration on 
2. 3. 4. 5. 2. 3. 4. 5. 
managerial positions 
5. Local council members 2. 3. 4. 5. 2. 3. 4. 5. 
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Q2.4. How often do the foIlowing persons or institutions contact your organization seeking your 
opinion on new policies related to the area of activity of your organization? 
1 =Never， 2=SeldOlTI， 3=Often， 4=Quite often， 5=Verγoften 
Now Ten years before 
1. ParlialTIent members 2. 3. 4. 5. 2. 3. 4. 5. 
2. Central adn1inistration officials 2. 3. 4. 5. 2. 3. 4. 5. 
3. Local council members 2. 3. 4. 5. 2. 3. 4. 5. 
4. Local govemment 2. 3. 4. 5. 2. 3. 4. 5. 
Q2.5. What type of relationship and contact do you have with political parties? Choose the 
statement which best corresponds to your organization 's action today and ten years befol・e.
1=Neverヲ2=Seldom，3=Often， 4=Quite oftenヲ5=Veryoften 
Political Parties Now Ten years before 
1. Bahujan Samaj Party 2. 3. 4. 5. 2. 3. 4. 5. 
2. Bhartiya J anata Paliy 2. 3. 4. 5. 2. 3. 4. 5. 
3. Communist Party of lndia 2. 3. 4. 5. 2. 3. 4. 5. 
4. Communist Party of lndia (Marxist) 2. 3. 4. 5. 2. 3. 4. 5. 
5. lndian National Congress 2. 3. 4. 5. 2. 3. 4. 5. 
6. Nationalist Congress Party 2. 3. 4. 5. 2. 3. 4. S. 
7. Others (please specifシ). 2. 3. 4. 5. 2. 3. 4. 5. 
Q2.6.A. During national elections四 didyour organization take any of the following actions， and if 
so how frequently? Choose the statement which best corresponds to your organization 's actions 
today and ten years ago. 
1 =Never， 2=Seldomラ3=Often，4=Quite 0白en，5=Very often 
Today Ten years ago 
1. Played a role for nomination and 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 
election for a particular candidate 
2. Recommended a member/client ofyour 
1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 
organization as a party/election candidate 
3. Launched campaign for free and fair 
1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 
election 
4. Participated as independent observers 
at different polling stations during the 1. 2. 3. 4. 5 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 
election day 
5. Others......... 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 
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Q2.6.B. During local elections-did your organization take any of the following actions， and if so 
how frequently? Choose the statement which best corresponds to your organization 's actions 
today and ten years ago. 
lニNever，2=Seldomヲ3=Oftenラ4=Quiteoften， 5=Very often 
Today Ten years ago 
1. Played a role for nomination and 
l. 2. 3. 4. 5. l. 2. 3. 4. 5. election for a particular candidate 
2. RecOlumended a member/client ofyour 
l. 2. 3. 4. 5. l. 2. 3. 4. 5. organization as a party/election candidate 
3. Launched campaign for free and fair 
l. 2. 3. 4. 5. l. 2. 3. 4. 5. election 
4. Participated as independent observers 
at different polling stations during the l. 2. 3. 4. 5. l. 2. 3. 4. 5. 
election day 
5.0thers. l. 2. 3. 4. 5. l. 2. 3. 4. 5. 
Q2.7. When your organization appeals to political decision making bodies like political parties or 
government administrations， how often do you take any of the measures listed below? 
l=Never， 2=Seldom， 3=Often， 4=Quite often， 5=Very often 
(1) Contacting the paliies in the cabinet (by personal interviews， phone calls etc.) l. 2. 3. 4. 5. 
(2) Contacting the opposition parties (by personal interviewsラphonecalls etc.) l. 2. 3. 4. 5. 
(3) Contacting governmental department and agencies (by personal interviews， l. 2. 3. 4. 5. 
phone call etc.) 
(4) Contacting the local government personnel (by personal interviews， phone l. 2. 3. 4. 5. 
cal etc.) 
(5) Helping to draft legislative bils for political parties or governmental l. 2. 3. 4. 5. 
orgamzatlOn 
(6) Presenting research results or technical inforτnation to political parties and/or 
goverτlment mlnlstnes 
l. 2. 3. 4. 5. 
(7) Sending representatives to local or national councils and lor advisory bodies l. 2. 3. 4. 5. 
(8) Asking general organizational members to write letters or make phone calls to l. 2. 3. 4. 5. 
political parties or government administration 
(9) Engaging in mass protests or demonstrations l. 2. 3. 4. 5. 
(10) Organizing seminars， round table meeting， rally etc. l. 2. 3. 4. 5. 
(11) Holding press conferences in order to publicize ideas and let know l. 2. 3. 4. 5. 
organizations position on different issues and incidents 
(12) Fonning coalition with other organizations or umbrella organizations l. 2. 3. 4. 5. 
(13) Contacting corporate house executives (by personal interviews， phone calls l. 2. 3. 4. 5. 
(14) Contacting United Nations organizations and agencies (by personal l. 2. 3. 4. 5. 
interviewsラphonecalls etc.) 
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Q2.8. Does your organization or any member has personal relationship with any of the following 
persons? choose al that apphT. 
1. An elected parliament men1ber 
2. A leader of the ruling party 
3. A leader ofthe opposition parties 
4. A Mayor or Word COll1l11issioner 
5. A journalist 
6. A chief or a section chief from a department of a goverl11ent/local administration (ministerラ
D.C， S.P， UNO etc.) 
7. A chief or a staff of an international organization or international NGO 
8. A judge or a magistrate of the national or local court 
9. Executive-level contact with Corporate groups 
Q2.9.A. Did your organization ever succeed in having a budget， policy， action or decision it 
favored being implemented by a national or local government? 
Yes ......... No .. 
Q2.9.B. Did your organization ever succeed altering a budget， policy， action， decision， or 
blocking the implementation of a policy， decision， it did not favor? 
Yes ......... No .. . 
Q2.10. Does your organization involve in politics by itself or is your organization approached by 
outside sources to become involved in politics? (Choose only one) 
1. Most of the time we are approached by outside sources 
2. There is a balance between internal and external drives 
3. Most of the time， we get involved by our own 
4. For our existence there is no other way but to meddle in politics 
Q2.11. Which of the following institutions would you consider most effective and contact them in 
order to lobby (for the protection of interest and rights， and representation of opinions of your 
organization)? Write numbers from 1 (most effective) to 3 (least effective) in order of 
importance， separately for today and 10 years ago. 
Today 








[Section 111 Relationship among the civil society organizations] 
Q3.1. what source does your organization uses to get information for its activities? Rank， in
order of importance， three from the Iist below. 
ラ 2. ， 3.
1. N ational govemment 
2. Local government 
3. Political parties 
4. Parliament members 
5. Scholars or professionalsラthinktank 
6. The mass media 
7. Technical or trade papers 
8. Foreign govemment 
9. Foreign NGOsラintemationalorganizations etc. 
10. Other domestic organization with similar interests 
11. Members of your organization 
12. Business companies 
13.0thers 
Q3.2. How many times did mass media mention your organization during past 3 years? Write 
the approximate number of times your organization appeared on national or private television 
and/or in any national or local newspaper or magazine. times 
Q3.3. To what extent do you think the following groups influence poIitics in India? Rate each of 
the following groups on a scale from 1 to 7 in terms of political influence. (1 stands for very litle 
influence， 7stands for a lot of influence， and 4 isthe moderate point. 
1. Trade (labor) unions and federations 2. 3、. 4. 5. 6. 7. 
2. Agricultural organizations 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 
3. Economic， business， and employers organizations 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 
4. National bureaucrats 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 
5. Political parties 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 
6. The mass media 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 
7. Large business /corporations 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 
8. Scholars and academicians 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 
9. Consumer organizations 2. 3 4. 5. 6. 7. 
10. Welfare organizations 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 
1. Professional organizations (doctor， engineer， lawyer etc.) 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 
12. Women movement organizations 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 
13. Local govemments 2. 3 4. 5. 6. 7. 
14. Foreign government and Intemational organizations 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 
15. Hindu Religious organizations 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 
16. Religious organizations other than Hindu organizations 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 
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Q3.4. what type of relation and cooperation does you organization has with the following groups? 
Rate the following groups on a scale from 1 to 7 in terms of cooperation with your organization. 
1 stands for uncooperative， 7stand for cooperative and 4 isthe neutral point. 
1. Trade (labor) unions and federations 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 
2. Agricul印ralorganizations 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 
3. Economic， business， and employers organizations 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 
4. National bureaucrats 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 
5. Political parties 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 
6. The mass media 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 
7. Large business /corporations 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 
8. Scholars and academicians 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 
9. Consumer organizations 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 
10. Welfare organizations 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 
11. Professional organizations (doctor， engineer， lawyer etc.) 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 
12. Women movelnent organizations 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 
13. Local governments 2. 3. 4. 5. 6 7. 
14. Foreign government and Intemational organizations 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 
15. Hindu Religious organizations 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 
16. Religious organizations other than Hindu organizations 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 
[Section IV Problems and Prospect in the context of Civil Society in India] 
Q4.1. Below are listed important political decisions and events that have taken place in the last 
15 years. Please circle your organization's Pαrticipαtion， Position αndSαtisfiαction to each of these 
decisions and events. (if the event took place before the establishment of your organization then 
you are free to skip those events) 



















3. Strong participation 
3. Favor 
3. Very Satisfied 





1. No participation 2. Participation 
1. Against 2 Neutra1. 
1. Dissatisfied 2. Satisfied 
3. Strong participation 
3. Favor 
3. Very Satisfied 
3. 93rd Amendment 2005 : To reserve seats for socially and educationally backward classes， besides 


































































3. Strong participation 
3. Favor 
3. Very Satisfied 




1. No participation 2. Participation 
1. Against 2 Neutral. 
1. Dissatisfied 2. Satisfied 
3. Strong participation 
3. Favor 
3. Very Satisfied 





















3. Strong participation 
3. Favor 
3. Very Satisfied 
Q4.2. Is your organization involved in any of the following issues? Choose as many issues that 
correspond to your organization's actions. In which way you are involved in those issues-
advocacy (Negotiating and pressurizing the government in different ways and providing public 
education) or service providing (materially helping citizens on those matters such health clinic， 
tinancial aidヲlegalaid， school， skill training etc.)? You can circle both if it applies to your 
organization. 
1. Political and human rights 
a. by advocacy ......... b. by service providing.... .. 
2. Rural development 
a. by advocacy. . . . . . . . . . b.byservice providing . 
3. Law and order 
a. by advocacy. .. . . . . . . ，b.by service providing .. 
4. Women's right 
a. by advocacy. . . . . . . . . . bby service providing .. 
5. Education 
a. by advocacy........... ... b. by service providing .. 
6. Public health 
a. by advocacy.............. b. by service providing .. 
7. Environment 
a. by advocacy......... b. by service providing ... 
8. Labor right and Unemployment 
a. by advocacy...... ... ... b. by service providing .， 
9. Corruption 
a. by advocacy. . . . . . . . . b.by service providing .... .
10. Street Politics and Hartal (strike) Culture 
a. by advocacy...... ... .. b. by service providing .... . 
1. Separation of the Judiciary from the executive branch of the Government 
a. by advocacy...... ... . b. by service providing .， 
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[Section V Influence of Foreign-funded NGOs and Religious Civil Society in the context of state-
society relation in India] 
Q5.1.A. Is your organization involved in grass-roots level activities (for example mino-credit， 
education， skil training， family planning， heaIth and nutrition， relief and rehabilitation and so on)? 
Yes ......... No ..... . 
Q5.1.B. If Yes， Please specify your area of activity，'you mav select al that applv. 
1. GO-NGO cooperation for rural development 
2. Developing group network 
3. W omen empowerment 
4. Local representation and ventilation of grievances 
5. Education and literacy 
6. Health education and health service 
7. Legal and human rights 
8. Economic EmpowenTIent 
9. Social and political awareness and participation 
10.0thers. 
Q5.2. How would you evaluate the role of foreign funded NGOs/ organizations in strengthening 
civil societies in India? (1 = negligent， 7= highest and 4= medium). 
Negligent MedimTI Highest 
2 3 4 5 6 7 
Q5.3. Do you think the issues (like good governance， civil society， women empowerment etc.) of 
foreign funded NGOs can affect at the community level? 
Yes ......... No ........ . 
Please give your opinion on the following statement. 
Q5.4. As foreign皿fundedNGOs are not based on membership so their effect is nominal. 
Yes ......... No ..............… 
Q5.5. As foreign funded NGOs have good connection with national elite so they can influence the 
national policy. 
Yes .......... No ... . 
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Q5.6. Do you think the relation between foreign funded NGOs and religious civil society is 
confrontational? 
Yes ......... No ................ . 
Q5.7. How does your organization view the following groups? Rate the following groups on a 
scale from 1 to 7 in terms of articulating the demand of the people at the community level. 
1 stands for weak articulation， 7stand for strong articulation and 4 isthe moderate point. 
A. Religious civil society 
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